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ABSTRACT 
There is ciear evidence that variations in health exist across cultures. Di fferences in 
mental. physical. and functional health. service utilization patterns. health beliefs. and health 
management behaviors have been found between the Chinese and the genenl North Amencan 
elderly. Health and cultural differences also contribute to variations in medication use. For the 
Chinese elderly. medication use is complicated by dissimilar medication metabolism. and the 
concomitant use of Western and traditional Chinese rnedicines (TCiM). which may result in 
greaier risks for adverse dnig rcactions. medicatiun non-compliance. and increascd cost. 
In formation on the detern~inants of medication use by culture is lacking. Numerous 
methodological problems exist in the litenture on the study of minority cultures and the 
determinants of medicarion use including sarnpl ing. measuremsnts. and statistical analysis. In 
addition. there is no previous study on the type of TCM available to the gcnenl public. In the 
presen t study. the sam pl i ng issue was addressed by a phonologicall y based sumame scarch 
method. which yielded a high hit rate (86.l?/o). and this method was representative and user 
fnendly. The Minimum Data Set for Home Care and a supplernentary questionnaire on 
cultural measures were used to genente cornprehensive. reliable and valid data. Multivariate 
linear and logistic rcgression anal ysis. as well as examinations of interaction terms were 
cmploycd. The ami lability and standard of the TCM products sold in the KitcheneriWaierloo 
area werc surveycd. and results indicated serious labelling inadequacies and violations of the 
Food and Drugs Act. 
Four sets of data wcrc analyzed for this study: the Chinese-Canadians in the 
KitchenedWaterloo area: the Red-Cross Canadians frorn 6 Ontario cities: the Chinese-Hong 
Kong; and the general Canadian population. Signi ficant di fferences were found in socio- 
demographic variables l i kc age, mari ta1 status. education level. and 1 iving arrangement. For 
measures of health status. the Chinese-Canadians were the healthiest, followed by the Red- 
Cross Canadians, then the ChineseHong Kong. 
Determinants of medication use were analyzed for the Chinese-Canadian and the Red- 
Cross Canadian samplrs. Over 50% of the Chinese-Canadians used TCM for a combination of 
reasons. More respondents in the Red-Cross Canadian sample used al1 foms of rnedications. 
and the number of rnedication used was also higlxr for the Red-Cross Canadians. Variations 
existcd in thc detcrrninants of medication use within culture and across cultures. For the 
Chincsc-Cànadians. deteminants for any rnedication use were country of origin from 
Southcast Asia (OR=8.7 I ). livcd with child (OR=0.22). and number of diseases (OR=[ 7.09); 
for TCM usc. ific dercmiinants were heal th beliers (a positive curvilinear relationship). 
prcsence O C  paiii sy mpioins (OR=i .R2 1. and being hospitalized (OR= 15.10): for combined 
medication use. they were lived wi th child (OR=O. 15). presence of pain symptoms (OR=4.45). 
presence of social isolation problems (OR=6.25). and being hospitalized (OR=15.71); for 
Western medicine use. they were lived wi th child (OR=O. 14). presence of physical heal th 
problems (OR= I 1.46). and number of diseases (OR= 1 5.1 7); for polypharmacy including 
TCM. they were presence of social isolation problems (OR=3.85) and number of diseases 
(0R=4.49); where for polyphamacy excluding TCM. the deteminant was number of diseases 
(0R=3.78). Deteminants for number of any rnedication used were number of diseases and an 
interaction terni between perceived poor health and number of diseases, which accounted for 
6 1 '!/O of the variances: for number of TCM used, the detenninants were forma1 services used, 
pain syrnptorns. and an interaction terni between social isolation problems and nurnber of 
discases. which explaincd 32% of the variances: for number of Western medicine used. they 
were perceived poor health. physical health probiems. and nurnber of diseases. which 
accounted for 56% of the variances. Variations were found within the Chinese-Canadians. 
Pain symptoms and being hospitalized were only significant for medicaiion use involving TCM. 
Possible reasons to this werc discussed. 
For the Red-Cross Canadians. deteminants for Western medication use were cognitive 
performance score (OR=0.70) and number of diseases (OR=2.26): for polypharmacy. the 
deteminants were feels lonely (OR=3.5 I ). nurnber of diseases (OR= 1.64). and medication not 
reviewed (OR=0.23). Detenninants for number of Western medication used were cognitive 
performance score. number of diseases. perceived poor health. and medication reviewed. which 
accounted for 3O0h of the variances. Variations existed in the deteminants of rnedication use 
by culture. Medication reviewed and fcels lonely. although present in similar proportions in the 
two cultures. were only significant for the Red-Cross Canadians. Reasons contributing to this 
werc discusscd. 
ln conclusion. there is strong evidence that the health status and medication use 
patterns arc differeni by culture. These variations have important implications to policy and 
prograin Iorniaiion and to liitiirc rcsearch. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Atter decades of research, gerontologists have corne to a clear consensus that older 
aduits are characterized by their heterogeneity rather than their homogeneity. As people 
age. their l i fe experiences contribute to their uniqueness physically, psychologically and 
culturally. This diversity makes it  inappropnate tu talk about "the elderly" as a single 
social category without stereotypical oversimplification (Fry. 1990). Cultural and ethnic 
variations in heaith have been known for some time. and strict rnedical or biological models 
have not been able to rxplain more than a fraction of these variations. The remainder rnust 
be attributed, at least in part. to environmental, societal, and cultural factors (Zola. 1979). 
An examination of health of the elderly by culture is timely because of the rapid 
demographic changes in Canadian society. While the population of individuals 65 years 
and above is growing quickly. both in absolute nurnben and as a proportion of the whole. 
the Canadian population is also becoming more culturally diverse. 
In 1986, elderly people comprised 1 1 % of a11 Canadians, and this is projected to 
increase to nearly 22% (6.4 million) by the year 203 1, representing a doubling in the 
proportion of elderly people in 1 986 ( Statistics Canada, 1 99 1 ). The same aging trend is 
observed in other Asian countnes like Hong Kong. As the life expectancy of people 
increases. and birth rate declines. the proportion of people over 65 yean in Hong Kong has 
increased from 2.8% in 196 1 to 8.8% in 199 1 (Hong Kong Govement, 199 1 ). The 
proportion of people 65 years and older in the general Canaciian population. Chinese- 
Canadians. and Chinese-Taiwanese in 199 1 revealed a similar pattern (Statistic Canada, 
1 992: Directorate-General of Budget. 1992). Elderly people comprised at least 10% of the 
total population of 25 years and over. with a higher proportion of females than males 
(except for Chinese-Taiwanese) (Table 1.1 ). 
The increasing heterogeneity of Canada's population is largely a result of the 
changing immigration patterns over the last century. Prior to the 1960s. the immigrants 
were prirnarily European. but by the late 1980s. substantial numbers came from South 
Asia. Southeast Asia, Central and South Arnerica, Afnca, and China (Masi. Mensah and 
McLeod. 1993). The Asian population (especially Chinese and Southeast Asians) is 
projected to be the fastest growing among cultural minorities. Chinese will consti tute 23% 
of visible minorities. while other Asians wi I l  make up another 19% (Samuel. 1992). 
Latimer and Lundy ( 1993) reported that in the top 20 sources of immigration to Canada. 
Hong Kong ranked first. with China. Vietnam. Korea and Taiwan following closely. These 
data suggrst that Chinese is  the most common visible minonty in Canada (Figure 1 .1  ). 
Topther with the aging population. and the increasing prevalence and impact of Chinese 
immigration. the health status and health related behaviors of the Chinese elderly cannot be 
overlooked. 
1.1 Ethnicity and Culture 
Although the terms "ethnicity" and "culture" have been used interchangeably in the 
literature, they reflect different concepts. An ethnic group refers to a group of people who 
share the same ancestry or history. with distinctive patterns of family life. language, values 
and social norrns (Gordon. 1964). These people corne from particular social groups 
distinguished by race (e.g., African). religion (e.g., Jewish), or national origin (e-g., 
European). They rnay or may not have the same cultural identity. because culture is an 
acquired trait (Masi et al., 1993). Culture refers to a way of life that is influenced by the 
ethnicity. environment. society. and life course expenences (e-g.. immigration experience). 
hence it is acquired throughout the lifespan of an individual. It includes language. 
concepts. bel ie fs and values. symbols. structures. institutions. and patterns of behavior. 
One's culture is not necessary the same as one's ethnic origin (Masi et al.. 1993). 
In studying the Chinese population. boih the concepts of ethnicity and culture are 
useful. Ethnicity can be used at the sarnpling selection stage as a selection criterion to 
identi Fy Chinese individuals by race and name. for example. This would identiw an ethnic 
background rather than citizenship. Focus may ihen be placed on the cultural aspects of 
the Chinese elderly. in order to move beyond race and heritage to also include beliefs and 
behaviors. which are acquired through l i  fe expenences. It should also be noted that there 
are variations within a cultural group as well as between cultural groups. The similarities in 
health status or behaviors might be more apparent among people of the sarne socio- 
econornic status and different ethnocultural background than those of the same 
ethnocultunl bac kground but di fferent socio-economic status. 
1.2 The Chinese-Canadian Population 
The Chinese population in Canada is composed of people rnainly from China. Hong 
Kong and Taiwan. Other Southeast Asian countnes like Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia. 
Vietnam. Cambodia. and Laos also represent the origins of a large number of the Chinese 
immigrants. Despite the vanety of migration pattems. there are some commonalties in the 
culture and beliefs of these Chinese people (Lai & Yue. 1990). 
The first great influx of Chinese individuals to Canada happened between 1 88 1 and 
1884. when 15.000 men were "importeci" from China to serve as construction workers on 
the Canadian Pacific Raiiway (Lai & Yue, 1990). Only after the II World War, did Canada 
allow close relatives of Chioese residents to immigrate to the country (Statistics Canada. 
198 1 a). These surviving pioneers who migrated in the late 1800s and early 1900s have 
now rcached an advanced age (Lai & Yue. I W O ) .  Another group of eideriy Chinese have 
corne more recently h m  Hong Kong. China and Taiwan to join their children who are 
technical workers and professionals. Their role was confined mainly to household and 
child care duties. in support of their adult children. The third group of Chinese elderly are 
persons who are financially stable and chose to retire in Canada (Employment and 
Immigration Canada. 1985). and they are mostly from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Together 
with the last group of elderly Chinese refugees from Southeast Asian couniries. People's 
Republic of China and Vietnam (Statistics Canada, 198 1 b). these Chinese elderly Vary 
greatly in their socio-economical. financial. educationai and health statuses (Lai and Yue, 
1990). Despite belonging to the same ethnic group. these individuals not only present 
characteristics of cultural pattems and healih needs very different from the general 
Canadian population. but also from each other. 
1.3 The Ceneral Canadian Population 
Canada being a mul ticul turai society is made up of people from diverse cultural 
backgrounds including Europeans. Africans. Americans. and Asians. The terni "Canadian" 
therefore refen to a heterogeneous group comprised o f  a mixture of people from vanous 
cultural subgroups. When studying a rninonty culture in Canada (like the Chinese), useful 
information can be drawn by companng the Chinese-Canadians with the rest of the 
population (in this case the Canadian population not including Chinese). This non-Chinese 
Canadian population is hereafter referred to as the "genenl Canadian population". For the 
purpose of this study. the term "Canadian" means residency in Canada and not necessary 
citizenship. 
Table 1.1: Perceatage (Frequency, in thousands) Distributions for Age and Gender: 
Canadians, Chinese-Canadiaas, and Chinese-Taiwanese in 1991 
*ge Males Females Maies Females Males Females 
Y0 (N) %O Y0 (N) %O %pq 
65 and over 13.5 (1 130) 20.0 (1840) 10.5 (20.1) 13.4 (26.9) 12.4 (715) 1 1.2 (6 14) 
Figure 1.1: Visible Minorities in Canada 
CHAPTER 2.OVERVIEW OF HEALTH -4ND .MEDICATION USE 
2.1 Health Variations in the Elderly by Culture 
The available information on health statistics of cultural minorities demonstrates 
some important differences in health statu (Ujimoto, 1988). Variations in heaith are often 
the resul t of cornplex interactions among biological, psychological, social and cultural 
factors. Heaith therefore cannot be defined without reference to culture. or in absolute 
tems because the perception. interpretation. expression. and management of health and 
illness are cul turally based (Danesi. 1 993). The expenence and manifestation of pain is a 
good example. In one snidy. fewer Chinese. Japanese and Filipinos made demands on 
health care staff. cried or requested medication than did the Caucasians and Hawaiians in 
response to pain (Lister. 1977). Other factors thai are strongly affected by ethnic and 
culturai background include socio-demographic factors. psychosocial behavion. disease 
conditions. biological variables, hnctional disabilities, inherited disorders. and mortality 
and rnorbidi ty rates. Since migration processes alter cultural expenences, health status of 
the "stayers" (those who reside in their native country). and "movers" (those who migrated 
to other countries). of the sarne cultural group may Vary. Waxler-Momson (1 990) stated 
that ethnic membership ofien means family structure. medical beliefs, and health status are 
dissimilar. with those of the Western society. From the stand point of the practitioner, 
these dissimilarities could lead to ineffective health care related to patient non-cornpliance. 
From the point of view of the ethnic patient. the consequences may include prolong iliness, 
alienation. and feelings of being discrirninated against. 
There are other problems cornmonly experienced by many of the cultural minority 
groups, especially the elderly. The first is lack of English fluency, which can make social 
involvement and health care service utilization fmstrating and unrewarding. Second is 
poverty. which may contribute to inappropnate bealth care utilization and altemate health 
choices in order to avoid burdensorne medication costs. Last but not least. difticulty in 
understanding the health provision mode1 and bureaucracy rnay result in reduced access to 
health services( Waxler-Momson. 1 990). Therefore, the cultural variations associated with 
health rclatrd issues must be accounted for when studying the clderly population (Cjimoto. 
1988). 
2. t . I  Mental Health 
Information on mcntal health is essential as it not only reveals the level of need for 
direct psychological care. but also points to problems which may interfere interventions of 
physical health problems (Berkanovic. Lubben. Kitanto and Chi, 1994). There are a 
number of mental health issues associated with aging, and two important areas of 
consensus are depression and suicide. A cornrnon explanation for mood disturbances in 
later life is that aging is accompanied by role losses through widowhood and retirement, as 
well as by losses of meaninghil relationships through the death of significant others 
(Markides and Mindel. 1987). Members of the cultural minonties can experience 
additional stresshl events such as migration. discrimination, cultural and language changes, 
and they may have fewer resources for dealing with stress. 
Ujimoto. Nishio. Wone Cr and Lam's ( 1993) study discussed the "captive irnrn~~mants" 
status of the Chinese and Korean women. which means that they came to Canada because 
of a felt responsibility towards their family. Their role in the Canadian society is ofien 
limited to baby-sitting and house chores. This greatly reduced their opportuni ty of 
becoming integrated into the society and compounded their sense of anxiety and 
depression. Kuo ( 1984) found higher rates of depression among Asians compared to 
whites. and Ying ( 1988) found higher levels of depressive symptoms in the Chinese than 
whites. Lum ( 1995) reported that. for elderly 65 to 74 years old. the suicide rate is three 
times higher for Chinese-American women than white women: in those 75-80 years old, it 
is seven times higher. The suicide rate of Chinese in San Francisco between 1952 and 
1968 was 27.9 per 100.000 population compared with 10.0 for the nation. However. 
Markides and Mindel ( 1987) found no çvidence suggesting that Asian Amencans 
experience greater rates of mental illness. 
Most of the above findings were based on the Amencan experience. The mental 
health status of the Chinese-Canadian elderly may differ from thar of Chinese-Arnericans 
because of different experiences in prejudice and discrimination. ~Methodological 
difticulties can also account for inconsisient results of depressive disorders. including: 
difficulty in distinguishing normal versus pathological mood change; lack of cornmon 
epidemiological diagnostic criteria: variations in case finding and sampling procedures: lack 
of consideration of cultural patterns of depressive experience; lack of longitudinal studies 
to nile out cohort effects: and insufficient reliability and validity evidence in the 
measurernents of eihnocultural groups (Marsella. Sartorius. Jablensky and Fenton 1985). 
2.1.2 Physical and Funetional Health 
Studies of physical and functional health problems are important because they 
provide necessary information on the degree and extent of need for health care (Berkanovic 
et al.. 1994). Epidemiological evidence on health problems showed clear patterns of cross- 
cultural variations in health explained, at least in pan, by underlying biological differences. 
A higher prevalence of certain genetically inherited traits are present in sorne cultural 
groups ( c g . .  sickle ce11 anemia in black ~ornrnuni~lcs. thalassaernia among Mediterranean's 
C 
[Masi. 19891). and Southeast Asian people are more prone to lactose intolerance (Bayless. 
Rothfeld and Massa, 1975)- 
Other important biological variations associated with ethnocul tural background 
include differences of body build. Height, weight. and rate of metabolism are different in 
Southeast Asians than other groups and these affect the phannacokinetics oi'medications 
(Masi. 1 989). There fore. prescribing of medications should not be done without reference 
to ethnidcultural background. 
Markides and Mindel ( 1987) reported that almost two-thirds of Chinese elderly 
rcsidents of Chinatown described their health as poor or fair compared with only about 
one-tliird of San Francisco's White elderl y. Chinatown residents were also much more 
likely to report that health tirnits their activities and they are impaired in their physical 
rnobility. However. a snidy conducted by YU. Kim. Liu. and Wong ( 1993) on 
congregated housing elderly people in Chicago showed that as ADL is concemed, no 
Chinese or Korean elderl y reported k i n g  limited in five or more activities. and very few 
reported having three or more limitations. In another study. Ievel of acculturation and the 
relationships to the five areas of functional impairment: social. and economic resources. 
mental. and physical health, and activities of daily living were exarnined mong a goup of 
Chinese and Vietnamese in San Diego (Morton, Stanford, Happersett, & Molgaard, 1992). 
Problems in physical health resulted in the highest prevalence. Over 90% of the subjects 
registered problems in physical health. with slightly higher Ievels found among the Chinese 
(96%). as compared to the Vietnamese (86%). Almost half of both the Chinese and 
Vietnamese groups registered ADL impairment. with the highest rates among the women. 
Berkanovic et al.. ( 1994) reported that elderly Chinese in Los Angeles rated their health 
status as higher. had fewer chronic illnesses. and experienced less mobili ty 1 imitations than 
did Chinese in China. Although bener in physical health. and similar in IADL abilities. the 
Chinesc in Los Angeles reported more interferences with their daily activities as a result of 
their health. and they speni more days in bed due to illness than the Chinese in China. I t  
was explained that different perceptions of illness and treatment experiences rnay account 
for these variations. These inconsisrencies in research findings might be due to 
rnethodological differences in sampling. Functional definitions and measurements, to name a 
few. 
Different cultural groups may also have dissimilar morbidity rates. Cancers in the 
ear, nose and throat, nasopharynx, esophagus, liver, and stomach are more prevalent in the 
Chinese population. Also, hepatitis. tuberculosis, intestinal parasites, and renal Stones are 
more likely to occur in the Chinese (Lai and Yue, 1990). Jenkins and Kagawa-Singer 
( 1994) reported that cancer incidence rate of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos, for al1 
anatomic sites combined. is lower than that of whites. The incidence of breast cancer in 
Chinese-Amencan women is substantiaily higher than that in Chinese women in Asia. 
Sirnilar trends were seen in colon and rectal cancers. 
It is evident that cancer and other disease occurrences in immigrants suggest 
important information on the roles of heredity and environment. Jenkins and Kagawa- 
Singer ( 1994) argued that a majority of cancers are believed to be caused. in part. by 
behavioral. cultural. and dietary factors. suggesting that at least some cancers are 
preventable through the modi fication of these factors. De finit ive conclusions cannot be 
made based on these data because of factors such as selective migration. which could affect 
equivalence of groups. and the comparability of data from the country of origin with that of 
host. as i t  may be compromised by differences in medical care. for example. 
2.1.3 Service Utilization 
A review of service ut il ization by Damron-Rodriguez Wallace, and Kington ( 1 994) 
found that there are clear cultural differences in utilization rates for many health care 
services in the US. For physician services. the Asian-Amencan elderly visit physicians half 
as often as white Americans (Liu and Yu, 1985). Boult and Boult (1995) found a strong 
relationship between minority status and the infrequency of visiting physicians. With 
hospital stays. Singh and Kinsey ( 1993) reported that the Philippine elderly spent more 
days in hospital compared with their white counterparts. Yeo ( 1993) noted that despite 
greater evidence of disability. ethnic elderly are significantly under represented in nursing 
homes compared with whites. For the utilization of community-based services, a trend of 
inequitability is also apparent. Significantly fewer elderly Asian-American used social 
services than Latino and black elderly (Damron-Rodriguez et al.. 1994). Among the very 
few Canadian studies, Majumdar. Browne. and Roberts ( 1995) reported that although 
ethnic groups made up 24% of the population in the Hamilton-Wentworth region, only 
1 1.7% of those were receiving fomal health care. Emergency room care was one of the 
few services where AsianPacific Americans have a relatively high rate of inappropriate use 
compared with the genenl population (Liu and Yu. 1985). inappropriate ernergency room 
use may be an indicator of problems with access to other types of health care. 
For the Chinese-Canadian elderly. it is not certain whether they share the same 
service utilization experience as other Asians in the US or other "ethnic groups" in Canada. 
Since the health care provision and insurance systerns in the US differ substantially from 
Canada. it is difficult to make unambiguous cornparisons across the two systems. Also, 
information on service utilization patterns of this culhird group is dificult to extract from 
the existing data sources because of small sarnple sizes of specific cultural groups, and the 
aggregation of data into a convenient generic "ethnic groups" category. With timited data 
in the Canadian context. researchers cannot distinguish between and compare the vanous 
cultural rninority groups. 
2.1.4 Culturat and Health Beliefs 
Concepts about health and illness, as well as of care and treatment, are an integral 
part of ethnic identity that can be traced to cultural and health beliefs (Hopper, 1 993). The 
Chinese tradi tional cultural Mie  fs are rooteci from Con fucianisrn, which is still followed, to 
varying degrees by many Chinese immigrants. Central to this philosophy is "filial piety". 
which is the basis of al1 conducts. Filial piety relates. in simplistic ternis. to senior@ and 
respect: a wife obeys her husband, students abide teachers, and individuals submit to 
authority. The elders in a traditional Chinese farnily should be the most respected. 
Essentially, age equals dominance (Chae, 1987). Traditionafly. the Chinese value how 
one's own status appears to othen, hence the concept of "social sensitivity" (Louie. 1985). 
Social sensitivity also means that one's conflicts are not expressed. It is not proper to 
challenge an expert. Therefore. if a Chinese client has rnisgivings with a prescribed 
treatment. he or she may not verbalize these concerns for fear of public conflict. Instead. 
the individual may simply not follow the treatment (Chae. 1987). Finally. according to 
Confucianism. the body is not the property of the person inhabiting it. and it must be 
returned in whole upon death to ensure a proper afterli fe. Consequently, Chinese elders 
who adhere to these beliefs rnay refuse surgeries or invasive procedures (Chae. 1987). It is 
important to note that. with more and more western influences. these beliefs may not be 
retained in whole. 
Health beliefs across the globe rnay be categonzed as the foilowings: those 
concerning "nature" (natural causation); those related to the individual (the "self'); and 
those associated with forces beyond ordinary human control (supematural). such as 
religion. spirits and magic (Masi. 1988ab). Health beliefs in the Chinese culture relate to a 
state of equilibrium between individual. society, and the cosmic forces of the universe 
(Lum. 1995). The Chinese concept of health and illness is based on traditional Chinese 
medicine. which is divided into three distinct but related types: classical Chinese medicine, 
Chinese folk medicine. and medicine in contemporary China (Gould-Martin and 
Chorswnad, 198 1 ). Classical Chinese medicine is recorded in ancieni texts "Huang Ti Nei 
Ching" (The Emperor's Classic of Intemal Medicine), believed to have been written 
between 2698 and 2598 BC: the "Shang Han Lun" (Treatise on Fevers), and the "Shen 
Nung Pen Ts'ao Ching" (Shen Nung's Classic Pharmacopoeia), which were believed to be 
wri tten around the third cen tury BC (Lai and Yue, I W O ) .  The texts state that al1 of 
humanity and nature are related to each other in a harmonious balance. Since imbalance 
brings il lness. individuals must adj ust themselves wholl y to the environment to maintain this 
balance. Classical Chinese medicinr especially emphasized the concepts of "yin" and 
"yang". Yin represents "the female. negative energy: the force of darkness. coldness. and 
emptiness". Yang represents "the positive. male energy: the force of light. warmth. and 
hllness" (Spector. 1979). 
Chinese folk medicine originated much of its theory from the classical sources, but 
the concepts may hold different meanings. "Hot" and "cold" are often substituted for 
"yang" and "yin". and harmonious balance must be maintained between the two opposing 
forces. in fornation about treatment is custornari ly obtained from newspapers. by word of 
mouth. and through oral histories. often without the full  understanding of the 
characteristics of the treatment. Religion and magic may also enter into folk medicine. 
The Chinese rnay attribute health to good luck or to leading a good life. either in the past 
or the present (Lai and Y ue, 1 990). 
Chinese medicine in contemporary China draws ideas from classical and folk 
traditions, and from current rnedical technologies. both Chinese and Western. Medical 
treatment rnay be offered from either. or both of the treatment approaches. Generally. the 
forms of treatment offered by traditional Chinese medicine include herbal medicine. 
acupuncture, acupressure. moxibustion (the buming of small quantities of dned herbs on 
the body), and chiropractie bone setting (Lai and Yue, 1990). 
Lai and Yue (1990) reported that Chinese people usually think of themselves as il1 
only when symptoms are evident. Since the primary goal is to get rid of these symptoms. 
the concepts of chronic illness. where symptoms persist for a long time with no absolute 
cure. and af prevention are not clearly understood and appreciated. Some Chinese may 
refuse blood tests for fear the loss of blood will weaken the body and because the 
procedures are too invasive. Also. as imrnediate results are expected from medications. 
prolonged Western treatment regimes are often viewed with skepticism. which leads to 
prernature discontinuation of Western prescriptions (Lai and Yue. I W O ) .  Many Asians 
also believe that Western medicines are too strong and may cause side effects not evident 
in traditional medicines. They may alter the dosage or treatment petiod for fear of 
undesired side effects (Dinh, Ganesan. and Waxler-iMorrison, 1990; Lai and Yue, 1990; 
Okabe, Takahashi, and Richardson. 1990). Individuals raised in the Chinese culture are 
also reportedly reluctant to use analgesics because of the fear of being out of controi. and 
they believe that pain killers cause sweating and loss of body fluid which induces weakness 
(Poliakoff, 1993). 
2.1.5 Health Seeking and Management Behaviors 
Driedger and Chappe1 1 ( 1 987) reported that self care. rather rhan pro fessional care. 
rnakes up the rnajoriry of  pcrsonal health care. Most rlderly persons. especially those rrom 
minority cultural groups. treat themselves before sreking formal services. Even after 
seeking formal care. many foms of self care continue. Self-medication is a cornmon 
practice for Chinese and other Asian ethnic groups. Patients rnay take both Western and 
traditional Chinese medicine. plus home cures. particularly oils and ointments (Lai and 
Yue. 1 W O ) .  Prematurc discontinuation of taking a medication or altering the dosage may 
be cornmon in Chinese patients who expect immediate effrcts or fears undrsired side 
effects. Chappell ( 1 993 ) also reponed that bctwern 7j0h to 85% of ail personal care 
received by the elderly conie tiom the in fomal network. Family and friends are the first 
reson for care to the elderly. and tlicy provide the vast majority ofhealth care. it is the 
lack ot' in formal suppon. not i l i  htxl th. thai is the main predictor of long-tem 
institutionalization (Chappell. 1 993 1. 
Most Asian ethniç eldrrly are ftrsr-generation immigrants (Lai and Yue. 1990). 
Unli ke the mainstreani Crinridians who were eithrr bom in Canada or long-time residents. 
the health care needs and nieclicaiion ritilization behaviors of these Chinese elderly should 
not be based on the experience ofihr general population. variations in the Chinese 
elderly's beliefs and behaviors: physical. mental and functional health al1 contribute to their 
dissimilar rnedication utilization behaviors. therefore. a thorough understanding of patterns 
and determinants of medication use in elderly. especially the effects of culture on 
medication use in the Chinese elderly should be understood. 
2.2 Medication Utilization Patterns in the Elderly and Variations by Culture 
2.2.1 Prevalence of Medication Use 
Medication use in the elderly is cornmonplace. More elderly persons use more 
prescribed and over-the-counter medications than those in the younger age groups. 
Chrisch i l  les. Foley. Wallace. Lemke. Semla. Hanlon, Glym. Ostfeld and Guralnik ( 1 992) 
indicated that. depending on in which city they lived. 60-68% of elderly men and 68-78% 
of elderly women used prescription rnedications. where 52-68% of elderly men and 64- 
76% o f  elderly women used over-the-counter (OTC) medications. In addition. the elderly 
were more likely than younger people to be multiple-medication users (Bergob. 1994). The 
National Alcohol and Other Medications Survey (NADS) revealed that, as age increases. 
the prevalence of prescription and OTC medication use increases. It was reported that 
1 9% of elderly men and 27% of elderly women used three or more medications. In 
contrast. only 13% of men and 15% of women aged 15-34, and 14% of men and 18% of 
women aged 35-64 reported this level of medication use (Health and Wel fare Canada 
[HWC]. 1992). Touminen ( 1988) compared the number of  prescriptions filled per year in 
community-based populations in Saskatchewan, Ontario and British Columbia. The 
prescriptions per person was 6.7 for the 35-54 year old group in Saskatchewan in 1976, 
and 12.8 for the over 65 year old group in the same period: whereas for the elderly in 
Ontario in 1984-85. number of prescriptions filled were 22.2 per person for the 65 years 
and older group. Although the time frame of data collection was different, it was still 
evident that the elderly consume much higher number of medications than the younger 
croup. Similar trends were found in national surveys from around the world (Nolan and 
L 
O'Malley. l988b). which confirmed that there was an increase with age in the proportion 
of people who take prescription and OTC medications. 
2.2.2 Prescription and Over-the-Counter Medication Use 
Arnong the different medications taken by the elderly, medications for cardiac and 
vascular diseases, analgesics and anti-inflamrnatory medications. stomach remedies and 
laxatives. tranquilizers and sleeping pills were the most cornrnonly consumed categories 
(Guttrnan, 1978: Heaith and Wel fare Canada. 1992). While there is consensus on 
medication use increasing with age. it is not easy to pinpoint the precise consumption rate 
due to dcviations in survey techniques. sample populations and definitions of medication 
categories ( McKim and Mishara. 1987). 
Although some o f  the medications taken by the elderly were prescribed by 
physicians. many were bought OTC without physician consultations (Canada Health 
Survey. 198 1 ; May, Stewart. Hale and Marks, 1982; McBean-Cochran, 1993: Murray, 
1974). When prescription and non-prescription analgesic use was combined. this group of 
medications ranked first among the elderly, with 49% of men and 53% of women having 
taken at least one medication of this type (HWC, 1992). May et al. ( 1982) showed that 
nearly 30% of al1 medications taken by a sarnple of elderly in the United States were not 
prescribed by a physician. A Canadian survey (Murray, 1974) demonstrated similar 
findings that over 40% of the medications taken were OTC medications. The use of 
medications without physician consultation. together with the disproportionately higher use 
of rnedications in the elderly. their changing phamacokinetics. and polypharmacy can 
exaggerate the problem of medication mis-use. and dnig adverse reactions. 
Many studies of adverse dmg reactions (excluding elicit medications. suicide and 
addiction or medication abuse) reported high frequency of detected adverse dmg effects. 
Inciardi. Bride. Russe and Wells ( 1978) noted that the highest frequency of problems in 
pesons 60 years and older was with OTC medications and some prescription medications. 
Caranasos. Stewart and CIuff( 1974) reponed that people over 60 accounted for 3 1.5% of 
al1 hospi ta1 admissions. but consti tuted 4 1 2% of adverse dmg reac tions admissions. 
Hunvitz ( 1969) also reported that the elderly were over-represented in adverse dnig 
reactions. Health and Welfare Canada's record of adverse drug reactions reported by 
hospitals and physicians across Canada indicated that people over 65 years had a much 
higher frequency of adverse dmg reactions than what was expected by chance (Health 
Protection Branch, 1985). 
2.2.3 Medication Use in the Chinese Elderly 
Some physiological differences in dnig metabolism have been reported in Asians. 
Thcre is sufficient evidence io indicate thût beta blocker. psychotropics. and neuroleptics 
difîèr in their metabolic effccts on certain ethnic groups  morioka ka-Douglas and Yeo, 
1 990). Other siudies also documented cross-cultural di fferences of metabolic response to 
rnedications. including sparteine. debrisquine. me~hyenytoin, and caffeine (lnaba. 1987). 
In many Asians. there is a deficiency of the active form of dehydrogenase. which is an 
enzyme used in the metabolism of alcohol. In these people, a flushing may appear afier 
consumption of a small arnount of alcohol (Lin. 1991). The acetylation rate. which is the 
speed of a liver process responsible for the metabolism of many cardiac and psychotropic 
drugs, are much faster in Asians than in North .4mencans (Katzung, 1 992: Lin, 1 99 1 ). 
This fast metabolism is responsible for the more frequent and bigher dose of a medication 
in the Chinese population than other ethnic grotips. Additionally, many Chinese are of a 
srnaller stature and have a lower percentage of body fat than average Arnerican. This 
affects the metabolisrn of fat-soluble medications such as Vitamin K. commonly used to 
reverse the anticoagulant e ffect of warfarin (Katzung, 1 992: Lin. 1 99 1 ). Therefore. dosage 
modification may be necessary in Chinese patients when warfarin is prescribed. The above 
in formation clearly dernonstntes that an undentanding of medication use cannot be 
assumcd without reference ro cultural backgrounds. 
In the Chinese population. medication use is furiher complicated by the combined 
use of Westem medicines and traditional Chinese medicines (TCM). This concomitant use 
is of additional concem because it is known that TCM often have pharmacological effects 
(Chan, Chan and Critchley. 1992; Homma, Oka. Niitsuma and Itoh, 1993; Lo, Chan, 
Yeung and Woo., 1992; Sutter and Wang. 1993). Examples of commonly used TCM 
included Asarum forbesi. or duheng. which is for fever. cough, and intestinal woms; 
Angelica anomale. or baizhi. which is a cornmon drug for treating rnenstruai irregularities, 
infections. and urinaty di fficul ties: Angel ica decursive, or gianha, which is an expectorant, 
laxative. and carminative (O 'Hara. 1 994). These K M  clearly demonstrated 
phai-macological effects which may lead to dmg-dmg interactions with Westem 
medications. and possibly adverse dnig reactions when used inappropriately (Chan. Chan. 
Tomlinson and Critchley. 1 993a). 
Documented adverse dnig reactions related to TCM inc lude unnecessary 
hospitalization: falls; confusion: cardiovascular. neurological and gastrointestinal problems: 
and death (Chan et al., 1 992; Chan. et al., 1993a; Chan, Tomlinson and Critchley, 1993 b: 
Gorey, Wahlquist and Boyce, 1992: Izumotani. Ishirnu-a, Tsurnura, Goto. Nishizawa and 
Morii. 1993: Mostefa-Kara. Pauwels. Pines. Biour and Levy, 1992: Tai, But. Young and 
Lau. 1993: Tomlinson. Chan. Chan and Critchley. 1993). Wong. Wong. and Donnan 
( 1993) found that 3 1 % of those self-rnedicated on TCM expenenced adverse dmg 
reactions. Adverse dmg reactions may be more prevalent in the elderly population 
because medication metabolisrn decreases with age and elderly people are more sensitive to 
the effccts of rnedications ( Envin. 1993). 
2.2.4 Deterrninants of  Medication Use 
Information on the determinants of medication use in minority cultures has rarely 
been reported in the litenture. Most studies have investigated the general population. with 
a few exceptions that studied "Blacks". Several factors have been shown to be related to 
increased medication use. With respect to socio-demographic variables. gender, education. 
marital status. living arrangement. locale and race were determinants of medication use in 
studies of the general and of the "Black" populations (Brown, Salive. Guralnik, Pahor. 
Cbapman and Blazer. 1995; Chrischilles et al., 1992; Fillenbaum, Hanlon, Corder. Ziquba- 
Page. Wall and Brock, 1993: Laukkanen, Heikkinen, Kauppinen and Kallinen, 1992: 
Simons, Simons. Lauchlan. McCaIIum. Friedlander & Powell. 1992). As women tend to 
use medications at a higher rate than men. some believe that gender differences in rate of 
medication use are due to biological differences. however. many emphasized that social and 
cultural factors are even more important deteminants of gender differences in health and 
medication use in the elderly ( Whi ttington. Peterson. Dale and Dressel. 198 1 ). 
Functional status variables such as disabilities in activity of daily living, functional 
and physical disabilities are associated with increased medication use (Brown et al.. 1995: 
Chrischilles et al.. 1992: Fillenbaurn et al.. 1993; Guttman. 1978). Hanlon. Landerman. 
Wall. Homer, Fillenbaurn. Dawson. Schmadar. Cohen and Blazer ( 1996) concluded that 
the community-based elderly with cognitive impairments were l e s  likely to use any 
medications than cognitively intact elderly. hence making cognitive impairment a negative 
predic~or of medication use. 
In ternis of health conditions. Guttman ( 1978) reported that poor health predicted 
increase in medication use in the elderly. This finding was substantiated by Skelton ( 1985) 
who found that for a healthy population, age did not predict increased medication use. 
This partially supported Guttman's argument that if a person has no health problems. there 
should be no increase in medication use with age. Other health variables like severity of 
disease. number of diseases. perceived poor health and health status were also predictors of 
medication use in the community based elderly (Mckim. Stones and Koma, 1990; 
Chnschil les et al.. 1992). Although interactions between health and social-cultural 
variables in predicting medication use were apparent, most studies neglected to investigate 
these important interaction effects. 
Psychosocial variables including loneliness. life satisfaction. and reponed depressive 
symptoms al1 associated with medication use (Chrischilles et al.. 1993; Mckirn et al.. 1 990: 
Simons et al., 1992). The NADS results and other studies also shown that stress and lack 
of farnily support were strong predictors of increased or multiple medication use (HWC. 
1992; Swinkels, Hirdes and Ellis-Hale, 1996). 
Different types of forma1 seMce utilization such as visits to physicians and 
hospitalization were also significant determinants of medication use (Fillenbaum et al.. 
1993: Simons et al.. 1992). Brown et a1 ( 1995) found that in addition to number of doctors 
visits and ovrtrnight hospitalization. use of a regular doctor was also associated with more 
antidepressant use. 
Health pnctice variables like smoking and drinking were also predictors of 
increased medication use (Chrischilles et ai.. 1992). While most studies agreed on the 
deteminants of medication use. discrepancies do rxist as exemplified by McKim et al. 
( 1 990) who reported no correlation between age and sex with medication use, and in 
Stewart, Moore. May. Marks and Hale ( 199 1 ) who found no gender difference in the rate 
of increased drug use. 
Despite the importance of medication use in the Chinese elderly. as evident in the 
complexity of their medication use and potential for elevated risks. there has been very 
little published work on determinants of medication use. Wu's (1996) study on health care 
and folk medicine use. reported that cu i~ra i  variables such as beliefs in traditional Chinese 
rnedicine and Western rnedicine. and nativity level (how much a person retained the 
Chinese culture - degree of "Chineseness") were deterrninants of folk rnedicine use. 
When Westem culture mets traditional ethnic culture. the treatment approach to 
illness is not constant. In studying medication use of the Chinese elderly. the scenario is 
further complicated by the expanded choices of Western rnedicine and TCM. and the 
coexistence of multiple belief systerns. Clearly more rnethodologicaliy sound research. 
investigating a rnultidimensional set of variables. across and within cultures are needed. 
Moreover, interaction effects between socio-cultura1 and health variables on medication 
use should be exarnined. to allow a more comprehensive understanding of the determinants 
of medication use. 
CHAPTER 3.WlETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THE STC'DY OF HEALTH AND 
MINORITY CULTURE 
Several methodological problems concerning sampling. response rate and 
community resistance. nieasurement. and analyjis issues were encountered in previous 
studies of minority cultures. These problems impeded the representiveness. 
general izability. and completeness of the information and rneaningful cross-cultuml 
compati sons. 
3.1 Sarnpling 
One of the m:ijor problems in conducting studies in niinority cultures is obtaininz 
rcpresentative samples. It is \\;el1 known thnt identit');ing a specific cultural group in 
reographical areas with high proportions of "Whites" is difficult and costly (Jackson and 
C 
Hatchett. 1 Y 86).  Bccause of rhis inipedimrnt. many studies resorted to using samples of 
convenience. Methods such as using cultunlly distinct neighborhoods (e.g.. Chinatown 
residence). minori ty culture organization records ( e.9.. cultural clubs. churches). or 
snowballing are cornmon (Mortan et al.. 1992: Raskin. Chien and Lin. 1992: Chung and 
Lin. 1994). Although these methods may avoid the problems of high cost and low hit rate 
(the probability of correctly identifying the targer population). they are olien non- 
represcntatkc duc to the non-random nature of the sampling approach. Others used 
random di-it dialing or csnsus survey information in order to improve representiveness 
(Haflge. Cahill and West. 1984: Winkelby. Flora and Kraerner. 1994). These methods are 
more representativc. biii thry su ffer from ineffectiveness and low hi t rate. high costs, and 
being too tirne consuming. Another major problem with census and statistical records is 
the lack of differentiation among cultural groups. Too often. the vanous populations that 
compose Asians are not fùnher broken down. and this aggregation of population 
infom~ation makes meaningful cornparison unattainable (Brome. Fong and Mokuau. 
1994). An illustration is the Canadian Health Survey. which grouped information broadly 
under English, French. and Others, making culnirai cornparisons difficult (Driedger and 
Chappell, 1987). Ujimoto ( 1994) urged that it is no longer appropriate to classiQ research 
samples in these convenient categories. Instead. precise differentiation of the sample is 
necessary. It is evident that there is wide heterogeneity between minority cultural groups 
in their form of immigration ( forced versus voluntary ). recency of immigration. social 
economic status. nativity. and institutional completeness. Therefore. treating these unique 
individuals as one group is highly inappropriate. 
3.2 Comrnunity Resistance and Response Rate 
Community resistance is well known to researchers working wi th cultural minority 
populations (Bengtson. Grisby. C o q  and Hmby. 1977: Burton and Bengtson, 1982: 
Jackson. Tucker and Bowman. 1982). This resistance to research tends to be significantly 
greater in cultural minority comrnunities than in "white" comrnunities. yielding low 
response rate ( Bengtson et al.. 1 977: Wu, 1996). Reasons for this greater resistance 
included poor reputations of researchers and the research snidy (Becerra and Shaw, 1984). 
and perceptions that such research may have negative effects on the comrnunity or self 
(Lillie-Blanton and Hoffman. 1995). To some individuals, they may distrust the intent and 
integrity of the researchers and suspect that persona1 and household information might be 
misused (Markides. Liang and Jackson. 1990). 
To address these problems. researchers have found that the quality of the survey 
instrument. formal and informa1 community awareness campaigns, appropnate times to 
interview. and careful selection of interviewers had proven positive effects on reducing 
community resistance and increasing response rate (àecerra and Shaw. 1984; Bengtson et 
al.. 1977). Jackson et al. ( 1982) also stressed that interviewers who represent the 
credibif i ty of the study. should have the power to convcy the perceived objectives of the 
study. Therefore. careful iraining of competent and sensitive interviewers can be the most 
effective way to resolve the problems of cornrnunity resistance. 
3.3 Measurements 
A cornmon criticism of most studies of minority groups is that they were perfonned 
on only one or two rninority cultural groups without equivaleni information on the general 
population. making multicultunl cornpansons difficult. Driedger and Chappe11 ( 1987) 
stated that the two primary bamers to perfoming comparative studies between cultural 
croups are the lack ofperiodic national surveys. and insufficient data for specific cultural 
C 
croups. Krarner and Barker ( 199 1 ) urged that cross-cultural cornparisons studies at a 
C 
national level are needed in order to understand the patterns and effects of culture and their 
relationship to heaith. 
Hirdes and Carpenter ( 1997) comrnented that one of the senous problems in 
studying health in different populations is the lack of comparable data across studies. Also, 
most studies did not report the validity and reliability of their measurements. To a degree. 
this was due to lack of standardized data collection procedures and definition of health 
variables. A solution to these data inadequacies and to achieving comparable database is 
the incorporation of a common assessrnent instrument with consistent definitions of 
variables. standardized administration protocol, and cross-cultural applicability in elderly 
population. Only by implementing this step can valid and reliable comparisons of data 
within-culture. across-cultures. and intemationally be possible. 
While the health profile of elderly people varies widely, and their needs are 
multidirnensional. Most studies of health in ethnic minority eiders ornitted this 
considention. and examined only limited health parameters (Markides and Mindel. 1987). 
In ordcr to address the multidimensional aspects of geriatric health. a comprehensive range 
of health variables needs to be exanlined. 
3.4 Analysis 
Many studies on medication use reported only bivanate analysis and descriptive 
statistics (Chrischilles et al.. 1992; Hershman, Simonoff, Frishman, Paston and Aronson, 
1995: Laukkanen et al.. 1992; Stewart et al., 199 1 ). For those who performed multivariate 
analysis in predicting medication use. few examined the statistical interactions between 
health and social variables (Brown et al., 1995; Fillenbaum et al., 1993; Hanlon et al,, 
1996; Simons et al.. 1992). Use of bivariate analysis limits the studies' ability to identib 
independent predictors. and i t  is not possible to examine the relative weight or importance 
of the predictors. 
Kelsey. Thompson and Evans ( 1987) reported that statistical interactions should be 
included in the design. analysis and interpretation of research studies. Neglect to consider 
suc h interactions may conceal the true relationship between the dependent and independent 
variables. rendering the findings faulty. In the study of medication use. a statistical 
interaction exists if the degree of association between an independent variable and 
medication use (dependent variable) varies according to the level of another independent 
variable. Unfortunately, statistical interactions in studies of medication use have been 
severely understudied or under-reponed. McKim et al ( 1990) in their study examined 
interaction e ffects between disease seventy and health ratings but found no signi ficant 
effects. Within the research literature to date. very few provided any guideline or direction 
of specif7c areas to examine for interactions among health and social variables with 
medication use. This lack of direction is rspeciaily profound in the study of medication use 
in culiural minority groups. 
3.5 Rationaie for Using the Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC) 
The use of comprehensive multidisciplinary assessment instruments with the elderly 
population has been repeatedly advocated (Kane & Kane, 198 1 ; Katz and Stroud. 1989: 
Rubenstein. Calkins and Green field. 1988: Rubenstein. Wieland and Bernabei, 1995). The 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 mandated that comprehensive. accurate, 
standardized. and reproducible assessment be imp!emented for geriatnc residents in the 
evaluation of their functional capability (Morris, Hawes, Brant. Fies. Phillips, Mor, Katz. 
Murphy, Drugovich and Friedlob. 1990). comprehensive multidisciplinary assessrnent is 
generally essential in identiQing the multidimensional needs of the elderly. for complete 
clinical planning and service provision, and in evaluating program effectiveness (Morris. 
Fnes. Steel. lkegarni. Bemabei. Carpenter. Gilgen. Hirdes and Topinkova. in press). In 
addition. the use of standardized assessments is supenor to other measurement methods 
such as sel f-report, proxy responses and non-standardized direct patient interviews. 
Standardized assessrnents provide known measurement characteristics as a resuit of 
continuing research on their psychornetnc properties (Challis. Carpenter and Traske. 
1996). Once adequate standardization of assessment protocols is established. it may then 
be appropriate to compare individuals. programs and countries (Hirdes and Carpenter. 
1997). 
3.5.1 Comparison with Other Instruments 
When trying to identiw a widely accepted. effective comprehensive genatnc 
assessment instrument for non-institutional settings, very few instruments with proven 
validity and reliability were found the literanire (Rubenstein, Siu and Wieland, 1 99 1 ). In a 
review of 50 community based assessment instruments in the UK. weaknesses were evident 
in one or more of these areas: content comprehensiveness, length of administration, 
standardization of protocols. and evidence of reliability and vaiidity (Challis et al., 1996). 
A recently proposed mult~dimensional instrument for long terni care semices in Ontario - 
the Common Assessrnent Instrument (CAI). posed numerous problems in its absence of 
standardization protocols. missing of decision guidelines. lacking of evidence on reliability 
and validity. lengthy and laborious assessment procedures. and inappropriate constructs, to 
name a few (Hirdes, 1996). 
In light of the importance of comprehensive genatnc assessment. and the 
inadequate quality of many of the existing instruments, international expenences with the 
Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC) offers convincing evidence as a logical 
choice for comprehensive assessments of elderly in thc community settings. The MDS-HC 
was developed by interRAI. an international team of more than 30 researchers from 16 
countries comrnitted to standardized assessment to improve care of the elderly. It is a 
comprehensive. standardized instrument for evaluating the needs, strengths. and 
preferences of elderly individuals living in the community. and of home care agencies 
(Morris et al.. in press). The MDS-HC is a second-generation comprehensive geriatnc 
assessrnent instrument whiçh compliments the Minimum Data Set 2.0 for nuning homes 
(MDS-2.0) (Morris et al.. in press). The MDS 2.0 has been rnandated for implementation 
in ail chronic care hospitals throughour Ontario and in several other nations. The MDS-2.0 
has demonstrated strong evidence of reliability and validity for its use with chronic care 
redents (Hawes. Moms. Phillips. Mor, Fnes and Nonemaker. 1995: Hawes, Phillips. 
Mor. Fnes and Moms. 1992). and sirnilar findings have been reported for MDS-HC 
(Morris et al., in press). 
3.5.2 Resident Assessment Instrument Home Care (RAI-HC) System 
In response to the needs of the increasing proportion of elden living in the 
cornmunity, the Resident Assessment Instrument Home Care (RAI-HC) was developed. 
The RAI-HC is ri cornprehensive and standardized instrument for evaluating the needs. 
strengths. and preferençes of eiderly individuals living in the community. and of home care 
agncies (Morris et al. in press: Hirdes. 1996). and i r  is compatible with the con~ressionally 
rnandated Resident Assessrnent Instrument (RAI)  for nursinp humes (which includes the 
MDS - 2.0) in the United States and several countries overseas. The RAI-HC system 
consists of testing items. detinitions. çare planning protocols. and training materials which 
were developed through extensive research and clinical ac tirai ties. There are original ly two 
main components to thc RM-HC: the hlinimurn Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC) and 
the Client Assessrnent Prot«çols (CAPS 1. Recrntl y. a series of outcorne measures have 
been derked from the MDS-HC. 
3.5.2.1 The Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC) 
The MDS-HC is the screrning assessrnent component of the RAI-HC system. i t  is 
a standardized. minimal assessrnent tool that contains 20 major sections which enables 
clinical proléssionals ( nurses. social workers. speech-language pathologists. physicians and 
other t hcrapists) to brie ll y assess mu1 tiple ksy domains in socio-dernographic. function. 
bchavior. hea t th statirs. scicial support. cnvironrnent. senice use. and medication use 
(interR.4I. 1996). 
The MDS-HC on average tokes less than one hour to complete. making i t  
manageable for regular use in home care programs. It also incorporates standardized 
training procedures using a comprehensive assessor's rnanual that gives detailed 
operational de finitions for each parameter. Items in MDS-HC are highly comparable with 
the reliable and valid MDS-2.0 (30 of 32 items of the key areas in the MDS-HC come from 
the MDS-2.0, and 47% of the total items in the MDS-HC come from the MDS-2.0) 
(Hawes et al., 1995; Morris et al.. 1996). The new items created for the MDS-HC are for 
areas that are more commonly present in the community setting (e.g.. role of informa1 
supports. the extent of elder abuse, lADL self performance, environmental condition. a 
variety of health conditions, and a series of service use indicators). The standardized 
assessment procedures involves the assessor using direct questioning of the elderly person 
and his or her informa1 caregiven. observing the elderly in the home environment. and 
reviewing other health-relaied documents when available. This type of explicit use of 
items. instead of using standardized questions. and reliance on multiple source of 
information closely resembles the MDS-2.0 approach. which yielded high reliability 
coefficients (average weighted Kappa equals .75) (Hawes et al.. 1995: Morris et al.. 1996). 
A copy of the MDS-HC instrument is contained in Appendix A. 
3.5.2.2 Client Assessrnent Protocols (CAPs) 
The Client Assessrnent Protocols (CAPs) are specific combinations of 
questions/iterns, known as "triggers". from the MDS-HC instrument. There is a series of 
30 problem-oriented CAPs. Each CAP uses the MDS-HC assessment data in a structured 
manner to identify health risks and concems to be addressed through hrther evaluation and 
carc planning. 
Examples of groups of CAPs include: functional performance (e-g., 
ADL/rehabi litation potential. 1 ADLs. institutional nsk); sensory performance ( e g ,  
communication disorders. visual function): mental health (e-g.. alcohol abuse and 
hazardous drinking, cognition. behavior. depression and anxiety); health 
problems/syndromes (e-g.. cardio-respiratory, dehydration. falls. nutrition. oral health. pain. 
pressure ulcers); service oversight (e-g., adherence, brittle support systern, medication 
management, psychotropic medications, environmental assesment); and continence (e.g., 
bowel management, unnary incontinence). These CAPs can also be used as a training 
manual and reference for dinical professionals (interRAI. 1996). 
Once triggered. CAPs lead to a more in-depth review of the causes o f  the client's 
identified problems or presenting nsks. with the aim of developing an individualized care 
plan. Psychometric propenies of the CAPs and their guidelines have been evaluated with 
satisfactory resuits (Morris et al.. in press). 
3.5.2.3 Outcorne Measures 
The outcome measures were original i y developed for ci inical pro fessionals to easil y 
understand the characteristics of a client's state of hnctioning (Morris. Fries. Mehr. 
Hawes, Phillips. Mor and Lipsitz. 1994). There are 13 outcome measures denved from 
speci fic MDS items and organized into hinctional 1 y meaningful hierarchical scales. These 
outcome measures are: activities of daily living (ADL) hierarchy: instmmental activities of 
daily living (IADL) - capacity measure: IADL - involvement level; starnina; bowel MDS- 
HC item; bladder MDS-HC item; co~munication; cognitive perfomsnce scale (CPS); 
behavior symptoms: mood symptoms; alcohoi use/abuse; pain symptoms; and pressure 
ulcer MDS-HC items. 
3.53 Psychometric Properties 
MDS- HC 
Inter-rater reliability of the MDS-HC was tested usine data from home care clients 
in five countries: Australia. Canada, the Czech Republic, Japan. and the United States. 
The samples were not randomly selected. but consisted of agencies willing to participate in 
the reliability trial (Moms et ai. in press). The average weighted Kappa across the item set 
was .74 for the MDS-HC. with its Kappa values ranging from -49 (for danger of falls) to 
.9 1 (for ADL self performance). When assessing reliability coefticient. Kappa values lower 
than 0.4 indicate poor reliability. values between -40 and .75 are considered adequate; and 
a value of .75 or higher is evident of excellent reliability (Fleiss, 1981). Validity was also 
established as exemplified in the ability of the MDS-HC to discnminate between "early- 
loss" ADLs (bathing and dressing) and "late-loss" ADLs (bed mobility and eating) in 
community based and institutional individuals (Morris et al., in press). 
The MDS-2.0 has been translated into 13 languages (Czech, Danish. Dutch. 
Finnish. French. Gennan. Icelandic. 1 talian. Japanese. Nowegian. Spanish. Swedish and 
Polish). and sources of unreliability or incompatibility were identified and addressed in 
cross-national cornparisons (Fries. Schroll. Hawes. Gilgen. Jonsson. and Park. in press). 
This makes MDS-2.0 more cultunlly compatible than any other existing comprehensive 
geriatric assessrnent tools. The MDS-HC, being highly comparable with the MDS-2.0. can 
be expected to share the same cultural compatibility. The MDS-HC is also standardized in 
its assessor qualification. assessor training. definitions of parameten. scoring, and the 
interpretation of data. 
Out corne Meastires 
The 8 outcome measures used for this study demonstrated excellent inter-rater 
reliability for the summated scale. Weighted Kappa reliability for ADL hierarchy was 0.94. 
IADL-capacity measure 0.80. IADL-involvement leve10.92, starnina 0.86, communication 
0.88. cognitive performance scale 0.9 1. mood syrnptoms 0.74. and pain syrnptoms 0.69 
( Morris. Fnes. Morris. Phillips and Mor. 1995). 
In conclusion. widence on the psychornetric properties of the MDS-HC. its 
adaptability to multicultural settings. and its superior comprehensiveness. significantly 
support the international use of this instrument in assessing the bealth status and health 
retated behaviors of community based slderly in different countries. With trained assessors. 
the MDS-HC can achieve cornprehensive gerïatric assessrnent of community bascd elderly 
in a reliable and valid fashion across cultures and countries. and facilitate international data 
cornparison. 
CHAPTER 4. STUDY ONE: A Survey of Canadian Retailers Distributing 
Proprieta- Traditional Chinese Medicines: Labelling and Regulation Issues 
4.1 Rationale 
It is well know that significant numben of medication used by the elderly are OTC 
medicines (Canada Health Survey. 198 1 : May et al.. 1982; McBean-Cochran. 1993: 
Murray. 1974). For the Chinese elderly in Canada. OTC traditional Chinese medicine 
(TCM) is widely available. therefore their standards and types available should be 
examined. 
TCM has k e n  used For over five thousand years. Different foms of TCM are 
practiced by "TCM doctors" including herbalists. bone-setters, acupuncturists. and 
practi tioners of qi-gong. tui-na and acupressure ( Working Party on Chinese Medicines 
[W PCM]. 1 994). In Canada. TCM products can be obtained from Chinese herbal stores. 
health food stores. Chinese grocery stores or specialty convenience stores. Despite its long 
history. compared with the much younger field of Western medicine, regulations on 
practice and sale of TCM are much less advanced in most countries. In Canada. 
regulations on the sale of TCM products fa11 within the yeneral regulations on drugs. which 
are not specific to TCM. 
Treatment with TCM is common among Chincse people. and its use is increasing in 
non-Chinese countries. In Hong Kong. 5040% of adults use TCM as a complementary 
form of health care to Western rnedicines (WPCM. 1994; But and Kan, 1995) and, in many 
western countnes (e-g.. USA. Australia), certain TCM practices are licensed and TCM 
education is formaiized (WPCM, 1994). Despite this cornmon use and growing interest, 
Canadian regulations on TCM practice and the enforcement of regulations on  TCM sale 
remain inadequate for the protection of public health. Further, TCM products are readily 
available to the lay-public through numerous sources with easy access. 
Understanding that polypharmacy and sel f-medication are prevalent in the elder1y 
(McBean-Cochran. 1993). especially in the Chinese etderly. a survey of retailers in the 
Waterloo region selling TCM products was conducted to examine the availability and 
labelling standard of over-the-counter Proprietary Traditional Chinrse Medicines (P-TCM) 
acçording to the regulations under the Food and Dnigs Act (Tjarn. Hirdes. Kan and Chi. 
1996). No previous study in this area of research has been round. P-TCM are TCM 
medicinal products in the ready-made. cornmercially packaged fom versus the ingredient 
tom (commonly referred to as the herbal materiais). 
The tenn "adequate labelling" needs to br operationally defined to provide a 
working standard. First. the Canadian Food and Dmgs Act (Health Canada. 1989) defines 
''drugo' as "any substance or mixture of substances rnanufactured. sold or represented for 
use in the diagnosis. treatment. mitigation or prevention of a disease. disorder. abnormal 
physical state. or the symptorns thereof. in man or animal ..." . Al1 of the P-TCM products 
fa11 iindcr th i s  definition. Since they may be purchased from retailers with no health 
prokssionals available. they also belong to the classification of over-the-counter (OTC) 
dmgs (Health Canada. 1989). and P-TCM should therefore follow a11 labelling regdations 
for OTC dnigs. If products contain prescription substances. the regulations on  prescription 
dmgs must be apply. OTC drugs are intended for self-treatment of minor. self-limiting 
illnesses that generally do not require the involvement of health professionals. so they must 
contain sufficient information to be used properly by a lay person. Funher. the text should 
be explicit and not easily rnisinterpreted by non-professionals. In Canada. the following 
labelling information is required on OTC dnigs: a)  indication for medicinal use. b) dosage. 
c) route of administration. d) wamings. e) medicinal ingredients. and f) expiration date 
(Health Canada, 1989). 
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Sampling 
Retai l outlets carry ing P-TCM products in the Waterloo region were identi fied 
through Chinese and English telephone directories and through focus groups. A census of 
retailers of P-TCM products in the Waterloo region included 8 Chinese convenience stores 
and X health food stores. A lrtter of invitaiion to participate was sent to each store. and 
consent was obtained through a follow up phone cal1 and signed document. 
4.2.2 Developrnent of Survey Instrument 
Two sets of survey instruments were developed: 1 ) a questionnaire for store owner 
interview; and 2) a complete inventory form for P-TCM. The content of the store owner's 
questionnaire was developed based on questions needed to be answered by the study. 
Following focus group verification and modification of the questionnaire. a pilot study was 
carried out to assess the questionnaire's ease of use. content completeness. and 
acceptability to store owners prior to its implementation. 
The inventory fom for P-TCM was designed to record a11 pertinent information on 
the label of the P-TCM. Labelling information in both Chinese and English languages were 
recorded in a standard format including product name: brand name: unit pnce; listed 
ingredients: medicinal purposes: dosage: route of administration; wamings; and expiration 
date. This information was used to assess the labeiling standard according to the Canadian 
Food and Dmgs Act (Heai th Canada. 1989). 
4.3.3 Data Collection 
Store owners were interviewed pnor to a complete inventory of the P-TCM 
products. Each different type of P-TCM products was purchased and all information on 
the outside and inside labels were recorded using the srandard inventory fom. 
4.3.4 Analysis 
Descriptive statistics for the label ling infornation was performed. Percentage 
distribution. and Chi-square analysis to assess statistical differences were conducted for 
categorical data. 
4-4 Resuks 
Among the 8 Chinese convenience stores and 8 health food stores. only one of each 
stores refused to participate. resulting a response rate of 87.5%. The inventory of P-TCM 
yielded 1 14 different dmgs from conveniencr stores. 2nd 3 from health food stores. None 
of the stores had a quali fied TCM personnel monitoring the sales of the P-TCM. Most 
store owners, with no TCM training. fulfiiled the role as the provider of medication 
information to customers. 
The cost of P-TCM were relatively inexpensive cornpared with western dnigs (over 
78% of them were less than 5 dollars). Figure 4.1 shows that a wide vanety of medicinai 
indications were declared. ranging from mild conditions (e.g.. coughs) to more serious 
ones (e.g.. mental problems. diabetes). Moreover. many of the P-TCM violated the 
English and French language requirement because descriptions were provided in Chinese 
only. and sorne medicinal indications were more likely to be declared in Chinese language 
only than others (e.g.. anti-aging agents. aphrodisiacs. agents for hormonal problems. and 
alcohol related problems). Table 4.1 shows that the number of medicinal indications 
çlaimed ranged frorn 1 to 13 by the P-TCM manu hcturers. Xearly 40% of P-TCM 
declared 5 or more medicina1 indications. and claiming 3 medicinal indications was the 
modal value. Many P-TCM used TCM terminologies reflecting concepts that are specific 
to the philosophy and practice of TCM. The concepts are not commonly used in Western 
medicine, making precise translation to English difficult. Approximately 57% of the P- 
TCM used T CM terminologies in English andlor Chinese. 
The P-TCM were analyzed according to labelling regulations set out by the Food 
and Drugs Act. No P-TCM complied fully with any one of the 6 labelling requirements (a- 
n in English. Declararion of route of administration was complied with by the largest 
percentage of P-TCM (75.3%). followed by medicinal indications (74.8%), ingredients 
(73.Xn/o). and dosage ( 7 1.094). Labelling of wamings and expiration date were most 
insufficient (22.4 and 12.1%. respectively) (Table 4.2). As few as 3.7% of P - K M  
satisfied the complete set of labelling reguiations (Figure 4.2). and most (53.7%) satisfied 
on ly four of the requirements. 
Under Section I I I  of the Food and Drugs Act. any adwnisement to the seeneeral 
public of a drug as a treatment. prevention. or cure for a disease listed in Schedule A 
(Table 4.3) is prohibited. Table 4.4 shows that 49.5% of the P-TCM collected violated this 
regdation. Of the 45 prohibited Schedule A diseases. 19 were claimed by these P-TCM to 
be preventive or curative by these P-TCM. 
In order to estimate the potential risk of adverse reactions among the P-TCM 
studied. published phamacoepidemiological repons were surveyed to identiQ P-TCM and 
associated ingredients with documented cases of adverse reactions (see Chan. Tomlinson 
and Critchley. 1993b: Izumotani et al.. 1993). These adverse reactions could be a result of 
the product cffects. and! or of mis-use. For example. "zheng gu shui" is known to be 
associated wirh contact dematitis among some patients (But and Kan. 1995). On this 
basis. approximately 25% of the P-TCM had adverse drug reactions reported. or contained 
ingredients that may lead to adverse reactions in some individuals. It should be emphasized 
that this approach would yield a much higher percentage for western pharmaceuticals with 
adverse reactions because regdatory review and epidemiological scrutiny in post- 
marketing surveillance has bern muçh more intense. Of the 14 types of adverse reactions 
reported for the P-TCM studird. the most comrnon were gastrointestinal ( 15.9%). 
neurological ( 14.0%). rend ( 13. PO) allergic (7.5%). and central nervous system side 
e ffects (5 -6%) (Figure 4.3). A cross-tabulation showed there was no association between 
reported adverse drug reactions and waming statements on the P-TCM labels. Among P- 
TCM with known adverse reactions. only 46% provided waming statements compared 
wi th 52% among those wi thout reported adverse reactions. 
Although P-TCM typically contains natural. herbal ingredients, 30°! of them 
contained allopathie or conventional Western medicines. The most common Westem 
medicines listed on the label were nibefacients ( 13%). analgesics (6.5%) and stimulants 
(4.6%). There are also reports of Westem medicines found in P-TCM in scientific 
litenture including analgesics. anthelmintics, anti-inflamrnatories. benzodiazepines. 
diuretics. hormones. laxatives. and steroids (But and Kan. 1 995: Go tdrnan. 199 1 ). Some 
of the P-TCM also containrd Westem medicines that are highly restricted (e.g.. 
pheny ibutazone [Ontario Collrge of Phamacists. 199 1 1). and banned P-TCM (e.g..  
Chuifong Toukuwan [Goldman. 199 1 j) was also found in 2 5 9  of the stores. 
4.5 Discussion 
Most OTC Westem dmgs usually limit medicinal indications to one or two 
symptomatic. minor and self-limi ting illnesses. In contrast, P-TCM made claims for a wide 
range of multiple symptoms. i l  lnesses and diseases at di fferent levels of severity. This 
could lead to possibly at least two problems for public health. First. the public could view 
P-TCM as illegitimate medications if they feel that the claims are unrealistic. and this could 
discourage the appropriate use of some effective TCM drugs. Second. customers might 
believe unsubstantiated claims. and this could pose important health risks. 
A number of concems anse with respect to language use on P-TCM labels. For 
example, it is not clear whether the apparent selective use of Chinese-only claims for 
specific conditions (anti-aging agents. aphrodisiacs. hormonal problems, and alcohol 
related problems) was a deliberate strategy to target the Chinese only or whether it was 
simply a chance variation. The use of TCM terminologies creates a bamer to penons 
unfamiliar with TCM philosophy in understanding the medical context of the P-TCM. 
Their low cost combined with inappropnate translation may propagate mis-perception of 
P-TCM as either ineffective or harmless. 
The lack of adherence to governrnent labelling regulations is of particular concem. 
Insuffïcient labelling is probably the result, at least in part, of lack of enforcement of the 
OTC dmg regulations for P-TCM. In Canada. P-TCM customanly have been viewed as a 
non-drus or miid health supplements by the public and many heitii professionals. This 
situation is compounded by the large percentag of P-TCM claimed to have medicinal 
effects on the prohibited Schedule A diseases. and the lack of waming statements on P- 
TCM. Tlie clcar violation of the Schedule .4 section of the Act should be of concern to 
Canadian regulatory bodies. I t  is also problematic that there was no di fference in the 
percentage or P-TCM with or without warning statements bzsed on known adverse dmg 
reactions. The public must be cautioned at least through warning statements on the dmg 
labels to avoid imnecessaq health risks. For the protection of public health, regulatory 
bodies must treat P-TCM seriously and apply the labelling regulations for Westem 
medicines to P-TCM. with additional considerations of cultural and ianguage differences. 
in conclusion. this study revraled three levels of non-compliance to Canadian Food 
and Dnigs Acts of the P-TCM products. The most senous non-cornpliance is banned P- 
TCM products being available on the market. This needs to be dealt with irnrnediately to 
avoid serious public health hazards. Second. a number of P-TCM products contain 
Western medicines. Thcse products should be identified clearly. and information on their 
pharmacothenputic properties should be made available to both health pro fessionals and 
the public. Last. but not least. many P-TCM products contain insufficient labelling 
information. Appropriate efforts should be made in order to improve the labelling 
standard of these products. It  is strongly recommended that. when formulating action 
plans on the en forcement of the regulations. researchers in the TCM field and 
representatives of the Chinese community be involved to ensure a smooth implementation 
of the process and to avoid public resistance. While there is a clear case of some urgency 
to act. any regulatory and enforcement initiatives musi occur in pannership with the 
cultural community affected. In Hong Kong. the Working Party on Chinese Medicine has 
made concrete suggestions on the registration of practitioners. licensing of dispensers and 
rnanufacturers. training. and public education (WPCM. 1994). In conjunction with 
existing Canadian drug regulations. the Hong Kong policies being fomulated for K M  
should be considered in detining a working framework for Canada. 
Table 4.1: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions of Medicinai Indications Declared by 
the Proprietary TCM 
Number of 
Medicinal Indications % 0 
Table 4.2: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for the Proprietary TCM Satiswng 
the Labelling Regulations Requirement for Over-theCounter Medications 
Labelling Requirements %O 
Indication for Medicinal Use 74.8 (85) 
Dosage 71.0 (81) 
Route of Administration 75.3 (86) 
Warnings 22.4 (26) 
Medicinal Ingredients 73 -8 (84) 
Expiration Date 12.1 (14) 
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UIcer of the Gastrointestinal tract 
Vaginitis 
Venereal disease 
Table 4.4: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions fqr the Propnetary TCM that Claimed 
Indications for Schedule A Diseases 
Schedule A Disease % 0 
Any ScheduIe A Disease 49.5 (53 
Arîhritis 
Anxiety state 



















CHAPTER 5. STUDY TWO: Identification of the Chinese Population Using a 
PhonologicalIy Based Surname Search Method 
S. 1 Rationale 
The frequent use of non-representative samples (e-g.. cuiturally distinct 
neighborhoods. minonty culture organization records. snowballing), and tirne consuming, 
low hit rate (e.g., random digit dialing. census survey information) methods in sarnpling 
rninority culture is of concem (Chung and Lin. 1994; Hartge et al.. 1984: Mortan et al.. 
1992: Raskin et al.. 1992: Winkelby et al.. 1994). When studying the Chinese population. 
a theoretically based. low cost. high hit rate. and representative method of utilizing a 
phonological method to distinguish Chinese sumames from non-Chinese ones can be 
employed (Tjam, Hirdes and Roehrig. 1996). 
The Chinese language's phonological rules dictate that Chinese words are ail 
monosyllabic (Wong. 1995). Chinese surnames are therefore also monosyllabic (except for 
a few two-word compound sumames which are known and easily identifiable). There are 
distinctive phonological rules and patterns within certain Chinese dialects. In cornparison 
with the Engl ish phonetics. Chinese surnames. transcribed based pnmarily on the 
pronunciation of the Cantonese or Mandarin dialects (the two most common Chinese 
dialects). can only begin with a vowel sound (e.g.. :a. e. i. O/). or one of the following 
consonant sounds: /b. p. m. f. d. t. n. 1. g. k. h. z. c. S. j, q. x. zh. ch. sh, y. W. r. ng, W .  
Funher. Chinese sumames can only end wi:h a vowei sound (e-g.. /a. e, i. o. u, ou, ow, y, 
eui) .  or one of the following consonant sounds: /m. n. ng. p. t. k/ (inclusion criteria) (Table 
5.1 ) (Wong. 1995: Avery and Ehrlich. 1987). Based on these phonological pattems. any 
words/sumames that are multisyllabic (e.g.. Hirdes. Curtis. Lubben): begin with a 
consonant cluster sound (e.g.. D n e s .  Green): begin with a sound other than the given 
consonants (e.g., Thatcher. yenn. ): or end with a fricative. africate or liquid sound (e-g.. 
Forbes, Goetz, Rose. Pooie-) (exclusion critena) (Table 5.2). will not qualify for possible 
Chinese sumames. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria cm be applied to the first and 
second name of a person as an additional verification technique. As there are only a few 
hundred Chinese sumames (Anonymous. 1973). the sumame identification method based 
phonological rules can be a valid and efficient technique in disringuishing Chinese sumames 
frorn the non-Chinese sumarnes. A simple and efficient three-step tlowchart (Figure 5.  1 )  
surnmarizes the above method. 
5.3 ~Methods 
5.3.1 Sampf ing 
The target population was telephone owners with a Chinese sumame residing in the 
Waterloo region. In ordcr to sample possible Chinese surnames. a complete list of names 
of telephone owners in the Waterloo region was obtained using a CD-ROM telephone 
directory. This method provided a near census population of al1 possible sumames. 
Chinese sumames were selected based on the exclusion and inclusion criteria, yielding a Iist 
of possible Chinese surnames. 
5.3.1 Data Collection 
Data collection in ihis study refers to the validation process of the possible Chinese 
sumames. Three validation methods were used to verify if the possible surnames selected 
based on the inclusion or exclusion cntena were true Chinese surnames. The first method 
was the use of an expert panel. A group of 8 Chinese individuals from di fferent dialect 
backgrounds (Cantonese. Mandarin. Putonghua. Shanghainese. Toisan. Hokien, and 
Chaozhou ) examined the 1 ist of possible sumames independently. and categorized them as 
Chinese surname or not. The second method was the use of extemal reference source. A 
list of Chinese sumames previously verified were used to compare against the possible 
sumarnes (Choi. Haniey. Hoiowaty ana Dale. 1 993 ). Those sumames that corresponded 
with the previously veritied sumame list was categorized as true Chinese sumames. 
Finally. validation by telephoning individuals with sumames that were not vcrified with the 
above two methods were done. A simple question of "is your last name a Chinese last 
name" was asked to validate the possible Chinese sumames. The combined result of these 
three validation methods providcd an overall percentage bit rate for the list of possible 
Chinese surnames. 
5.3.1 Analysis 
Descriptive analysis was employed to detemine the percentage hit rate of the 
phonological method. 
5.4 Results 
A total of 266 possible Chinese surnames were generated using the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria of the phonologically based sumame search method. Consensus was 
reached from the expert panel which verified 206 sumarnes as true Chinese surnames. 
When compared with the extemal reference source. 153 of the possible Chinese surnames 
were verified as true Chinese sumames. These 153 sumarnes were part of the expert panel 
list. ARer using the above two rnethods. thcre were 60 sumarnes lefi un-veri fied. Direct 
telephoning was done yielding a total of 23 true Chinese sumames. ARer combining the 
number of total verified surnames from these three methods, an overaII hit rate of 86.1% 
(229/266) of true Chinese surnames was achieved. 
5.5 Discussion 
The overall hit rate 86. I?6 tiom the cornbined method indicated that the 
phonologically based surname search rnethod is a valid technique for identiwing individuals 
wiih a Chinese surnamc h m  the genenl population. Using the inclusion and exclusion 
critena and the three step flow chart. both Chinese and non-Chinese speaking individuals 
can utilize this method with ease. and the searching process is quick and low cost. 
Certain limitations existed with this rnethod. A few surnames qualified under the 
phonological method as Chinese sumames, however. were also common to other cultures 
(e-g.. Lee. Kim, King, Bui). This could lead to false positives. hence over estimation. 
Names that are exceptions and should not be considered for selection with this method 
include cornmon Western names (e.g., Bean. Cook. Guy). and common other Asian Names 
(e.g.. Bui. Duong. Tieo) which are obviously not Chinese surnames. Also. phonetics of 
other dialects (e-g.. Fukienese. Toisanese. Shanghainese, Vieinmese) should be included 
in cider to achieve a comprehensive list of phonological rules and sounds in Chinese. Also, 
false negatives might occur if the Chinese individual changed hisher surname as a result of 
cross-cultural rnarriages: or the Chinese individual was from a country (e-g.. Vietnam. 
Indonesia) where a non-standard fom of surname transcription method was used. These 
nurnbers. however. are believed to be negligible in the elderly Chinese population. Finally. 
individuals who are telephone non-users or have unlisted telephone numbers would not be 
identified using this method. 
For future research. a wider scope of search rcgions may be used to achieve a 
greater coverage. Other major Chinese dialects should also be included to generate a 
cornplete list of phonological rules and patterns. ~ i s o .  more detail statistical analysis such 
as sensitivity. specificity, positiveinegative predictive values. etc. may be employed to 
provide more sophisticated statistical results. The phonologically based method developed 
to date. is nonetheless. believed to be a practical. user friendly. valid. effective and efficient 
method of idrntifying the Chinese population from a general English speaking population. 
Table 5.1: Inclusion Criteria for Chinese Surnames based on the Cantonese and 
Mandarin/ Putonghua Phonological Rules 
Phono~ogical Structure Inclusion Criteria 
Number of Syllables one syllable 
Initial Sounds any vowels 
consonant sounds 
/b, p, m, f, d, t, n, 4 g, k, h, z, c, s, j, q, x, 
zh, ch, sh, y, w, r, ng, tz, ts ,  sd 
Final Sounds any vowels 
consonant sounds 
Im, n, ng, p, t, W 
Table 5.2: Exclusion Criteria for Chinese Surnames based on the Cantonese and 
Mandarin/ Putonghua Phonological Rules 
Phonological s tnicturë Exclusion Criteria 
Number of Syllables 
Initial Sounds 
muitisylla bic 
consonant cluster sounds 
hl, br, pl, pr, dr, dw, tr, gl, gr, kl, kr, si, sp, 
st, sw, str, cl, cr, fl, fi, wr/ 
fricative o r  africate sounds 
/th, v/ 
Final Sounds fricative, afticate or  liquid sounds 
Is, f, V, sh, ch, dz, th, 1, r/ 

CHAPTER 6. STUDY THREE: Cultural Variations in Health Status and Use of 
Western Medicine and Traditionai Chinese iMedicine Among the Cornmunity-Based 
Elderly 
I t  is evident in the literature that there are variations in health beliefs and behaviors: 
physical. mental and functional health; social support; and service utilization across 
cultures. These variations subsequently contnbuted to the diversity in medication use. 
Medication use is of concem in the general population of older persons because of the high 
prevalcnce ofpolypharniacy and adverse dmg reactions. The high cost of medicarions and 
consequenccs of adversc dmg rcüctions related to increased medication use and 
polyphamacy are also major conccms for health care providen and policy makers 
(Hershrnan et al.. 1995). Medication use in the Chinese elderly is funher complicated by 
the expanded choices of Western and tndi tional Chinese medicines. the coexistence of 
multiple belief system. and variations in heal th behaviors and status. Together wi th the low 
cost and poor labelling standards of TCM products available in Canada (see Chapter 4). 
and the lack of support from heal th care providers due to unfamiliarity with the Chinese 
cuinire and TCM. the risks of polyphamacy. combined medication use and adverse dmg 
reactions are iiirther magnified for the Chinese elderly. To gain a better knowledge of 
health and medication use in the clderly in order to prevent unnecessary risks of medication 
use. ii is important to understand the variations in health and rnedication use behaviors of 
the Chi nese-Canadian and the rest of the Canadian elderly populations. 
Due to methodological limitations in sampling (e.g., lack of representiveness of the 
population. aggregation of ethnic information): low response rate and comrnunity 
resistance: measurements (e.g.. lack of standardized protocol. inconsistent detinition of 
health variables. assessment instruments being not comprehensive and multidimensional); 
and analysis (e-g.. mostly bivariate analysis, lack of considention of statistical interactions). 
most available literature in health and medication use restricted meaningful cornparisons 
across cultures and failed to provide in-depth understanding between medication use and 
health. Using the theoretically based sampling method (based on the phonological 
mehd) .  the standardized comprehensive geriatric assessment instniment (MDS-HC). and 
by implementing strategies to reduce community resistance. the proposed study examined 
the multidimensional aspects of health. and the determinants of medication use in the frai1 
Chinese-Canadian and Canadian elderly populations. Health sianis variables were also 
cornparcd with the genrral Canadian rlderly and the Chinese rlderly in Hong Kong. 
6.2 Objectives 
In examining the deteminants of medication use. vanous dernographic ( e g ,  age, 
sex). physiological (e-g.. health status. number of diseases), psychological (e.g.. depression. 
loneliness), social (e.g.. living arrangement). and health service utilization (e.g., forma1 
service use, hospitalization) factors have been reported to be associated with medication 
use (see McKim et al.. 1990: Simons et al.. 1992). For this reason. a wide range of health 
related variables were studied and examined to explain variations in health medication use. 
The primat? ohjectii~es ojthis srir& itrei-e: 
I ) to examine the determinants of medication use. both Western and K M .  in the 
Chinese-Canadian elderly population in the KitchenedWaterloo area: 
2) to examine the determinants of Western medication use in the Canadian elderly 
population receiving Red-Cross services (Red-Cross Canadians) in Ontario: 
3)  to compare the determinants of medication use between the Chinese-Canadian 
and the Red-Cross Canadian samples (sub-cultural comparisons). 
The seconda~q ohjecrive \tas: 
I ) to explore variations in health among the Chinese-Canadian and the Red-Cross 
Canadian elderly people (sub-cultural comparisons): the Chinese-Canadian and 
the Chinese-Hong Kong slderly people ("movers" and "stayers" compansons. 
immigration effect ): and the Red-Cross Canadian and the Chinese-Hong Kong 
e lderl y people (cross-CU l tural cornparisons). Cornparisons are also performed 
between the Red-Cross Canadians and the general Canadian population to 
examine hetsrogeneity of the sarnples: 
6.3 Methods 
6.3.1 Sampling 
There were four sets of data used in this study. Two sets were through primary 
data collection, namely the Chinese-Canadian KitchenerANaterloo study and the Red-Cross 
Canadian study. These rwo studies were cross-sectionally designed, and the target 
population was cohons of frail elderly people (predorninantly 65 yean and older. with the 
exception o h  few younger frai1 individuals 60 years and older). The other two data 
sources were seconda- data sets. one from the Community Geriatric Assessment Team 
(CGAT) in Hong Kong. and another from the National Health Population Survey (NPHS).  
The C<iAT is a cross-scctionally designed cohon study of caseload. and the NPHS is a 
cross-sectionally designcd suwcy oCthe general Canadian population. 
6.3.1.1 Primary Data Collection 
6.3.1.1.1 The KitchenerMaterloo Study 
The study population was comprised of community-based frail Chinese-Canadian 
elderl y residing in the Ki tchenedWaterloo area in Ontario. Two sampling approac hes were 
used. First. elderly Chinese patients of local Chinese physicians and of the Waterloo 
Home Care Program were selected. Second. elderly rnembers of the Central Ontario 
Chinese Cultural Centre (COCCC) and the Chinese Alliance Church were identified. 
As fraiities is often translated to receiving medical care in the industrialized society. 
using physician patient lists and the Home Care Program is a reasonable method of 
identifjhg the frai1 elderly. Patients are more likely to see physicians who are similar to 
thcm (MçKim and Mishara. 1987). so the Chinese elderly will probably be more inclined to 
visit Chinese physicians who share their language. culture and beliefs background. 
The names of Chinese physicians obtained fiom the telephone directory. and 
Chinese patients of the physicians and the Home Care Program al1 used the sumarne search 
method based on phonological rules (see Chapter 5).  In order to achieve a complete 
coverage of the target population. mernber lists of the COCCC and the Chinese Alliance 
Church were also used. The COCCC. with one of its mandates to serve the elderly. have 
attracted nearl y 2.000 rnernbers. This membership number approximated the census 
estimated nurnber of 1.900 Chinese in the KitchenedWaterloo area (Statistics Canada. 
1992). therefore yielding a relatively representative coverage of the Chinese population. 
The Church list was also used to cornplete the identification of Chinese elderly in the area. 
Based on the 199 1 Census (Statistics Canada, 1992) of 1,900 Chinese in the 
Kitchener/Waterloo area. and given that 7.5% of the general Chinese population in Canada 
is elderly (Statistics Canada. 1992). an rxpected 143 elderly Chinese people are needed in 
Kitcheneri Waterloo area for the study to be a census. 
A total of 176 potential Chinese-Canadian elderly individuals were initially 
identitied. Seventeen of them were non-Chinese (mostly Southeast Asians and Koreans). 
leaving a total of 159 Chinese-Canadian elderly in this area, which approxirnated the census 
estimate of 143 elderly. Excluding 57 ineligible individuals (due to migration. deceased. 
and wrong address or phone number). the study achieved a 89.1 % response rate yielding 
106 participants. 
The Chinese elderly who were unable to be identi fied through any of these four 
sarnpling frarnes were probably individuals who have not seen a Chinese physician or 
received Home Care services. have not participated in any Chinese activities. and have not 
attended the Chinese Church. This is likely a negligible number as most Chinese elderly 
will have close relations with the Chinese culture. Any of the unidentified individuals were 
probably second generation Chinese-Canadian elderly. or those who have been residents 
for an extended length of time. making them more sirnilar to the general Canadians than the 
Chinese. 
The methodological issue of community resistance and response rate were 
addressed by implementing prudent. sensible and thorough procedures at the information 
dissemination. public awareness. and assessor training sages to ensure maximal community 
understanding and participation. The firsr step in building a positive image of the study 
was to gain hll support from local organizations and agencies that are in close relationship 
with the Chinese elderly. Partnerships were forged with a local Chinese organization. the 
Central Ontario Chinese Cultural Center (COCCC). the Waterloo Regional Home Care 
Prognm. the Chinese Alliance Church. local Chinese physicians. and the University of 
Waterlm. The COCCC is a community-based voluntary association linking Chinese- 
Canadians of dl ages in the Waterloo Region. Its primary mandate is to organize and 
facilitate cultural events and to disseminate information of interest to the local Chinese- 
Canadian community. The COCCC is registered as a charitable organization and has a 
membership of approxirnately 2.000 individuals. The Waterloo Regional Home Care 
Program provides a vanety of community-based services to adults with disabilities and frai1 
elderly individuals across the Waterloo Region. This agency offers a holistic perspective in 
service delivery and it includes polypharmacy as one of the major problems targeted by its 
service providers. The Chinese Alliance Church is the only local Chinese church providing 
both Chinese and English religious services. It also has a well established elders' club. the 
Golden Club, which organizes events and workshops specific to the needs of local Chinese 
elderly. The local Chinese physicians are primary medical care givers of the Chinese 
elderly population. also participated and endorsed the study. With cornplete support from 
these reputable local agencies and personnel. the tmstworthy and scientitic image of the 
research srudy was tïrmly established. 
To further convey the research integnty and reputation. a well-known academic 
institu:lon in Chinese society. the University of Hong Kong in Hong Kong was involved. 
Being highly reputable to the Chinese population. this university's involvement greatly 
bcilitated the trust from the public in the quality of this research. Further, the professional 
and cultural background of the principal investigator is important in establishing rapport 
with the community. Being an allied health professional and an active member of the 
Chinese cornmunity (volunteer radio disc-jockey of the Chinese Hour). the principal 
investigator is farniliar to the cornmunity through her work in organizing health serninars. 
hosting charitable events and large-scale comrnunity fùnctions. As well. she is fluent in the 
two most comrnon Chinese dialects (Cantonese and Putonghua), and English. These 
credentials have contributed favorably to the acceptance of the research by the cornmunity. 
Community awareness carnpaigns (Lefebvre and Flora, 1988) were also organized 
to reduce community resistance and maximize participation. Monthly information letters 
were sent tu al1 members of the COCCC to report the progress of the study. Public 
announcements were made at major community evrnts to familianze the comrnunity of the 
study. A lso. radio broadcasting of the nature and objectives of the study were done 
regularly. Further. physicians sent out information package to al1 Chinese elderly patients 
to introduce the study. All these efforts are believed to have highly increased public 
awareness and undentanding. hence encouraged participation. Assessor selection and 
training will be discussed in the methods section. 
6.3.1.1.2 The Red-Cross Study 
The target population was comprised of clients of the Red-Cross Homemaker 
program residing in Ontario. The Canadian Red Cross Homemaker Program is a not-for- 
profit private service offered to the frai1 comrnunity-based elderly and adults with 
disabilities. Services are generally provided through contractual arrangements with local 
Home Care programs. Although a substantial proponion of Red Cross Homemaker clients 
are also Home Care clients. some are private clients served exclusively by Red Cross. The 
division of service provision is typically that Home Care provides clinical services, nursing 
care and thenpies. whereas the Red Cross Homemaker program provides support for 
activitics ot'daily living (cg..  pcrsonal care) and instrumental activities of daily living (e.g., 
house cleaning). For the present study. al1 respondents were joint clients of the Home Care 
and Red Cross Hornemaker programs. 
Sampling was based on a stratified random sample of clients of the Red Cross 
Homemaker in 6 Ontario cities: Windsor, Owen Sound. Brantford, Scarborough, 
Brockville and Thunder Bay. A cornputer generated census list was sent to the projcct 
investigators. who in mm drew random samples of 100 individuals from each city. The 
selected participants were approached by Red Cross staff and were given prelirninary 
information explaining the nature and purpose of the snidy. Within a few days. they were 
formally approached to provide consent to participate in the study. Consents were also 
obtained from the assessors for performance of their role in the project. 
Of the 600 clients initially sarnpled 127 were excluded because they did not meet 
elipibility requirernents (cg.. too Young. already discharged by the time they were 
conrrc!d died before contact). Arnong the 473 individuals eligible to participate. there 
were 96 refus& resulting in an overail response rate of 79.7 percent. The response rate 
did Vary by region with a low o f643  percent (Brockville) and a high of 100 percent 
(Scarborough). However. the prestm analyses are done at the provincial level rather than 
the regional level. 
6.3.1.2 Secondary Data Sources 
6.3.1.2.1 Cornmunity Geriatric Assessment Team - Hong Kong 
A total of 2.032 frai1 elderly Chinese living in the Kwun Tong district of Hong 
Kong were used in this study. These elderly Chinese were clients of the Comrnunity 
Geriatric Assessment Team (CGAT). which is a cornmunity based assessrnent program 
helping the frai1 elderly to find suitable placement facilities or treatment programs. The 
sampling method was a census coverage of the entire CGAT elderly client caseload 
between 1994 and 1997. The data were made available courtesy of Dr. Edward Leung. 
Asscssors were healt h care professionai inc l uding nurses. doctors. physiotherapists. 
occupational therapists and social workers who received insemice training pnor to 
assessing the clients. A self-developed clinical instrument covering a wide range of social- 
demographic. fùnctional and health measures was used. In this snidy. conceptually similar 
questions to the MDS-HC were selected to compare client characteristics. 
6.3.1.2.2 National Population Health Survey 
The National Population Health Survey (NPHS) is ar. on-going national survey of 
population heaith resulted From the recornrnendation of the National Health Information 
Council (NHIC). This recornmendation was made as an effort to address the increasing 
econornic and fiscal constrains on the health care system. and to improve the health status 
ol' ihc  population in Canada (Statistics Canada. 1994- 1995). 
Regan in 1994. the NPHS çollectcd information on demographic and socio- 
econonlîc status, health status. use of health services. and rîsk factors of household 
residence in al1 provinces of Canadian excluding populations on lndian Reserves. Canadian 
Forces Bases and some remote areas in Quebec and Ontario. Besides cross-sectional 
information. longitudinal data were ais0 collected from a panel of individuals at two-year 
intervals (Statistics Canada, 1994- 1995). 
The sample design was a stratified two-stage design using firstly independent 
sarnples of clusters drawn from each homogeneous straturn. Then, dwelling lists were 
prepared for each cluster and dwellings. and households were selected from the lists. The 
more in-depth survey information was obtained from one randomly chosen rnember (aged 
12 years and older) in each sample household to become the longitudinal pane! respondent 
of al1 mem bers of the household. This panel underrepresented persons coming from large 
households. and overrepresented persons corning kom small households like single people 
or the elderly. A rejective technique was applied to strengthen the representiveness of the 
panel. This technique screens out households with no member less than 25 years old. and 
replaces by the larger households with parents and chiidi en (Statistics Canada. 1994- 
1995). 
The interviewers w r e  part-time employees of Statistics Canada Labour Forces 
Survey (LFS) hired and trained specitically for the survey. They were supervised and 
periodically monitored by senior interviewers to ensure quality of the survey. Most of the 
interviews were staned in person and completed on the telephone due to respondent 
availability. which required on average one hour to complete for each household. Proxy 
reporting was permitted only for reasons of illness or incapacity. The 1994- 1995 NPHS 
surveyed a sample of 20.000 Canadian households. with a response rate of approxirnately 
88.09'0. Only information from individuals 60 years and over was used for this study to 
maich the Chinese-Canadian and Red-Cross samples. 
6.3.2 Translation of the  minimum Data Set - Home Care (MDS-HC) 
The M DS-HC-Chinese was translated by two experienced translators with expert 
conceptual and content knowledge of the instrument (Appendix B). They are also bi- 
lingual and bi-cultural. with extensive clinical experience in the health care system. 
References used to ensure cultural and content eqiiivalence of the translation included 
rxisting lorrnal Canadian and American health service agencirs' Chinese medical 
documents. Chinese scientific journal articles and questionnaires (see Chi. 1995). and 
advice from experienced MDS-HC translaton. The translated version was further 
evaluated and modified by another group of bi-cultural and bi-lingual medical professionals 
(physicians. physiotherapists, speech-language pathologists. and nurses). Independent 
back-translation was performed to assess the translation equivaience. and discrepancies 
were revised upon rnutual agreement. A pretest to the target population was conducted 
for Iinal modification. As the M DS-2.0 has already been translated into 13 languages. with 
known cultural compatibility and sound psychometric propenies (Fries et ai.. in press). the 
MDS-HC. beins highty comparable with the MDS-2.0. is believed to share the same 
cultunl compatibility and psychomctric propenies. 
6.3.3 Development o f  the Supplementary Questionnaire 
Although the MDS-HC is cornprehensive from a health evaluation point of view. its 
content is insufficient on cultural issues such as health and illness beliefs. nativity, and use 
of TCM . To address this shortcorning. an English and Chinese supplementary 
questionnaire (Appendix C and D) tareeting the above cultural information was developed. 
The supplementary questionnaire was fomulated based on published questionnaires 
on TCM use (Chi. 1995: Wu. 1 996). on health beliefs and nativity (Wu. 1996) and 
through focus group discussions. This questionnaire was not intended to be 
comprehensive. but to supplement the required information on determinants of TCM use. 
A similar back translation process to the MDS-HC was adopted for the supplementary 
questionnaire. and both Chinese and English versions were available to assessor and 
respondents. 
6.3.4 Measures 
6.3.4.1 Primary Data Sets 
6.3.4.1.1 Minimum Data Set - Home Care 
6.3.4.1.1.1 Socio-demographic Variables 
The socio-demographic variables in the MDS-HC that were examined included 
gender. age. marital status. languas. rducation and living arrangement. 
Gcmdet* 
The MDS-HC categorizrd the binary variable gender into male ( 1 ). which was used 
as the reference group. and tèmale (7) as the cornpanson group. 
Ag69 
Age variable collected as a continuous variable was collapsed into grouped age 
cohon. For this anaiysis. three grouped age categories were used: less than 65 years of age 
(0). 65 to 74 years of age ( 1 ). and 75 years of age and older (2). Age less than 65 was 
used as the reference group. and dummy variables were assigned for the other 2 age 
Marital status was categorized into 6 groups: never mamed. mamed. widowed. 
separated. divorced. and other. For descriptive statistics. al1 6 categories were used. For 
infcrential statistics and some descriptive statistics. marital status was dichotomized into 
mamed (0) and not mamed (never mamed. widowed. sepantrd. divorced and other) ( 1 ). 
Married was treated as the reference group. 
Langrtage 
For the Red-Cross study. responses to the question of language was grouped into 
English (O). French ( 1 ). and other (3). For the Chinese-Canadian study. language was 
grouped into English (O). Cantonese (4). MandaridPctonghua (5). and other (3). Only 
descriptive statistic were conducted on these variables. therefore. durnmy variables were 
not assigned. 
Erituiriotr 
Education was categorized into 8 groups: no schooling. grade 8 or less. grades 9- 
I 1. high school. technical or tnde school. some college. bachelor's degree. and graduate 
degree. For descriptive analysis. the same grouping was retained. For inferential statistics. 
education was recoded in to grade 8 or less (O). high school or some post-secondary 
education ( 1 ). and college or university ( 2 ) .  The iowest level of education category was 
used as the reference group. and durnmy variables were assigned to the other 2 groups. 
Living .4 rrangernen t 
The categories derived from the living arrangement question inciuded lived alone 
( 1 ). lived with spouse only (2). lived with spouse and other(s) (3) .  lived with child (not 
spouse) (4). lived with other(s) (not spouse or children) (5). and lived in group setting with 
non-relativets) (6). All 6 categories were used in the descriptive statistics. Two forms of 
binary recoding of the living arrangement variables were used for the inferential statistics: 
lived alone (O)  versus not lived alone (collapsing categories 2 to 6) (1); and lived with child 
( O )  versus not lived with child (collapsing categorirs 1. 2. 5. 6). The lower catep-ies were 
the reference groups. 
6.3.4.1.1.2 Functionai Status Measures 
Funciional status measures used in the anal ysis included memory hnctioning. 
cognitive skilis for daily decision rnaking. communication status. instrumental activity of 
daily living (IADL) ability. and activity of daily living (ADL) ability. Only descriptive 
analysis for comparative purpose was conducted so no dummy variables were needed. 
iî4ent or? 
Memory hnctioning variable in the MDS-HC assessed short terni memory of recall 
of 3 items. Responses to this variable was dichotornized into memory OK (0) and rnemory 
problem ( 1 ) .  
Co,qtiiri\.r Skilk;. fi,/- D ~ J  Drcîsiou ,ttd-itg (Cognition) 
The information assessed for this variable was how weli client made decisions about 
organizing the day (e-g. .  when io get up or have meals. which clothes to Wear or activities 
to do). The responses were categorized into: independent - decisions consistently 
rrasonahle ( O ) .  niodi ticd independence - some difficulty in new situations ( 1 ), moderately 
impaircd - decisions p««r. cuesi siipen-ision required ( 2  1. and severely impaired - 
rare1 yinever made decisions (3 ). 
Commrrnicution 
Communication staius was assessed in two areas: expressive communication (how 
well client is understood by others). and receptive communication (how well client 
understands others ). Responses to the expressive communication abil ity were grouped 

loc.omotion, and toiletjng). and late ADL loss (bed rnobility. eating). For each or  the loss 
areas. individual ADL functioning was categorized into 4 groups based on the performance 
level coding: independent (level 0). supernision (level 1 ). help (level 2). and dependent 
(levels 3 and 4). A 10 point hierarchical scale was created based on the degree of losses 
and performance level coding: 
1 .  Independent 
2. Early Inss - supervision 
3. Early loss - help 
4 Early loss - dependent 
5. Mid loss - supervision 
6. Mid loss - help 
7. Mid loss - dependent 
8. Late loss - supervision 
9. Late loss - help 
IO. Late loss - dependent 
l.-I DL - C~ipcrcir i. ; M r t r . v t i w  
The IADL - capacity nieaslire \vas derived from the presence of level of difficulty in 
3 1ADL areas: ordinary houscwork. meal preparation. and phone use. Sconng for these 3 
areas was based on 3 level of difticulty ntings (O-no difficulty. I -some difficulty. 2-great 
difficulty). A 7 point hierarchical sçale was created according to the surn of the difficulty 
level codes: 
o. 
1 .  
7 - * 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
No difficulty 
Sorne difficulty in 1 area 
Some di fficulty in 2 areas 
Some di fficulty in 3 areas 
Great difficulty in 1 area 
Great difficulty in 2 areas 
Great difficulty in 3 areas 
The IADL - involvement level was derived from the self performance levels in 3 
l ADL areas: ordinary housework. meal preparation. and phone use. For each area. self 
performance levels were coded as: independent - did on own (0). some help - help some of 
the time ( 1 ). full help - perfomed with help al1 of the time (2). and by others - perfomed 
by othen (3). A IO point scale ranging from O to 9 was created based on summation of the 
codes for the above 3 IADL areas. A score of O indicated indrpendent performance in al1 3 
IADL areas. where 9 indicated periormed by others in al1 3 IADL areas. 
The stamina outcome measure was derived from the 4 MDS-HC items with a 
dichotomized coding of O or 1 .  
1 tem 1 : stamina - nurnber of days out of house 
code O - every day or Z to 6 days a week 
code 1 - 1 day a week or no days 
Item 2: stamina - hours of physical activity in the last 7 days 
code O - 2 or more hours 
code I - less than 2 hours 
Item 3: stair climbing 
code O - up and down stain without help. 
or up and down stairs with help. 
or no necd to go up and down stairs but could do without help 
code I - no necd to go up and down stairs but could do with help. 
or no nred to g o  up or down stairs and no capacity to do it  
Item 4: locomotion in home 
code O - independent 
code 1 - not independent 
A 4 point hierarchical scale was created based on sumrnation of the codes from the above 4 
items. with a score of O indicating no concem in any of the 4 items. and a score of 4 
indicating concerns in al1 4 items. 
The communication outcome measure was derived fiom 2 communication items: 
expressive and receptive communication. Each item has a 4 level coding (O to 3) as 
described in the communication section of the functional status measures (6.3.3.1.1.2). A 
7 point hierarchical scale was created based on summation of the codes from the 2 items, 
with a score of O indicating no communication problern. and a score of 6 indicating unable 
to communicate. 
The CPS has been standardized in the nursing home population (Mohs  et al.. 
1 (FM). The 4 MDS-HC items used to create this scale included: memory. cognitive skills 
for daily decision making. expressive communication. and eating. Based on the individual's 
impairment level on the ahovc 4 itcriis. a 7 point CPS scale was derived: 
O. Intact 
1 .  Borderline intact 
7 -. Mild impairment 
3. Moderate impairment 
4. Moderatekevere i rnpairment 
5. Severe impairment 
6. Very severe impairnent 
Before introducing the branching logic and the assignrnent of scores on the CPS 
scale. the concept of "impairment count" and "severe impairment count" needs to be 
understood. Impairment count (ranging from O to 3) is the nurnber of impaired areas that 
an individual encounters in any of the 3 areas: decision making (code 1 or 2 equals 
irnpaired). expressive communication (code 1. 2 or 3 equals impaired), or mem0x-y (code 1 
equals irnpaired). For example. an individual being irnpaired in 2 areas would receive an 
impairnent count of 2 .  Severe irnpainnent count (nnging from O to 2)  is the  number of 
severely iitipaired areas that an individual experiences in these 2 areas: decision making 
(code 2 equals severely impaired). or expressive communication (code 2 or 3 equals 
severely irnpaired). For example. an individual being severely impaired in 1 area would 
receive a severe impairment count of 1.  
The branching logic of the MDS-HC CPS assignment began with the individual's 
impairment level in decision making. An individual being severely irnpaired in decision 
making (code 3) will be assigned to the two severely impaired levels on the CPS scale. 
based on whether they are totally dependent in eating (assigned to CPS scale score of 6 ) 
or not (assigned to CPS scale score of 5 ) .  For those individuals not having severe 
impairments in decision making (code O. I or 7). the number of impairment and severe 
impaiment counts is then used to further assign them into one of the 5 lower scores on the 
CPS scalc (O to 4). Those individuals with O impairment count (no irnpainnent in decision 
making. c.rpressive communication. or memory) would receive an CPS score of 0. and 
those with I impaiment çount would receive an CPS score of 1.  Among those with 2 or 3 
impaiment counts. an CPS score of 2.3 or 4 could be considered depending on the severe 
impairnent counts. For individuals with no severe impairment count. an CPS score of 3 
will be assigned. Those with 1 srvere impairnent count will receive an CPS score of 3. 
and those with 2 severe impaiment count will receive an CPS score of 4. completing the 
CPS scale assignment from O to 6 (Moms et al.. 1994). 
itlood ~rmprclms 
The mood symptoms outcome measure was derived from 5 MDS-HC items: feeling 
of sadness or being depressed. persistent aiiger with self or others. repetitive anxious 
complaints or concerns. recurrent crying and tearfulness. and withdrawn from activities of 
interest. Responses to each of the items were categorized using 3 codings: not exhibited in 
last 30 days (O). exhibited up to five days a week ( 1 ). and exhibited 6 or 7 days a week ( 2 ) .  
A l O point scale was crcated based on summation of the codes from the above 5 items. 
with a score of O indicating no mood problem as symptoms not exhibited in üny of the 5 
items. and a score of IO indicatins seïere mood problems as symptoms exhibited 6-7 days 
a week in al1 5 items. 
Puin Srwpfoms 
The pain symptoms outconic: measure was derived based on the 3 MDS-HC items 
with a dichotomized coding of0 or I : shows evidence of pain - pain less than daily (O). 
pain daily ( 1 ); pain is usually intense - no (0). yes ( 1); and pain intensity dismpts usual 
activity - no (O), yes ( 1 ). A 4 point scale was created based on summation of the codes 
from the above 3 items, with a score of O indicating no pain problem. and a score of 3 
indicating severe pain problrms. 
6.3.4.1.1.4 Client Assessrnent Protocols (CA Ps) 
Tables 6.1 to 6.30 provides the specific MDS-HC item combinations and triggerins 
mechanisms for each of the 30 CAPs. Unlike the outcome measures. which prirnarily 
identiQ the state of a heal th problem. the CAPs also recognize the risks of a potential 
health problem. The absence of a CAP is coded O. where a triggering is 1. A summation 
of the total number of CAPs triggered ranges from O to 30. 
CAPs Related tu Ffirnctionol Performance 
The ADUrehabilitation potential CAP (Table 6.1 ) aims to identifj individuals with 
potential for either greater independence in sel f-care. or who have prolonged periods in 
which the risk ofdecline is lessened. This CAP helps to recognize reversible causes of 
disability and to assign prognrns of rehabilitation for those who are motivated or where 
decline is recent. The l ADLs C A P  (Table 6.2) aims at providing interventions to resiore or 
replace the individual's impaired fiinction in the specific IADL areas through identiFying 
modifiable risk factors. The objective of the health promotion CAP (Table 6.3) is to 
promote physical well-being and independence through increased participation in self care 
and pieasurable activi ty. Physical exercise and smoking cessation programs are 
particularly ernphasized. The institutional risk CAPS (Table 6.4) focuses on irnpaired 
individuals who are at an elevated risk of being hospitalized. The clinical guidelines of this 
CAP sugges ts strategies to help these people to continue community 1 iving (interRN, 
1996). 
C.4 Ps Rrlutrd to Sensor:\. Per-f~~i.m~rrir.r 
The communication disorden CAP (Table 6.5) identifies those comrnunity living 
elden with communication problems. Hearing and communication assessments referrals 
are suggested if impaired condition exists. and specific techniques for effective 
communication are provided to the individual and hidher significant oihers. The visual 
function CAP (Table 6.6) is created to assist the examination of individuals with vision 
loss. long-standing irreveni ble visual loss. or ne$t.ct in managing ocular regirnens 
(interRAI, 1996). 
C.4 Ps Related to hfertrd H d t h  
The alcohol abuse and hazardous dnnking CAP (Table 6.7) mainly identifies 
individuals with alcohol abuse or dependence problems. Further. this CAP recognizes 
when dnnking is non-excessive but is hazardous to the individual's health due to altered 
metabolism of alcohol with aging. other tealth complications. or dmg interactions. The 
cognition CAP (Table 6.8) examines the presence of acute or chronic cognition problems. 
and tu funher plan appropriate cornpensatory strategies. The behavior CAP (Table 6.9) 
recognizes bchavior symptorns that arc distressing to the individual or others and suggests 
care plan options. The depression and nnxiety CAP (Table 6. I O )  aims to identim 
individuals with anxicty and depression problems and to assist in intefiention approaches. 
The elder abuse CAP (Table 6.1 1 ) identifies individuais who are at risk of. or are being 
abused or neglected. Decision can be made based on the CAP information whether 
irnmediate attention is needed. The social fünction CAP (Table 6.12) aims to identiQ those 
who are socially dysfunctional. and to help them maintain. reinstate or develop satisfactory 
life roles. social relations or enjoyable activities (interRN. 1996). 
CA Ps Relared ro Heu Mi Pro hlem.v/Svndrornes 
The cardio-respiratory CAP (Table 6.13) c m  be used to alam health care 
professionals of any cardiovascular or respiratory problems. and to suggest appropriate 
medical intervention. The dehydration CAP (Table 6.14) is used to identib the presence or 
risk fàctors of dehydration. and to suegest intervention approaches in dealing wi th the 
problem. The Falls CAP (Table 6.15) recoenizes any falls or risk tàctors of falls. Also. i t  
assisis in care planing of falls intrivention. i n j u ~  prevention. and to reduce the risks of 
tàlls. The nutrition C A P  (Table 6.16 ascertains the occurrence of malnutrition and risk 
factors ofdeveloping nutritional problcms. The oral heaiih CAP (Table 6.17) identifies 
oral health conditions thac cause pain. affect catins or speaking. lead to malnutrition. 
contribute to reduced self-esteem. and Iirnit enjoyment of food. The pain CAP (Table 
6.1 8) distinguishes individuals with pain which Iimits their fünctional abilities. The reasons 
for this limitation may be due to direct pain or fear of pain. of which di fferent intervention 
approaches may apply. The pressure ulcers CAP (Table 6.19) ascertains risk factors for 
developing skin breakdown. and assists in developing prevention and treatment programs 
for pressure ulcers. The skin and food conditions CAP (Table 6.20) recognizes skin or 
foot problems. or risk factors of developing these problems. Care planing suggestions for 
the prevention and management of these problems are also suggested (interRAI. 1996). 
C :.I P r  Rrltrred to &r-i.ic.r Orvr.(;ighf 
The adherencc CAP (Table 6.2 1 ) examines behaviors which relate to adherence to 
treatments and programs as adherence to trcatments is a detrrmining factor to better 
health outcomes. The brittle support system CAP (Table 6.22) identifies families with 
difficulties canng for their impaired eiders which Ieads to bnttle informai support The 
medication management CAP (Table 6.23) compiles a comprehensive list of  al1 medications 
used. and alerts the individuals the importance of receiving on going medication evaluation 
by a physician in order to minimize potential ham. The palliative care CAP (Table 6.24) 
identifies individuals who need a palliative care plan. The preventive health care measures: 
immunization and scrrening CAP (Table 6 . 3 )  determines if an individual lacks preventive 
health measures or fias unmet prewntiw needs. The psychotropic drugs C A P  (Table 6.26) 
recci~nizcs individuals who are taking psychotropic medications and in need of a medical 
review of tliese medications t'or better health outcomes. The reduction of formal services 
CAP (Table 6.27) identities individuals who are presently receiving formal services. and 
could bendit h m  a reduction of sorne O F  thrse services For improved independence. The 
environmental assessnient C A P  (Table 6-25) ascenains environmental conditions that could 
place an individual at risk of being injured ( interRAI. 1996). 
C.4P.7 Refuted tn Corttinenc'u 
The bowel management CAP (Table 6.29) examines gastrointestinal problems that 
lead to bowel functioning and disorders. The urinary incontinence and indwelling catheter 
CAP (Table 6.30) evaluates incontinence problems that are potentially reversible. ana 
overviews possible treatment approaches ( interEUI. 1996). 
Table 6.1: Triggers for the ADL/Rehabilitation Potentinl CAP 
A THREE-STEP TRiGGERIiVG PROCESS 
(1) M L  deficits are presenc 
Individual receives supervision or physical hei? 
I from others in rwo or more .\DL areas fH2a-g = 1-3, 81; [H3 = 1-3, 81 
(2) ,AND Has some abiiity to make decisions [BZ = O, 1,2] 
(3) .4NR One or more of the following are present: 
Individual has declined in funcrional srams as cornparcd to 90 days ago [Pd1 = 21 
Unstable or acuce condition [K8b,c, or d = checked] 
Client. caregwer. or assessor believes r h x  hinctinai [H7a or b = checked] 
impro\remenr is possible 
Table 6.2: Triggers for the Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) CAP 
An IADL problem is considered îo be preseril when the clienf h a  some abil@ to d e  
deciswns (82 = O, I ,2)  and h a  difficcuity (or would have a great deal of diff cul@) in one 
or more of the foUo wing IADL areas: 
Meal preparation m l a B  = 421 
Il Ordinary work around the house B I b B  = I,a 
Il Managing medications [NldB = 1,2] 
Phone use 
Shopping 
11 Transportarion W g B  = I,2] 
Table 6.3: Triggers for the Health Promotion CAP 
A üfe style or sfamina probiem suggesred when decîrion making no[ severely impaired (B2 
Nor =3) and one or more of folfowing: 
1) Out of house infrequenrly [H6a = 2 or 3j 
1 Less than rwo hours of phyr ical activity in last 7 days &H6b = I] 
Not able to climb stairs on own [H5=1,3,4,8] 
11 Client feels heishe hai poor heaith /K8a =checked/ 
II Smoked or chewed tobacco daily [K7e = 21 
Table 6.4: Triggers for the Institutional Risk CAP 
The following sets of conditions suggest chat the elder Lr af a reCan'veiy high Nk of 
nursing home placement in the ensuing 24rnonfh periud. 
Two or more of the following are present - NH-RisP: 
Prior nuning home placement 
Goes out one or fewer days a week 
Incontinenc of urine 
~ e u r o l o ~ i c a l  diagnosis 
Fe11 2 or more times in past 180 days 
Functional decline past 90 days 
One or more ADL deficits (dressing. 
eating, toilet use. persona1 hygiene, 
[CCSa = checked] 
/H6a = 2,3] 
[Zl = 41 
[Jlg-k = checked] 
[K5 = 2 or more] 
[F6 = 21 
m2d-g = 2-4, 8; H3 = 1-4,8] 
Table 6.5: Triggers for the Communication Disorders CAP 
Cornrnunic&n problem suggested if one or more of folio wing presen f: 
Hearing difficulty 
Problem rnaking self understood 
ProbIem understanding others 
Table 6.6: Triggers for the Visual Function CAP 
b 
Review is suggested if one or more of the foUo wing is present: 
II Vision impairment 
Any visual 1 imitation/difficulty fD2 = 11 
Worsening of vision p 3  = I l j  
J 
Table 6.7: Triggers for the Alcohol Abuse and Hazardous Drinking CAP 
An alcohol abuse or dependency prublem is suggested if eirher of the following is present 
l Felc need or been told by others ro cut down on drinking. or ohers concerned with elder's drinking 
Eider has to have drink first thing in the morning to 
steady nerves (i-e., an "eye opener") or been in any 
sort of troubIe because of drinking 
Il Determïning Frequenq and Quanhjt of Use - Risk of Hazrdous Dnirfig [Note - not a rrigger condition] 
in a typical week. number of days had one or more drinks. ~ S C I  
Il On dzys had a drink, number of drinks usually consumed' w d ~  II 
Table 6.8: Triggers for the Cognition CAP 
* A cognition proidem suggested if one or more ojjollo wing presenc 
Il Short-rem memory appears ro be a probkni [BI = 1, 
Moderately or severely impaired in making 
decisions organizing the day 
Sudden or new onser or change in mental hnction (B3a = I ]  
In the last 90 days. client has become agicated or 
disoriented such chat his or her safety is endangered 
or cIienc requires prorection by others. 
Table 6.9: Triggers for the Behavior CAP 
Review of behavior starus suggested if orle or more of foiiowing presenc 
Wandering . nor easily controlled E 2 a  = 21 
(1 Verbally abusive. not easily controlled @2b = 21 
Physically abusive. noc easily controlled [E2c = 21 
Social inappropriare/disruprive. not easily controlled fE2d = 21 
1) Resists care. not easily altered [E2e = 21 
Behavioral sympcoms worse or less tolerated by family 
in last 30 davs 
Table 6.10: Triggers for the Depression and Anxiety CAP 
A mood problem is suggesfed if one or more of the follo wing are prcsenr m [east sir days a week 
over the las[ 30 &ys: 
.4 feeling of sadness or depression. (Ela = 2j 
Persistent a q e r  wrth self or others (Elb  = t j 
Repetitive anxious complainrs. concrrns [Elc  = 21 
Sad. pained. warried facial expressions [Eld = 21 
Rrcurrent crying. rearfulness [El4 = 31 
Wirhdrawal fro~n ricrit.iries of inreresr [Elf = I l  
Table 6.11 : Triggers for the Elder Abuse CAP 
Review is suggested if one or more of rhe following is present: 
Fearful of a family member or caregiver 
Unexpiained injuries. broken bones. bums 
Negiected. abused, or mistreated 
Physicall>~ restrained 
ma = checkedj 
P b  = checked] 
[K9c = checked] 
[K9d = checked] 
Table 6.12: Triggers for the Social Function CAP 
A socicrl functibning problenz is suggested if one or  more of the foliowing are presenc 
I I I  at ease meracting with others fFZa = 1, 
Openly expresses conflicr or anger wirh family/friends 
Decline in Iast 180 driys rn sub~ecc's participation in 
social. ret i~ ious .  occuparional. or preferred activiries 
teft  done durin- the day 
Often feeIs lonsly 
Table 6.13: Triggers for the Cardio-Respiratory CAP 
Review for card io - re sp i~ry  problem when one or more of the following presenk 
Irreguf~riy irregutar pulse [ J l e  = checked] 
Change in sputum production ma = checkea 
Chest pains [K3b = checked] 
Dizziness or iight headednes [K3d = checked] 
Edema [K3e = checked] 
Shortness of breath [K3g = checked] 
Table 6.14: Triggers for the Dehydration CAP 
Dehydrat*on suggested if one or more of the follo wing is presen f: 
Diarrhea or vomiring iasting longer than a day in the last 7 days m a , d =  checked1 
Fever on at least 2 of last 7 days fl2c = checked] 
Diuiness or Iightheadedness in last 7 days [K3d = checked] 
Has had a noticeable decrease in the amount of food usually eaten 
or the amount of fluids usually consumed in rhe last 3 days 
Table 6.15: Triggers for the Falls CAP 
---  
Pofentid for additional fu l l~  or risk of ininal fa11 suggested if one or more of folio wing 
present: 
Diuiness or lightheadedness in last seven days 
Falls frequency. Number of falls in the fast 180 days 
Has unsteady (abnormal) gait 
Limits activlties because fearful of falling 
More than 6 medications 
Antips ychotic medication 
Anrianxiety medicarion 
Antidepressanr medicarion 
[K3d = checked 
[Ks'= l or more, 
K 6 u  = ZJ 
m66 = I j 
[QI = 7 or morej 
[Q2a = 11 
[Wb = 11 
[Q2c = II 
Tabte 6.16: Triggers f3r the Nutrition CAP 
II A nutririon problem is suggested if one or more of foilowitzg is presenr: 1) Loss of appetite = checked]() 
Unintended weighc loss of 5% or more in che iast 30 days 
or  10% or more in the last 180 days 
In at leasr 4 of rhe Iast 7 days. are one or fewer meals a day /L2a = 11 
Table 6.17: Triggers for the Oral Heakh CAP 
Oral HeaM Problem suggested i/ one or more of the follo wing are presenr: 
Problem in chewing or swallowing (e-g.. pain while earing) [Mla  = checked) 
Mourh is "dry" when eating a meal [Mlb  = checked] 
Problem brushing reetfi or dentures [Mlc = checked] 
Table 6.18: Triggers for the Pain CAP 
Pain intensity d i s n i p u  usual cicr i iqr  [ K ~ c  = 11 
. 
Table 6.19: Triggers for the Pressure Ulcers CAP 
A pain problem is suggested i f  one or more of following present: 
Cornplains or shows evidence of pain [&fa = I.21 
Pain that is unusually intense [K4b = I ]  
L 
Review if one or more of following present: 
Bed rnobility problem [ma = 2 4 , 8 ]  
Fecal incontinence f13 = 2-41 
Il Pressure ulcer presenr m2a = 1 -4 
Il History of a prevrous pressure uicer [AJ4 = I ]  
Table 6.20: Triggers for the Skin and Foot Condition CAP 
Any troubling skin conditions or changes in die Iast 30 days 
= 11 11 
Table 6.21: Triggers for the Adherence CAP 
* 
Adherence problem suggested if individual no[ complianr ad or mosr of the tirne one wirh one 
or more of rhe following 
One or more of the iisred cremnents or therapies [PZa-gg = any 2, 31 
Medications prescribed by rhe physician lQ4 = 21 
Corns/calluses. suucniral problems, infecrions . fungi on feec fl6a =thecked] 
Open lesions on foot f l6b = checked] 
Feet not regularly inspected WC = checked] 
A 
Table 6.22: Triggers for the Brittle Support System CAP 
Review for possible brinle informai suppon -stem when mo o r  more of foilowing are 
present: 
Absence of idenrified prima- caregiver who provides care 
on a regular basis [GIe =2j 
Primary caregiver reports chat helshe is unable to idenci- 
or provide ca re  should the need a r k e  [GII (A =3); or 
GlkB and GïIB both =2)j  
Absence of commitmenc by heiper ro continue wirh 
curent activities [G2a = checked] 
Primary caregivcr 1s noc sarisfied wirh support  received 
from famil? and friends fG2b = checked] 
Il Primary criregiver expressing feelinfc of anger or depression (GZc =checked] 









No docror w t h  whom clder has discussed al1 current 
medica t ions 
[JI4 iws 
[ma = checkeci 
MIb = checkea 
[KZe = checked 
= checkedj 
K3d = checked 
Prixnary Triggen. Taking 5 or more medications (0 1 = 5 or  more] and p o t e n a  for Ulappropriare 
drug therapy suggesred if one or more of the follo wing presenc 
Rem1 faiiure [Jk? 
Extrapyramidal syndromes (e-g.. Parkinsonisrn ahthisia. 
1 Depression 12 or more of the items E l a - -  
* Confusion D 3 g  = I l  
Inconrincnce [II = 2 4  or 13 = 2-41 
Dehydracion (L2c = 11 
Loss of rnemor' DI = I ]  
Falls [ K j  = ! or more] 
Rashes. rrchine. bruisirtg PI = I ]  













Second- Triggers. These items are prrrnary trigeers for other CAPs. and are ro be reviewed under 
hose CAPs. Potenrial for inappropnate dmg rherapy suggesred if taking 5 or more medications (O1 = 5  
or more] and one or more of rhe following: 
Table 6.24: Triggers for the Palliative Cnre CAP 
Review for whefher P W v e  Care approaclr may be appropriclle when lhe foflowing ic presenc 
End stage disease. with six or fewer monrfis to iive [K8e = checked] 
Table 6.25: Triggers for the Preventive Health .vieasUres: Imrnunization and Screening 
CAP 
.4 preventuiive heallh follouwp reciew is required when one or more of following ore 
present: 
1) Failure ro have Blood Pressure measurement mla =no[ checked] 
Table 6.26: Triggers for the Psychotropic Drugs CAP 
Further assessrnent is indicated when the dient is taking a psychotropic drug [02a. 6. c = il an, 
has one or more of the fouowing conditions: 
Indicators of delirium 
Decline in vision over the pasc 90 days 
Acrive and continual problems wirh 
mood and behavior 
Worsening behavioral symptorns 
Trouble wal king 
Incontinence 
DeIusions. haIlucinarions 
Failing in the past i 80 days 
Unsteady gait 
Suspected alcohoi problern 
Weight change of 5 5 or more rn the fast 
30 days or 10% or more in the lasr 180 days 
Dry mouth 
Use of 5 or more medications 
12 or more of t h e  items in Ela-f=2 or 
any irem E2a-e =2 
m3h, or K3i = checked) 
[K7a=i,  K7b =1, or K?ci=3 or more] 
LMlb is checked] 
[Qi = 5 or more] 
i ame O.L I :  1 rlggers tor the Keduction ot k ormal Services CAP 
Review for pofenrinl to reduce services when no indicutibn fita funher improvernent possible 
&K7d =checked] and where one or more of following occur: 
An improvement in hnccional srams [P6=I]  
Change in elder's living arrangement chat increases 
avaiiabiliry of resources 
One or more treaunenc goals met in the pasr 90 days [PS=I] 
Table 6.28: Triggers for the Environmental Assessrnent CAP 
Review forpotenriaC role of environmenral fucrors in inrgeding funcrion when one or more of the 
fullowing factors are presenf rhar make fhe home environmenf uninhabisable or  Iiazardous. 
II Lighting [01a = check] 
1 
Flooring and carpeting 
Bathroom and toiler room environment 
[OIb = check] 
[Olc = check] 
Kitchen environment [OId = check] 
Heating and cooiing [OIe = check] 
Personal safety (violence) [OIf = check] 
Table 6.29: Triggers for the Bowel Management CAP 
Review for bowel probiem when one or more of the following present: 
Bowel incontinence [13 = 1 4  
Diarrhea [KZa = checkedJ 
Constipation ,/K3c = checkedj 
Table 6.30: Triggers for the Urinnry Incontinence and Indwelting Catheter C.4P 
t 
t 
A problem with unna- continence is suggesred if: 
Il Occasional. Frequenr. or Frmk Urina- Incontinence (II  = 2-41 Il 
Il Use of Pads [Z2a = checked] Il 
Il Use of IndweIIing Cathcter [12b = chectedJll 
[~xclusions for Trigers:  Comatose or Explicit terminal prognosis. 1 
6.3.4.l. 1.5 Health and Psychosocial Conditions 
Variables used to measure health and pychosocial conditions for this analysis 
included: total number of discases (and num ber oi' di fferent types of diseases). perceived 
poor health. flare up of health conditions. physical health problerns. feels lonely, mental 
health problems. and social isolation problems. 
Tolu/ iVtr rn ber of' Diwu.sc~.v 
The total number of diseases (J  I ) counts the number o t'discases diagnosed in each 
of the hi lowing areas: hea~circulation. neurological. musculo-skeletal. senses. infections 
and other diseases. This variable brhaved as a continuous variable for the analysis. 
Per.c.uir.ed Pool. Hualrh 
The perceived poor health variable (K8a) required the individual to provide a binary 
response of no poor health perceived ( O )  or poor health perceived ( 1 ). No poor health 
perceived was the reference variable. 
Flare-up of 'Healrh Conditions 
For this variable. individuals were asked to respond if they expenenced a flare-up of 
a recurrent or chronic problem. Not experiencing a flare-up (0) was the reference variable 
to expcricncing a flare up ( 1 ). 
Ph.\ : ~ i c w /  l iealrh Prohlerns 
The physical heal th problems measure was derived from MDS-HC items of 
presençe of diarrhea (KZa). difficulty urinating or unnating 3 or more times at night (KZb). 
fever (KZc). loss of appetite (K2d). vorniting (KZe). changes in sputum production (K3a). 
chest pain at exenion or chest pairvpressure at rest (K3b). constipation in 4 of last 7 days 
(K3c). diviness or light headedness (K3d). edema (K3e). and shonness of breath (K3fl. 
For this analysis. the physical health problem was code O when non of the above conditions 
existed. which was treated as the reference group. Having any one of the conditions has a 
physical heal th problems measure of 1 . 
Feeis Loneb 
lndicating of feeling lonely (F3b) was categorized into 1. where not feeling lonely 
was 0. which was the rcfcrence group. 
.lfcrrt~rl Hcx~lilt Pt~ohkcnts 
The mental health problems rneasure was denved from the :MDS-HC items of 
delusions ( K3g) and ha1 lucinations ( K3 h ). Not having any of the conditions was coded as 
having no mental healih problenis ( 0). which was the reference group. where having any 
one 01' the conditions was coded as having mental health probtems ( I ). 
Sociul lsoiution Pro hlenls 
The social isolation problerns measure was derived from the MDS-HC items of 
living arrangement (Cc4). isolation - length of time alone (F3a). and isolation - leels lonely 
(F3b). Not Iived alone. and not being isolated was coded as having no social isolation 
problems (O). which was the reference group. where lived alone or any isolation issues was 
coded as having social isolation problerns ( 1). 
6.3.4.1.1.6 Health Practice Variables 
The health practice variables used for this study were drinkine problems. number of 
days drinking, number oFdrinks. and smoking. 
Br -in king Pro hlrrns 
The MDS-HC dichotomized items on whether the respondent felt the need or was 
told by others to cut down on drinking. or others were concemed with responden t's 
drinking (K7a): and il' the respondent had to have a drink tirsi thing in the rnorning to 
steady nerve or has been in trouble because oi'dnnking (K7b). in the last 90 days. were 
used to derive the drinking problems variable. If respondent answered "no" to both of the 
questions. the drinking problem variable would receive a code of O. indicating no such a 
problem (the reference group). where a "yes" io any of the iwo questions would receive a 
code of 1 . indicating having drinking problerns. 
Num ber- n f -  D u i ~  Drinkirig 
This continuos variable (K7c) assessed the number of days (0-7) the respondent had 
one or more drinks over a typicai week. 
iViirnhur- of' Dr-itrh 
This variable (K7d) rccorded the number of drinks usually consumed per day by the 
respondent was left continuos. where O indicated no drinks and 9 indicated 9 or more 
drinks. 
Smoking 
Smoking or chewed tobacco daily (K7e) was dichotomized into O (no smoking), 
which was the reference group. and 1 (smoking). 
6.3.4.1.1.7 Service Utilization Measures 
Variables used for service utilization measures included: forrnal services used, 
hospitalized. emergency room visited. and rnedication reviewed. 
Forma! Service C/sed 
The forrnal service used variable was derived from the MDS-HC items of forma! 
carc use ( P l  a to j 1. and special treatments. therapies. and prograrns (P7a to hh).  Not using 
an? of the services resul ted a lbrmal service used code of O. which was the rekrence 
group. and using an? ol' t hc scrvict's was coded as 1 . 
Hosy l i i~  / Î X d  
Response to question "nuniber of times admitted to hospital with an overnight stay" 
( P h )  was dichotomized into not bein- hospi talized (0). and k ing  hospitalized ( 1 ) (having 
1 or more admissions). The noi being hospitalized variable was the reference group for 
this analysis. 
Emergerr q* Room Cïsited 
Response to the question "number of times visited emergency room without an 
ovemight stay" was dichotomized into no emergency room visited (0). and visited 
emrrgency room ( I ) (having 1 or more visits). The no emergency roorn visited variable 
was the reference group for this analysis. 
it.I~dic.crtinn Rc~r*icw*cd 
For the medication review question ( 0 3 ) .  the response was binary with 1 as not 
being reviewed. and O as being reviewed. The not being revirwed goup  was the reference 
group for this analysis. 
6.3.4.1 -2 Supplementary Questionnaire 
6.3.4.1.2.1 Cultural Variables 
Cultural variables in  the supplementary qllcçtiomaire that were analyzed for the 
study included: country of origin. English proficiency. length of stay in Canada. nativity. 
and health belietis scales. 
Corrnrr?. of  '01-[yin 
Country of origin was çafegorized into 5 groups: Hong Kong (O). China ( 1 ). 
Taiwan (2). Vietnam and South East Asian Countries (3). and other countries(4). For his 
analysis. the country oforigin groupings were coliapsed into 3 groups: Hong Kong or 
Taiwan (O) (as immigrants from Hong Kong and Taiwan have similar cultural background. 
socio-econornical status and reasons for immigration). China ( 1 ). and other countries (2 )  
(Vietnam and other countries). Hong KonglTaiwan was used as the reference group. and 
dummy variables were assisn for the other two groups for analysis. 
Eng f ish proficienc- 
Proficiency level for the English language was rneasured in two areas: written 
English and spoken English. For each area. responses were categorized into 3 levels. 
fluent (O). know some ( 1 ) .  and non-fluent (2). Fluent in English was utilized as the 
reference group (0). and dummy variables were used for the 2 highest groops in the 
anal ysis. 
Length of stay in Canada was rneasured in number of years (less than I year was 
treated as I year). This variable was lefi continuous within the analysis. 
Nativi ty in this study measured the degree of "Chineseness" of an individual. A 
total of 13 questions were asked to dcterminr horv '-Chinese*' they are: 
1 .  if  you were al home. you speak.. . 
7. if you were at work. you speak.. . 
3. if you can choose. you pre fer to speak.. . 
4. when your parents talk to each other. they speak.. . 
5 .  when your children talk to each other. they speak.. . 
6. before age 1 8. your friends were.. . 
7. your fnends today are.. . 
8. your music preference is.. . 
9. your movie preference 1s.. . 
1 0. your food pre ference is.. . 
1 1 .  you prefer to think in.. . 
12. you prefer to write in.. . 
13. you prefer to read in.. . 
Responses to these questions fell into one of the 5 categones: Chinese only ( I ). rnostly 
Chincse and some English (2). boih Chinese and English in equal amount (3). mostly 
English and some Chinese (4). and English only ( 5  ). Only 12 of the 13 questions (excluded 
question number 4 as al1 parents spoke Chinese to each other, resulting no variance in this 
rneasure) were used to create the nativity scale. which summated scores of the 12 
questions. The resulting summary score for the nativity index ranged from 12 (very 
"Chinese") to 60 (very "non-Chinese"). The nativiiy scale \vas lrft continuous for the 
analysis. 
Hecrfth Bdkf.F 
The health beliefs scale in this study rneasured how much an individual believed in 
using TCM. Variables used to create the health beliefs index included: 
1. combining Western medicine and TCM car. get most effective treatment results 
2. TCM is less harrnful to one's body than Western rnedicine 
3. I would try TCM for incurable illnesses 
Responses were categonzed into 5 groups ranging tiom strongly disagree ( 1 ) to strongly 
agrer (5) .  For this analysis. the responses were çollapsed into a 3 point scale: disagree ( 1 ). 
neitticr agrce of disasrce ( 2  1. and agree (3  ). The summated score from the recoded 3 
questions rcsulted a 7 point hcalth beliefs scale ranging tiom 3 to 9. where a higher score 
rctlecting a stronger bclicc~ in TCM. This scale was lefi continuous for the analysis. 
6.3.4.2 Secondary Data 
6.3.4.2.1 The Community Geriatric Assessrnent Team (CGAT) and the National 
Population Health Survey 
Conceptually similar variables in the CGAT and the NPHS were used to compare 
wi th the M DS-HC variables. These included the social-demographic variables. and the 
functional status measures. 
6.3.4.2.1.1 Socio-demographic Variables 
The socio-demographic variables in the CGAT and the NPHS that were examined 
included gender. age. marital status, language. education (only for NPHS) and living 
arrangement. These variables were recoded to match the grouping levels of the MDS-HC 
variables for corn parison purposes. Description of these vanables can be obtained kom the 
MDS-HC measures section (6.3.4.1.1.1 ). 
6.3.4.2.1.2 Functionai Status Measures 
Functional s tatus measures used only the C'GAT data included rnemory lùnctioning. 
cognitive skills for daily decision making. communication status. instrumental activities of 
daily living (IADL) ability. and activities of daily living (ADL) ability. These variables 
were recoded to match the grouping levels of the MDS-HC variables for cornpanson 
purposes. Description of these variables can be obtained froni the MDS-HC measures 
section (6.3.4.1.1 - 2 ) .  
Functional statiis measures not available for the CGAT were ADL variables 
rneasuring mobility in bed. and transfcr. 
6.3.5 Assessor Training 
Assessor quali tkations for the primary studies (the Chinese-Canadian and the Red- 
Cross Canadian studies) complied with the iMDS-HC guidelines. Assesson were medical 
professionals belonging to one of ihesr groups: physicians. nurses. or therapists. All 
assessors wcre tnincd using a standardizcd training protocol involving a two fu l l  day 
training session preceded by a dctai1t.d individual reciew of the assessment manual. On the 
fint day. a general overview of the history and development of the MDS. objectives of the 
research. and a comprehensive section-by-section study of the MDS-HC fonn were 
undertaken. Al1 assessors were then given a tme-case assessrnent to compleie as a 
practice. On the second day, the completed MDS-HC assessment was examined. followed 
by an item-by-item problem solving and detail group analysis of questions encountered in 
assessrnent . 
Assessors were also given training on interviewhg techniques. cultural sensitivity 
issues, and ethical considerations. The intensive and comprehensive training sessions. 
together with the qualifications of the professional assessors produced well tïained and 
competent assessors. who not only could effectively conduct the study in a reliable manner. 
but aiso were able to convey the objectives of the study in a receptive manner. These skills 
and quali tications were critical to the reputation and sucçess of the study. 
The MDS Trainers. a masters-prepared nurse. and a masters Speech-Lan_eua_ee 
Pathologists (for the Chinese-Canadian study only) rc-iewed all IMDS-HC assessments for 
completeness. accuracy and appropriateness. When potential problems were identified, the 
Trainer contacted the assessor in order to clai the items in question. Al1 Red-Cross data 
were compiled and cleaned at Providence Centre's Research Department. and the 
Kitchener/Waterloo data at the Waterloo University. The CAPS for each Red-Cross 
Homemaker program client were computed and results were reported back to the 
relevant regional office. 
6.3.6 Data Collection for the Prirnary Data Sets 
After consent was obtained, data were coIlected using face-to-face assessments. 
The %Il MDS-HC instrument and the supplementary questionnaire were administered in a 
standardized fomat using direct questioning of the elderly person and his or her informai 
caregivers. assessing cl i nical areas. observing the elderl y in the home environment, and 
rcviewing other health-related documents whsn available. Prcxy response \vas permitted 
only if the elderly penon was unable to provide the information. The Red-Cross Canadians 
were assessed on1 y using the MDS-HC. 
Eac h assessmen t took approxirnately one hour to cornpiete. For medication use. 
assessors reviewed and recorded al! the TCM. prescription and OTC medications used by 
the elders. 
6.3.7 Data Analysis 
Dependent variables of the study consisted of the di fferent medication utilization 
variables. Binacy medication use variables included use of any medicine ( Westem or 
TCM ). Western medicat ion use. TCM medication use. polypharmacy including TCM 
( using more than 3 medicines. belonging to either TCM or Westem medicine). 
polyphamiacy excluding TCM ( using niore than 3 Westem medicines. not counting TCM ). 
and combined medication use (using Western rnedicine and TCM jointly). No funher 
rrouping was made for prescription and OTC rnedicines. Continuous medication use 
w 
variables included number ot'any medication used (use of TCM and/or Western medicine), 
number of Westem medication used. and number of TCM used. Independent variables 
consisted of socio-demognphic variables. outcome measures. health and psychosocial 
conditions. health practice variables. service utilization measures. and cultural measures. 
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the distributions of variables at the 
univariate level. The percentage distributions were reported for categorical variables 
including socio-demographic variables, some cultural measures (e.g., country of origin, 
written and spoken English). functional status measures. and outcorne measures. The 
means. standard error. median. first and third quanile ranges were reported for continuous 
variables such as some cultural measures (e.g.. length of stay. nativity and healih beliefs 
scales), number of discases. and num ber of medication used. 
Chronbach's test for intemal consistency (alpha ) was perfomed for the nativity 
and the health beliefs sçales. 
To examine statistical differences between variables. t-tests were employed for the 
association between binary variables (e-g . .  Western medicine use. polyphamaçy) and 
ntio/continuous variables (e-g.. outcome measures. nativity scale). For dependent and 
independent variables that were categorical (cg. combinrd medication use and living 
arrangement). Chi-square statistics was used to assess their relationship. Pearson's 
Correlation Coefficient was used to examine linear relationship between ratio/continuous 
variables ( e g .  number of medication used and outcome measures). 
Variables significant at the bivariate level were tested in the mu1 tivanate linear 
regression model to examine their independent and weighted effects on the continuous 
dependent variables (nurnber or  vanous medications used). and in the multivanate logistic 
regression mode1 to exaniine the samc effects on the binary medication use variables (use 
of a certain type of medication). 
The logistic regression model analyses data of a binary response variate. It 
provides an estimate of the probability of an event based on a set of continuous and/or 
categorical variables (Matthews and Farewell. 1988). In the study of medication use. for 
example, the probability of using T CM takes on a function of Pr(Y=l), then not using 
TCM will be 1 -Pr( Y= 1 1. The binary logistic rrgression modrl Ior Y can be specified by the 
following equations: 
log Pr(Y=l) = n+Ep!.r,  
1 -Pr(Y= 1 ) 
the variable a is the intercept tenn. and Pi represents the values of the beta coefficient. 
The terni Z f i x ,  indicates the effects of i independent variables. The beta coefficient pi can 
iakc on a positive or negaiive value. indicating the direction and relative degrer of the 
association between the independent variables and the dependent variable. use of TCM. for 
exampie. 1 f 0; is zero. thcri the independent variable A-, is not assoçiated with use of TCM. 
Another convenient I o m  of representing thess estimates is the use of odds ratios which is 
calculated by cxponentiating the beta coefficient. For the event of interest. use of TCM. 
given the independent variable. perceived poor health. an odds ratio of greater than 1 
indicates that individuais with perceived poor health are more likely to use TCM than no 
perceived poor health. An odds ratio of less than 1 aiIl therefore indicate a reduced 
likelihood of using TCM for those wi th perceived poor healih. The multivariate logistic 
mode1 also allows for controllin@ of other variables in the mode1 while testing the 
independent effect of the chosen variable. 
Statistical interactions were also explored for variables that conceptually may 
interact (i.e.. wheiher the effect of a particular independent variable [e.g., perceived poor 
health] is modified by a second variable [e.g.. number of diseases]). Possible interactions 
were testrd between cultural variables (cg.. country of ongin. nativity. and health beliefs) 
and outcome rneasures (e.g.. pain symptorns): disease number and outcome measures (e.2.. + 
ADL hienrchy ): and health variables ( tg . .  perceived heal th. feels lonely) and outcome 
measures (e-g.. pain symptoms). Quadratic tems were included for several independent 
continuous variables (e-g.. nativity and health beliefs scales. number of diseases) when a 
curvilinear relationship to the dependent variables was suspected. 
Finally. regession diagnostics were examined for the dependent variables of each 
of the tinal models to ensure appropriate data tit. 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Interna1 Consistency Estimates of Reliability 
Intemal consistency estimates of reliability was performed for the nativity and 
health belief scales using Cronbach's alpha (Shelly. 1984). The alpha value for the nativity 
scale was 0.9 1 indicating excellent intemal consistency. The alpha value for the health 
belief scale was 0.73 which is acceptable considenng the length of the scale (3 items). 
According CO Nunnally ( 1978). Cronbach's alpha is the first estimate of reliability that 
should be obtaincd whcn dcveioping a scale. 1 l'alpha value is v e y  low. it could be 
indicative of test items being heteropeneous. or the scale is too short. 
6.4.2 Univariate Distributions 
The univariate distributions were examined for the 4 sets of data mentioned 
previously: the Chinese-Canadian ( the  Kitchener/Waterloo study). the Red-Cross Canadian 
(the Ontario study), the Chinese-Hong Kong (the CGAT Hong Kong study). and the 
general Canadian (the NPHS study) data. Socio-demographic. cultural. and functional 
status variables were surnmarized in a number of tables. Depending on the availability of 
infomiation and the purpose ofcornparison. not al1 variables were analyzed for each data 
set (cg.. the NPHS information was used to assess cultural diversity in the general 
population in cornparison to the Red-Cross sample, and to provide a socio-demographic 
profile against which the C hinese-Canadian populltion and the Red-Cross Canadian 
samples can be assessed). 
Socio-dm ogmp h ic* C ir ricr h les 
Table 6.3 1 shows that the Chinese-Canadian population was comprised of more 
females than males (64.196 versus 35.9%). and the majority of the respondents were 
between 65 and 74 years old (57.6%). Similarly. the Red-Cross Canadian. the Chinese- 
Hong Kong, and the NPHS samples also contained more females than males. However. 
the age distribution reflected a different pattern. The majority of the respondents in the 
Red-Cross sample (66.6%). and the Chinese-Hong Kong sample (77.1%) fell in the 75 
years and older category. compared with 30.2?6 in the Chinese Canadian. and 26.9% in the 
NPHS samples. Most of the respondents in the Chinese-Canadian sample were mamed 
(%.5?h) or widowed (29.1 "{O). and in the NPHS sample. the distribution is similar (63.0Y0 
marricd and 3 I widowd 1. For the Red-Cross sample. the majority of the respondents 
was widowed (5h.-1°,n). tdlou-ed by rnamed (28.2%). The same pattern is observed with 
the Chinesc-Hong Kong sample with 60.9 "n widowed, and 27.2% married. 1Most of the 
Chinese-Canadians spokc either Cantonese (46.5?h) or MandaridPutonghua (38.456). 
which are the two most cornmon dialrcts in the Chinese language. All Chinese-Hong Kong 
spoke Chinese. and no funher breakdown in dialect was available. In the Red-Cross 
Canadian sample. the majority of the respondents (9 1.4%) used English or French as their 
primary Ianguage, with only a small portion (8.3%) spoke other languages. Similarly. the 
NPHS sample also were comprised primady of English (52.9%) and French ( 13.6%) 
speaking respondents. wi th a higher percentage of those who speak Other language 
(20.7%). This comparison shows that there is less ethnic/cultural diversity in the Red- 
Cross Canadian sarnple than the general Canadian sample. A large proportion of the 
Chinese-Canadians had either no schooling (?0.4°,~) or Iess than grade 8 education 
(30.4%). and the other 23% had college or above schooling. retlecting a bimodal 
distribution. Almost half of the Red-Cross Canadians had less than grade 8 education. 
nearly 40?/0 had some forrn of high school or trade school education. and about 10% had 
some college or more education. Over 20% of the general Canadians had less than grade 8 
education. and almost half of them had some fom of high school or trade school 
education. and about 13% had some college or more education. N o  education information 
was available for the Chinese-Hong Kone samplr. Thiny-nine percent of the Chinese- 
Canadian sampk lived with their children and without a spousr. and 37% lived with their 
spouse and children. Few l i e d  alone (9.8%) or with their spouse only (9.8?/0). With the 
Red-Cross Canadian sample. the majonty of them lived alone (58.1%). or lived with 
spouse only (25.59o). Only 10.9'0 livrd with children. For the Chinese-Hong Kong 
sample. rnost o r  the respondents lived with someone other than spouse or children 
(57. Ioh). About I 1%" lived with children. and 1 1.4% live with spouse. Only 9.5% lived 
alone. The NPHS sample shows that most of the general Canadians lived with spouse 
( 5  l .3?f0) followed by lived alont: (28.2"a). Vety few lived with their chitdren (3.1%). 
Cross-tabulation results indicate that the four samples differ signiticantly. In 
cornparison. the Chinese-Canadian and the NPHS samples were younger than both the 
Red-Cross and Hong Kong samples. Most Chinese-Canadians and general Canadians were 
mamed. as opposed to widowed for the Red-Cross Canadians and the Chinese-Hong 
Kong. Education level for the Red-Cross and the NPHS samples was more evenly 
distributed than the Chinese-Canadian sample. of whom either linle education or highly 
educated were the rnajorities. Most Chinese ( Chinese-Canadian and Chinese-Hong Kong) 
did not live alone in contrast to a large proportion of the Red-Cross Canadians and some of 
the general Canadians who lived alone. 
Ci~lfwal and Belieji Mectszrres 
Measures of culture and beliefs for the Chinese-Canadian sample are sumrnarized in 
Tables 6.32 and 6.33. Country of oriein for the Chinrse-Canadian sample was evenly 
distributcd with respondents corninp frorn Hong I.:onflaiwan (34.0%). China (30.2%) 
and other cvuntncs (?5.X0,0). Most o f  them were not proficient in either written or spoken 
English. Thc mean Iength of stay for the Chinese-Canadians in Canada was 1 1.6 years. but 
with a great deal of dispersion (SD= 10.2 years) in the distribution. AI1 of the Chinese- 
Canadians are first generation Canadians. as they al1 came fi-om overseas. and the longest 
length of stay was 49 years. For measure of' nativity. most of them received scores 
reflecting a high degree of "Chineseness" (the mean. first and third quartile al1 were at or 
below a score of 14. with the possible range of scores of 12 to 60). For health beliefs. the 
mean score was 6.7 (based on the possible range of 3 to 9). indicating that the majority of 
the Chinese-Canadians belicved in TCW 
Fitticrir~tiul Sfczrrrs Mecrsiit-es 
Vnrious functionai status rneasures were analyzed for the Chinese-Canadian. Red- 
Cross Canadian and Chinese-Hong Kong samples (Table 6.34). The majority of both the 
Chinese and Red-Cross Canadians had no mernory problems as opposed to the Chinese- 
Hong Kong sample. whom over 70% had mernory problems. Similar observations with 
cognitive ability in decision making were noted for the Chinese and Red-Cross Canadians. 
where most of the respondents were independent in decision making. The Chinese-Hong 
Kong sample was relatively more dependent than the Chinese and Red-Cross Canadians. 
Most Chinese and Red-Cross Canadians (about 90%) had no communication problems. but 
only 50% of the Chinese-Hong Kong sample shared this classification. 
For instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). most of the Chinese-Canadian 
respondents' ability were intact for managing tinance (84.6?41). medications (79.0%). and 
shopping (89.6%). Many had ai least some difficulty in phone use (43.4%) and 
transportaiion (60.490). Meal preparation and house work di ftjcul ties were experienced by 
about ha1 f to two thirds of the respondents (-17.2% and 66.0%). For the Red-Cross 
Canadian sample. ability in phone use was most intact (82.5?&). followed by managing 
medications (67.6% ). A majority of' the Red-Cross Canadians had at least some di ficulties 
in al1 othrr areas of IADL. The lADL abiiity in phone use of the Chinese-Hong Kens 
sample was relatively intact (4  1.1 
of IADL. 
With respect to activities c 
"'O). but difticulties were present in almost al1 other areas 
)f daily living (ADL). the Chinese-Canadian sample. as 
well as the Red-Cross Canadians. experienced very littlr problsms. As for the Chinese- 
Hong Kong. except for eating. nearly half of the respondents had some dificulties with 
ADL functioning. 
In general, the Chinese-Canadians and the Red-Cross Canadians were sirnilar in 
their tùnctional status, but the Chinese-Hong Kong were more functionally impaired. This 
could be due to differences in sample selection or poorer health status of the elderly 
Chinese in Hong Kong. 
Clic~uf .IsscJ.ssnt en? Pro rocw /.Y ( C.4 fi) 
Table 6.35 shows that a rnean of 5.6 (SD=3.5) out of the 30 CAPs were triggered 
by the Chinese-Canadian sample. with a range of O to 17 (SD=3.5). The CAP that was 
triggered the most o t h  was for Preventive Health Measures (by 87.7?/0 people). followed 
by Insinimental Activities of Daily Living (by 7P 9% people). Other commoniy trïggered 
CAPs included Social Funçtion (6  1 -3%); Pain (340?0): Health Promotion (3  1 . 1 ?h); and 
Falls (30.4Oio). In contrast. no Chinese-Canadians triggered the CAPs for ADL/ 
Rehabilitation Potential. and Elderly Abuse and Palliative Care. Very few triggered the 
CAPs for Alcohoi Abuse and Hazardous Drinking: Behavior: Depression and Anxiety; 
Bri ttle Support System: Pressure C lcers: Psyc hotropic Dmgs; and Urinary Incontinence. A 
mean of 10.8 (SD=3.5). with a range or 2 to 2 I CAPs were triggered by the Red-Cross 
Canadian sample. Like the Chinese Canadians. very few Red-Cross Canadians triggered 
the CAPs for Alcohol Abuse and Hazardous Drinking. Behavior. Elder Abuse. and 
Palliative Care. Exccpt for the Preventive Health Measures and Environmental Assessrnent 
CAPs. the percentage of trigering the CAPs was signi ficantly higher for the Red-Cross 
Canadian sample than the Chinese-Canadian sample. The CAPs that were triggered by 
most of the Red-Cross Canadians included Falls (90.7Y0); IADL (90.5%); SociaI Function 
(86.7%0); and Health Promotion (79.6%). The ChineseCanadians in general have fewer 
problems and lower nsks in most of the CAP areas. 
Orrtcome ~tkasuws 
Percentage distributions for the outcorne measures variables are summanzed in 
Table 6.36. For ADL hierarchy. almost al1 Chinese-Canadians (94.3%) were classified as 
independent, versus 69.0% of the Red-Cross Canadians. reflecting a signif cant difference 
in this measure. For the two IADL outcome rneasures. significant differences between the 
two samples were also found. Most Chinese-Canadians had little or no difticulty in the two 
1ADL rneasures (M.? b and 79.2%). where mly 32.9% and 21.8?(0 of the Red-Cross 
Canadians had l i  ttle or no di fficulty in the same rneasures. Similarly. more than 90% of the 
Chinese had little or any problem in stamina venus only about half of the Red-Cross 
Canadians. A signi ticantly higher proportion (nrarly 3 times) of the Chinese-Canadians 
(X2.2" 'n)  had no pain syiiipioms compareci to the Red-Cross Canadians (?g.O?h). and most 
respondents in both p u p s  had no problem in communication ability. The cognitive 
perfonnance scores and mood symptoms were significantly different behveen the two 
populations. with the Chinese-Canadians having a rnuch higher percentage of respondents 
in the intact or no problem group. Overdl. the Chinese-Canadians experienced 
signiticantly better functional and health outcomes than the Red-Cross Canadians. 
Health Prucrice Varia hies 
Signi ficant di fferences were not found between the Chinese-Canadians and Red- 
Cross Canadians for al1 health practice variables (Table 6.37). of which most of the 
respondents did noi present any problems. 
Health ïr nd Ps;*c.hosoc-id Condirioris 
Percentage distri butions for heal th and psychosocial conditions. and number of 
diseascs are summarized in Tables 6.35 ana 6.39. Except for the variable feels lonely. 
which affected about 40?6 of the respondents in both the Chinrse-Canadian and Red-Cross 
Canadian sarnples, the Chinese-Canadians rxperienced significantly less problems in al1 of 
the health and psychosocial conditions than the Red-Cross Canadians. N o  Chinese- 
Canadian and very few Red-Cross Canadians ( 3 . 4 % )  had any mental health problems. The 
psychosocial condition that was most pronounced in the Chinese-Canadians and the Red- 
Cross Canadians was social isolation. ûffecting 50.9% and 75.906 of the Chinese and Red- 
Cross Canadians. respectively. Physical health problem was the second most prevalent 
health problem for boih the Chinese-Canadians (30.10h) and Red-Cross Canadians 
( 7 1 -6% ). The mean num ber ol' diseases diagnosed for the Chinese-Canadians ( 1 . 1 ) was 
signiticantly less than that tor the Red-Cross Canadians (5.2).  The same pattern was 
observed tor mean values o f  spwi tic diseases. As a whole. the Chinese-Canadians had less 
hcalth and psychosocial problems than the Red-Cross Canadians. 
Seni~x' Uri/ixrio)t i t f ~ w ~ ~ ( ~ - ~ ~ . ~  
Table 6.40 summarizes the service utilization rneasures. As the Red-Cross 
Canadians are recipients of the Red-Cross service. by the definition of formal service used. 
almost al1 belonged to the user group. In contrast. the Chinese-Canadians in the 
Kitchener/Waterloo area rarely utilized any formal services (92.5% were non-users). In 
tems of hospitalization. the majority of the Chinese (94.3%) and Red-Cross Canadians 
(76.7%) were not hospitalized ovemight 90 days prior to the assessrnent date. and no 
Chinese-Canadians used emergency room service compared to 15.9% of Red-Cross 
Canadians. Overall. there were signi ficantly higher service util ization rates in the Red- 
Cross Canadians than the C hinese-Canadiana. except for medication revicw variable. where 
a sirnilar proportion of the two samples (over 90°!) had physicians review their medication. 
Dc~~~ewdeiit biiriahles 
The distribiitions of the dependent variab' Ire summanzed in Tables 6.4 1 and 
6.42. For the bina- dependent variables. Table 6.4 1 indicates that 67.9% of the Chinese- 
Canadian sarnple uscd any type of medicine. 28.390 used TCM. 2 1.7?'0 combined TCM and 
Westem rnedicines. 6 1 -3% used Western medicine. 37.7?h had polypharrnacy that included 
TCM. and 29.2% had polyphamacy that excluded TCM. A total of %t.7% of the 
respondents used TCM for non-medical reasons (Table 6.42). For the Red-Cross Canadian 
sample (Table 6.4 1 ). the percentage for use of Western medicine was 95.5. and 
polyphamacy 83 3%. Signi ficantl y higher proportion of the Red-Cross Canadians used 
medications than the Chinese-Canad ians. regardless O f the type of medication and socio- 
demographic stratification. Use of any medicine (TCM or Western) was most cornmon in 
the Chinese-Crinadian sample. followed by use of Western medicine. 
For the continuous variables of the number of medications used, Table 6.4 1 reveals 
that the Chinese-Canadian sample had a rnean of 2.3 of any medicine used. The mean 
number of TCM used was 0.5. and Westem medicines was 1.8. For the Red-Cross 
Canadian sarnple. the mean nurnber of Westem medicines used was 5.8. a significantly 
higher number than the Chinese-Canadian sample. 
6.4.3 Bivariate Associations 
6.4.3.1 Binary Dependent Variables 
Bivariate results for the binary dependent variables and the independent variables 
are presented in Tables 6.43 to 6.56. Chi-square analysis for statistical di fferences between 
the catrgorical dependent and independent variai-'-< were computed. T-test results are 
presented for the binary dependent variables and continuous independeni variables. 
Statisticai signi ficance was based on a cut-off levçl of p<O.O5. 
Soc~io-t/c~r~zo,q~~~ip/~i~~ irritrhlc~s 
Analysis of  the socici-dt.mographic variables (Table 6.43) reveated that lived with 
chi Id was the only signi liçünt variable associated with use of any medicine. and use of 
Westem medicine in thc C'hinesc-Canadian sample at the bivanate level. No socio- 
dernographic variables were associared with medication use in the Red-Cross Canadian 
sample. 
clhird lbf'ci.~l~re.~ 
For the categorical cultural measures variables in the Chinese-Canadian sample 
(Table 6.44). only proficiency in written and spoken English had a significant relationship 
with use of any medicine. and spoken English was also significantly associated with use of 
Westem medicine. Wit h respect to the continuous measures of culture, lower nativity 
score (being more "Chinese") was positively related to use of TCM and combined 
medication use (see Table 6.45). 
Uufcrmt. Mc~~isztr-es and .V~~mht.i- qf'Disemrs 
With respect to the continuous health variables. Table 6.46 shows that the outcome 
measures variables positively associated with use of any medicine in the Chinese-Canadians 
included stamina. mood symptoms. and pain symptoms. Number of diseases was also 
positively rclated to use of any medicine. Only pain symptoms and numbcr of diseases 
were positively associated with TCM and combined medicine use. Five outcome measures 
including lADL involvernent level. stamina. mood symptorns. and pain symptoms. as well 
as number of diseases were positively related to use of Western medicine. For 
polypharmacy that considers TCM as a medicine. stamina. mood symptoms. pain 
symptoms. and number of diseases indicated positive associations. When TCM was not 
çonsidered for polyphamacy. only stamina and number of diseases. and IADL capacity 
measure presented positive associations. 
For the Red-Cross Canadian sample. ourcorne rneasures associated with Western 
niedicine use were 1 ADL involvement lcvel and pain symptoms. and number of diseases. 
For polyphamacy. IADL invoivemcnt level. cognitive perfotmance scores. and number of 
discases revealed signî ficani posi tivc relations. 
Health Prucrice Variuhles 
None of the health practice variables were significantly associated wiih medication 
use in both the Chinese and Red-Cross Canadian samples (Table 6.47). 
H d r h  and P.~dmvocial  Conciirioizs 
Table 6.48 indicates that for the Chinese-Canadian sample. perceived poor health 
and physical health problems were significantly associated with both any medicine and 
Westem medicine use. No health or psychosocial conditions were found to be related to 
TCM use. For combined medicine use. perceived poor health. as well as social isolation 
problems presented signi ticant associations. With respect to polypharmacy (with TCM and 
without TCM). perceived poor health and physic:il health problems were found to have 
signi k a n t  associations. 
Western medicinc use in the Red-Cross Canadian sample was significantly 
asswiatcd wirh t2els loncly. whcrc polypharrnacy was associated with tlare-up of health 
conditions and kels Ioncl y. 
Senice Ut ilizaf ton M ~ u - s z o - ~ . ~  
Table 6.49 reveals that no association with the service utilization rneasures was 
found for any medicine or Westem medicine use in the Chinese-Canadian sample. Being 
hospitalized was significantly associated with TCM. combined medicine. and polyphamacy 
(with or without TCM) use. For the Red-Cross Canadian sample. only medication review 
was associated with polyphamacy. 
6.4.3.2 Continuous Dependen t Variables 
Bivariate results for the continuous dependent variables and the independent 
variables are summarized in Tables 6.50 to 6.56. T-test results were presented for the 
catcgorical indepcndrnt variables. and Pearson's Correlation Corfticienr ivas çnlculated on  
continuous independent variables. Statistical signi ticance was based on a cut-oîT level of 
~ ~ 0 . 0 5 .  
Socio-dernogruphic bin-iahles 
Table 6.50 reveals that only lived with child was associated with the nurnber of any 
medication and Westem medication used in the Chinese-Canadian sample. The relationship 
was inverted as living with çhild lrad ro less medication use. The same association was not 
observed with number of Western medicine used in the Red-Cross Canadian sarnple. 
Number of Westem medication used \vas found to associate with sender. as females tend 
to use more medicine than maIcs. 
C I ~ I ~ I I - L ~  I ' ~ I c - > L I . T ~ ~ /  *[:Y 
N o  cultitnl mcasures were stfniticantly associated with number of medication used 
of any type for thc Chincsc-Canadian sample (Tables 6.5 1 and 6.52). 
C l r r ~ c - o n i t ~  iCfc.u.~~t~.~-.(i am/ L'~rnth~r of~Di.~ru.sc~.~ 
Table 6.53 shows that for the Chinese-Canadian sarnple. starnina. pain symptoms. 
mood symptoms. and number of diseases were correlated with higher nurnber of any 
medication used. A higher number of TCM used also correlated with a higher score on 
pain symptoms and higher nurnber of diseases. For number of Westem medication used. 
ADL hierarchy. IADL-involvement level. starnina. pain symptoms. mood symptoms and 
number of diseases dernonstrated significant correlations. For the Red-Cross Canadian 
sample. I ADL-involvement level. pain spptoms.  cognitive performance scores. and 
number of diseases were significantly correlated with number of Western mcdication used. 
Hetrlflr Pt-~~cvicu C irr-icrhke.5. 
N o  health pnctice variables were significantly associated with number of 
medication used of any type for both the sarnples (Tables 6.54). 
H ~ ~ l r l r  atid P.sidlo.soc-id C',)tditiot~s 
As s h o w  in Table 6.55. perceireri poor health and physicd health probkms were 
associatcd wi th number o t'any medication and Western medication used in the Chinesc- 
Canadian sarnple. Only the social isolation problems variable was signi ficantly associated 
with number of TCM used. For the Red-Cross Canadian sample. perceived poor health. 
flare-up of health conditions. physiçal health problems and feels loneiy were associated 
with number of Westem medication use. 
S r l ~ i c v  L~tilizut io t 1 'ir r .iu hies 
As Table 6.56 indicatrs. hospitalization was associated with both nurnber of any 
mcdication and Western mcdication tised in the Chinese-Canadian sample. Formal services 
iiscd was also associated wi th numbsr O t- Western medication and TClM used. For the 
Red-Cross Canadian sample. only medication reviewed was associated with number of 
Western medication used. as number of rnedicatiori used increases with physician review. 
6.44 ~Multivariate Analysis 
Socio-demographic. heal th. heal th pnctice and service utilization variables 
associated with medication use in the literatures were examined as potential determinants 
of medication use. Only significant variables at the bivariate level were tested in 
multivariate regression rnodels to examine t heir relative predictive effects on medication 
use. Pior to seleçting the tinal best tit model. regression diqnostics were performed to 
assess the ti t of models. The hat m a t h  diagonal. Pearson residual and deviance residual. 
DFBETAs. C and CBAR. and DlFDEV and DIFCHlSQ were examined with the logistic 
niodel to dctcci any eu tremc points. obsen+ations rhat are not well explained by the model. 
and ill-fittcd ohsen-arions. Wi th ihe rnuliilinrar rqression models. residual plots against 
the predicted dependent variable. and each of the independent variables. and normal 
probabil i tv plot were constmcted to examine independence in the residuals of observations. 
normal distribution of the residuals. and adequacy of model fit. 
Observations with a systematic pattern of deviation were removed tiom the 
analysis. and rnultivariate regression models were re-tested to find the best fit. Several 
intluential outliers were detected in the multivariate models, which will be discussed 
6.4.4.1 Binary Dependen t Variables 
U.w of Aqi* il.f t~dicinc~ 
Before reaching the thal mode!. two iniluential outliers were detected in the 
Chinese-Canadian sample. A fier removal. main effects in the final model rernained 
unchanged: however. the level of statistical signiticance was higher. 
The multivariate logistic model for use of any medicine for the Chinese Canadians 
included 3 main effects with no interaction or cunilinear terms (Table 6.57). Immi, Orants 
from other countries (Vietnam. Laos. Cambodia) besides Hong Kong/Taiwan. and China 
were more likeiy to use some type of medicine (TCM or Western). as indicated by an odds 
ratio ut'R.7 1 .  Cornin3 h m  China cornparrd with Hong Kongflaiwan was not signiticantly 
associated with use of any medicine. Livins with child was found to have a protective 
effcct on using any medicine (OR=O.21). Althouph borderline significant (p=0.06). afier 
controlling hr the lived with child variable. other country of origin became significant. 
Alsu. the effect of number ofdiseases was more prominent. In light of the relative small 
sarnple s ix .  lived witli cliild is believed t» be an important factor to consider. Higher 
number of diseases was associated with increased likelihood of using any medicine. As the 
number of diseases increases by 1. the odds of using any medicine is 17 times greater. 
No equivalent dependent variable is available for the Red-Cross Canadian sarnple. 
u(~e of' Traditional Chiizesr ilfediciize 
One influential outlier was found in the multivariate logistic model of the Chinese- 
Canadian sample. Upon deleting this observation. no significant changes occurred to the 
final model. therefore the original model with ail variables included was chosen. 
The multivariate model for use of TCM contained 3 main etTects. health beliefs, 
pain symptoms. and hospitalized (Table 6.58). For those experience pain symptoms. there 
is a near 6 times highcr the likeliliood ofusing TC .bI than those without pain. In addition. 
being hospitalized strongly predicts TCM use. as the odds ot'using TCM for those that 
werc hospitalized is 1 5 timrs greater than those not hospitalized. A curvilinear association 
between use ofTCM and health beliefs was found as shown in Figure 6.1. Difîierences in 
use of TCM were the greatest betwcen those who strongly (heal th belief score = 9) and 
moderately (health belief score = 7 or 8) believed in TCM. For those who do not believe 
or rnoderately believe in TCM. the odds of using TCM is low. and remains constant. 
Combined Medicine Use 
The final multivariate logistic mode1 for combined medicine use included four main 
t.fkcts. with no interaction tenns (Table 6.59). No influential outlier was detected, Lived 
with child was significantly associated with a reduced likelihood of combining TCM and 
Western medicine use (OR=O. 15). Similar to use of K M  .both experiencing pain 
symptoms (OR=4.45) and previous hospitalization (OR= 15.7 1 ) increase the odds of 
combincd medication use. Chinese-Canadian elders who reported social isolation problem 
also wcrc more likely ro çcirnhined TC'M with Western medicinss. as indicated by an odds 
ratio of 6-25.  
Ilse of Wesiern Medicine 
For the Chinese-Canadian sample. two intluential out1 izrs weîe detected during the 
fint diagnostic test. and one more was found in the second diagnosis. After rernoval of 
these 3 outliers, main effects in the final multivariate model for use of Western medicine 
remained the same (Table 6.60). but the odds rat;#> for each variable changed. No 
interaction or cuwilinear cffects wcre found. 
Similar to use of any medicine and cornbined medicine use. lived with child 
presented a signiticant protrctive effect towards use of Westem medicine (OR=O. i4). 
Thosc Chinesc-Canadian clders ncit living with their children had 7 times higher the 
likclihood (OR= 1 :O. 14) «I' usin- Wcsiem medicine than those living with their children. 
Chincse-Canadian dders with physical hcalth problerns are 1 1.46 tirne more likely to use 
Western medicine t han those wiihou t physical health problem. Number of diseases was 
also positively associated with use of Western medicine. as an increase of one disease leads 
ro over 1 5 times higher the odds of using Westem rnedicine. 
When testing the model fit for use of Western medicine in the Red-Cross sample. 
two in fluential out liers were rernoved. and the final multivanate model changed drastically . 
Pain syrnptoms. which acted controversially. as a protective factor to use of Westem 
medicine became non-significant after deleting the two outliers. The final multivariate 
model contains two main effects (Table 6.6 1 ). An increase in the cognitive performance 
score (indicating more cognitive impairment) had a protective effect to Westem medicine 
use (OR=0.70). This means that those who are cognitively intact are more likely to use 
Western medicine than co_rnitively impaired. Nurnber of diseases displays the same 
determinant effect for use of Western medicine as use of any niedicine in the Chinese- 
Canadian sample. but to a srnaller extent. An  increase in one disease lead to 2.76 tirnes 
higher the likelihood of using Westem rnedicine in the Red-Cross Canadian sample. 
Poli pliarrncrc:i. 
For the Chinese-Canadian sample. two types ofpolyphamacy were examincd. 
When TCM was considered a t o m  of medicine. and included in the definition of 
polypharmacy. the final multivanatr model contain two main effects (Table 6.62). Those 
who experienced social isolation problrrn had a near 4 times the odds of using 
polypharmacy than those wi t hout social isolation problems. Increase in the nurnber of 
diseases also contributes to grctater odds of using polyphamacy (0R=4.49). When TCM 
was not considered in polyphamacy. oniy nurnber of diseases was a significant predictor to 
polyphamacy (OR=3.7R). and social isolation problem becarne non-significant (Table 
6-63 ). 
Two inîlucntial ouilicrs wcrc tound for polypharmacy in the Red-Cross Canadian 
sample. Upon removal. the final multivariate logistic model changed drastically. with the 
cognitive performance score variable, and an interaction t e m  between number of diseases 
and ADL hierarchy losing their significant effects. The final multivanate model inciudes 
three main effects (Table 6.64). Both feels lonely and an increase in number of diseases are 
associated wi th an increased odds of polyphamacy . as indicated by odds ratios of 3 -5 1 
and 1 -64 respectively. Respondents who do not have their medications reviewed by a 
physician was found to be less likely to use polypharmacy (OR=0.23). Therefore. those 
whose rnedication was reviewed has over four times ( 110.23) the likelihood of using 
polypharmacy. 
6.4.4.2 Continuous Dependen t Variabies 
:Vilmh~.r. o f'.-liy .C/c.cIic-crrir)u L k d  
Two influcntial outlièrs were deteçted in the multivariate model for the Chinese- 
Canadian sarnplc. Upon removal of theni. the main rftècts and interaction terms remained 
sigiiiticant: howe\.cr. thc R-squarcd value irnprowd from 0.36 to 0.6 1 .  The final 
rnul tilinear rcgrcssion rnodcl as prcscnted in Table 6.65 includes one main effect and ont: 
interaction effect. and c'tplained h I " . o f  the variance. A higher nurnber of diseases is 
signi ficantly related to i ncreased number of any rnedication used. An interaction e ffect 
between perceived poor health and pain symptorns is illustrated in Figure 6.2. When pain 
symptoms were not detected. those Chinese-Canadians who perceived poor health used 
higher number of any medicine (TCbI or Western medicine) than those who did not 
perceive poor health. This finding agrees with that of Guttman ( 1978) who also found that 
perceived poor health is associated with rnedication use. Once pain symptoms were 
detected and increasing. the number of any medication used in the Chinese-Canadian elders 
who did not perceive poor health increased as a mean to address the pain symptoms. 
However. for those who perceived their health as poor. the number of any rnedication used 
decrcascd as pain symptoms increasrd. This perhaps can be explainrd bp the Iàct that 
perceived poor health leads to social isolation. As pain increases. dail y activi ties are funher 
limited whiçh results in more isolation. both from the genenl public and the health care 
system. Therefore. Chinese-Canadian elders who perceived poor health and had more pain 
might have little contact with health services. hence they do not receive proper medications 
to address the pain. 
Nltrnber of' Traditior~ul Chirrtsr Ltkc/ic.ïrtion C'uc~t l  
Four influential outliers were detected in the multilinrar regression model for the 
number of TCM use variable. ARer deleting these outliers. the independent variables in the 
model remained the same. but an increase in the R-squared value. was observed. Two main 
effects and one interaction terni were tound signiticantly related to number of TCM use 
(Table 6-66) .  Tliose Chinese-Canadian clderly who recsived forma1 services used less 
TCM. indicating an inverse rclationship. and those with more pain symptorns used more 
TCM. The interaction dfèct between number of diseases and social isolation problem is 
presented in Figure 6.3. [ncreased in the numbrr of diseases at'fected the Chinese- 
Canadians who are socially isolated most dnstically. which resulted in a much higher 
number o f  TCM use. For those that wcre not socially isolated. the effect of number of 
diseasrs on the number of TCM was minimal. as only a small increase in the number of 
TCM use was observed. This shows that TCM use is much more prevalent for those with 
social isolation problems in an atternpt to address the increasing health problems. Health 
care providers need to be aware of this behavior in order to prevent inappropriate 
combined use of medications. This mode1 accounted for 3-96 of the explained variance. 
:Vunt hrv. O/ '  bt't...vrwn i l  fediccr r io !  r Crsed 
For the Chinese-Canadian sample. three intluential outlien were deleted from the 
mul tiiinear modei for the number of Westem rnedication used variable. The resulting final 
model accounted for more explained variance (56%) and included perceived poor health as 
an additional main etTcct (Table 6.67). The three main effects: perceived poor health. 
physical health problenis. and number ofdiseases were al1 positively associated with 
incrcase Westem rnedication used. with no interactions detected. 
For the Red-Cross Canadian sarnple. two influential outliers were removed. The 
final multivariate regression modcl înçlude three variables that were positively related to 
increase Western medication use: çogitire performance scores. number of diseases and 
perceived poor health. Hanlon et al. ( 1996) also found that intact cognition leads to more 
drug use. This could be because individuais who are cognitively able are better advocates 
for their needs. therefore. rnight dernand more medications. At the same time. those who 
are çognitivcly impaîred might br at risk of undenise of needed medications due to the lack 
of ability to express illness. iMediçation reviewed again demonstrated an inverse relation to 
the number of Westem rnedication used. The Red-Cross Canadians receiving physician 
attention in rnedication review used more Westem medicine than those not having their 
medication rcviewed. This observation was consistent with the findings of using Westem 
medici nes. 
Table 6.31: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Sociodemographic Variables: the Chinese- 
Canadian, the Red-Cross Canadian, the Chinese-Hong Kong, and the Nationai 
Population Healtfi Survey Samples 
Variables 
Chinese- RC- Chinese- NPHS 
Canadian Canadian Hong Kong (thousands) 
% (N) % (N) %O "/O (N) 





less than 65 
65 to 74 


















8& grade or less 
9-1 1 grades 
high school 




Living Arrangement "' 
lived alone 
lived with spouse only 
lived with spouse and other(s) 
lived with child (not spouse) 
lived with other(s) (not spouse or children) 


































i 1.9 (45) 
21.5 (81) 
66.6 (25  1 ) 
8.2 (3 1) 
2S.Z ( 106) 
























***,na- see Note on page 150 
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Table 6.32: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for the Categorical Measures of Culture 
(Country of Origin & English Proficiency): the Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Variables % (N> 
Country of Origin 
Hong Kong/ Taiwan 34.0 (36) 
China 30.2 (32) 









Table 6.33: Univariate Distributions for the Continuous Measures of Culture (Length of Stay, 
Nativity, and Health Beliefs Scales): the Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Mean (SD) Median First Quartile Third Quartile 
Length of Stay (years) i 1.6 (10.2) I I  3 17 
Nativity 14.5 (5.3) 12 12 14 
Health Beliefs 6.7 (1.9) 7 5.5 9 
Table 6.34: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Functional Status Measures: the Chinese 
Canadian, the Red-Cross Canadian, and the Chinese-Hong Kong Samples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian Chinese-Hong Kong 
O h  (N) % (N) (N) 
Variables (n= 1 06) (n=377) (n=3032) 
on* 
Cognition 
independent 95.3 (101) 84.6 (3 19) 49.0 (822) 
modified independence 1.9 (2) 5.8 (341) 47.0 (789) 
moderately impaired 1.9 ( 3 )  4.8 (359) na 
severely impaired 0.9 (1) 4.8 (377) 4.1 (68) 
Communication 
fipressive "' 
understood by others 99.1 (105) 90.3 (340) 50.9 (870) 
usuaIIy unders tood 0.0 (O) 6.4 (364) 26.4 (45 1 ) 
sometimes understood 0.9 ( 1 )  2.4 (373) na 
rarelyhever understood 0.0 (O) 1 . 1  (377) 22.7 (389) 
œœ. 
Receptive 
unders tands 95.3 (101) 
usually understands 3.8 (4) 
sometirnes understands 0.0 (O) 
rarelylnever understands 0.9 (1) 
***, na - see Note on page 150 
(continued.. . ) 
Table 6.34: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Functioaal Status Measures: the Chinese- 
Canadian, the Red-Cross Canadian, and the Chinese-Hong Kong Samples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian Chinese-Hong Kong 
Variables O h  (TiJ) ?4 (N) "/O (N) 
IADL - difficulty code na* 
Meal Preparation 
no difficuity 47.2 (50) 28.4 (103) 6.0 (106) 
some difficuity 48.1 (51) 43.8 (262) na 
great difficulty 4.7 (5) 77.8 (363) 94.0 ( 1673) 
Ordinaty Home Work 
no difficulty 66.0 (70) 5.0 ( 1  8) 33.8 (601) 
some difficulty 19.8 (21) 45.3 ( 1 82) na 
great difficuity 14.2 (15) 49.7 (362) 66.2 ( 1 1 77) 
a - *  
Managing Finance 
no difficulty 84.6 (88) -1 4.6 ( 1 60) 21.5 (383) 
some difficulty 7.7 (8) 25.1 (250) na 
great dificulty 7.7 (8) 30.4 (359) 78.5 (1 396) 
.a 
Managing Medicarions 
no dificulty 79.0 (83)  67.6 (244) 17.7 (315) 
some difficulty 1 1.4 (12) 18.0 (309) na 
great difficulty 9.5 (10) 14.4 (361) 82.3 (1463) 
Phone Use 
no difficuity 43.4 (46) 82.5 (298) 41.1 (731) 
some difficutty 39.6 (42) 10.2 (335) na 
great difficulty i 7.0 (1  8) 7.2 (36 1 ) 58.9 (1048) 
Shopping "' 
no difficulty 89.6 (95) 18.3 (66) 5.3 (95) 
some difficulty 7.5 (8) 31.1 (178) na 
grezt difficulty 2.8 ( 3 )  50.6 (360) 94.7 (1 686) 
=-a  
Trampor fation 
no dificulty 60.4 (64) 26.5 (95) 19.8 (351) 
some dificdty 18.9 (20) 37.1 (192) na 
great difficulty 20.8 (22) 46.4 (358) 80.2 ( 1426) 
Table 6 3  4 (continued.. . : 
Variables 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian Chinese-Hong Kong 
%O "/. (N) % (N) 
ADL 
M o  bility in Bed " 
independent 98.1 (104) 93.1 (349) na 
supervision 0.9 (105) 1.6 (355) na 
limited assistance 0.0 (O) 1.3 (360) na 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 1.9 (367) na 
total dependence 0.9 (106) 1.6 (373) na 
Transfeer 
independent 97.2 (103) 88.4 (321 ) na 
supervision 0.9 (1 04) 3.6 (334) na 
limited assistance 0.9 ( 105) 3.9 (3 48) na 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 2.5 (357) na 
total dependence 0.9 (106) 1.7 (363) na 
.." 
Locomotion in Home 
independent 97.2 (103) 89.8 (335) -1 1.5 (735) 
supervision 1.9 (2) 4.0 (15) 15.8 (282) 
limited assistance 0.0 (O) 2.4 (9) 0.0 (O) 
e-xtensive assistance 0.0 (O) 0.8 (3) 0.0 (O) 
total dependence 0.9 ( 1 )  2.1 (8) 42.7 (760) 
Dressing "' 
independent 97.3 ( 103) 78.0 (294) 51.0 (913) 
supervision 1.9 (2) 5.6 (21) 0.0 (O) 
lirnited assistance 0.0 (O) 9.5 (36) 26.7 (478) 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 3.2 (12) 0.0 (O) 
total dependence 0.9 ( 1 )  3.7 (14) 22.2 (398) 
Ealing "' 
independen t 98.1 ( 104) 95.2 (357) 75.5 (1 353) 
supervision 0.9 (1) 1.6 (6) 0.0 (O) 
Iirnited assistance 0.9 (1) 1.1 (4) 5.7 (102) 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 0.5 (2) 0.1 (3) 
total dependence 0.0 (O) 1.1 (4) 18.6 (333) 
Toiler Use 
independent 98.1 (104) 9 1 .O (343) 33.8 (605) 
supervision 0.9 (1) 2.1 (8) 19.7 (353) 
limited assistance 0.0 (O) 2.7 (10) 17.4 (31 1) 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 1.6 (6) 0.1 (1) 
to ta1 dependence 0.9 (1) 2.7 (10) 29.0 (519) 
a.. 
Personal Hygiene 
independent 95.3 (101) 84.6 (3 18) 60.5 (1080) 
supervision 2.8 (3) 5.6 (21) 0.1 (1) 
lirnited assistance 0.9 (1) 4.8 (18) 0.0 (O) 
extensive assistance 0.0 (O) 1.9 (7) 0.1 (1) 
total dependence 0.9 (1) 3.2 (12) 39.3 (702) 
Tabte 6.35: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for CIient Assessment Protocots (CAPs): the Chinese- 
Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian SampIes 
CAPs 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian 
*/O (N) "/O (N) 
CAPs Related to Functional Performance 
ADU Rehabilitation Potential 0.0 (O)  12.2 (46) 
instrumental Activities of Daily Living "' 70.8 (75) 90.5 (341) 
Health Promotion 31.1 (33) 79.6 (300) 
institutional Risk O.' 7.5 (8) 51.7 (195) 
CAPs Related to Sensory Performance 
Communication Disorders " 26.4 (28) 35.5 (134) 
Visual Function " 28.3 (30) 41.6 (157) 
CAPs Retated to Mental Health 
Alcobol Abuse and Hazardous Drinking "' 
4.- 
1.9 ( 2 )  1.1 (4) 
Cognition 11.3 (12) 33.2 (135) 
Behavior " 1.9 (2) 2.7 (10) 
Depression and Amies ' 3.8 (4) 11.4 (43) 
Elder Abuse 0.0 (O) 1.1 (4) 
Social Function *" 6 1.3 (65)  86.7 (327) 
CAPs Related to Health Problemsl Syndromes 
" 0  
Cardio-Respiratory 22.6 (24) 63.1 (238) 
Dehydration " 19.8 (21) 33.7 (127) 
Falls *'- 31.1 (33) 90.7 (342) 
Nutrition 12.3 (13) 22.8 (86) 
Oral Health 9.4 ( 10) 33.7 (127) 
Pain .'. 34.0 (36) 68.4 (358) 
Pressure Ulcers '** 2.8 (3) 20.7 (78) 
Skin and Foot Condition "' 14.2 (1 5) 49.9 (1 88) 
CAPs Related to Service Oversight 
Adherence " . . 8.5 (9) 
Brittle Support Systern 0.9 (1) 
Medication Management "' 14.2 (14) 
Palliative Care " 0.0 (O) 
Preventive Health Measures: Immunization and ~creening-*' 87.7 (93) 
Psychonopic Dmgs "' 1.9 (2) 
Reduction of Formal Services "' 15.1 (16) 
Envuomerita.I Assessrnent ' O œ  27.4 (29) 
CAPs Related to Continence 
Bowel Management " 13.2 (14) 26.3 (99) 
Uruiary incontinence and indwelling Catheter "' 1.9 (2) 32.4 (132) 
Mean (SD) Number of CAPS Triggered "' 5.6 (3.5) 10.8 (3.5) 
*, **, ***, m - see Note on page 150 
Table 6.36: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Outcome Measures Variables: the Chinese- 
Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadinn Samples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian 
Variables O/. (N) YO (N) 










10. late Ioss - dependent 
94.3 ( 100) 










M L  - Capacity Measure 
4 1.2 (JO) 4.1 ( i l )  
44.3 (43) 28.8 (77) 
6.2 (6) 27.3 (73) 
2.1 (2) 4.1 ( 1  1 )  
3.1 (3) 6.4 (17) 
0.0 (O) 70.6 (55) 
3.1 (3) 8.6 (23) 
iADL - Involvement Level O * *  






6.6 (7) 31.6 (81) 
3. 3.8 (4) 
4. 
14.7 (55) 
4.7 (5) 15.2 (57) 






1.9 (2) 1.9 (7) 
8. 0.9 (1) 0.8 (3) 
9. performed by others, 3 areas 2.8 (3) 4.3 (16) 




4. problem in any 4 areas 
*, ** - see Note on page 150 
(continued.. .) 
Table 6.36: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Outcome Measures Variables: the Chinese- 
Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian Sarnples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadiaa 
Variables % (N) YO 
... 
Pain Symptoms 
O. no pain symptom 82.2 (74) 29.0 (85) 
1. 11.1 (10) 18.4 (54) 
2. 5.6 (5) 17.4 (51) 
3.3 pain symptoms 1.1 (1)  35.2 (103) 
Communication . 
O. no probIem 95.3 (101) 
1. 













0.9 (1) O (2) 
6.  severe problem, 2 areas 0.0 (O) 0 s  ( 2 )  
... 
Cognitive Performance Scores 
O. intact 88.7 (94) 65.0 (245) 
1. 
3 
7.5 (8) 21.0 (79) 









0.9 (1) 4.0 (15) 
6.  very severe impairment 0.0 (O) 0.8 (3) 
-9. 
Mood Symptoms 



























0.0 (O) 0.0 (O) 
10. probIem 6-7 days, 5 areas 0.0 (O) 0.6 (2) 
Table 6.37: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Health Practice Variables: the 
Chinese-Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian Samples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian 
Variables Y0 % (N) 
Drinking Problems 
no 98.1 (104) 98.9 (371) 
YeS 1.9 (2) 1.1 (4) 
Number of Days Drinking 
O day 97.2 ( 103) 82.9 (3 1 O) 
1 to 6 days 0.9 (1) 13.9 (52) 
7 days or more 1.9 (2) 3.2 (12) 
Number of Drinks 
O drinks 
1 to 2 drinks 




97.2 (103) 82.5 (307) 
2.8 (3) 15.9 (59) 
0.0 (O) 1.6 (6) 
Table 6.38: Percentage (Frequency) Distributions for Health and Psychosocial Conditions: 
the Chinese-Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian Samples 
Variables Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian 
"/O (N) "/O (N) 
Perceived Poor Health '" 
no 84.0 (89) 65.8 (246) 
YeS 16.0 (17) 34.2 (128) 
* C C  
Flare-Up of Health Conditions 
no 97.2 ( 103) 76.3 (286) 
YeS 2.5 (3) 23.7 (89) 
... 
Physical Heal th Pro blems 
no 69.8 (74) 
Yes 30.2 (32) 
Feels Lonely ns 
no 
yes 
Mental Health Problems 
no 100.0 (106) 96.6 (364) 
Yes 0.0 (O) 3.4 (13) 
* C *  
Social Isolation Pro bIems 
no 49.1 (52) 24.1 (91) 
Yes 50.9 (54) 75.9 (286) 
**, ***, ns - see Note on page 150 

Table 6.40: Perceotage (Frequency) Distributions for Service Utiliza tion Measures: the 
ChineseCanadian and the Red-Cross Canadian Samples 
Chinese-Canadian RC-Canadian 
VariabIes % (N) % (N) 
Forma1 Services Used "' 
no 92.5 (98) 0.3 (1) 




Ernergency Room Visited "' 
no 100.0 ( 106) 84.1 (3  17) 
Yes 0.0 (O) 15.9 (60) 
Medication Reviewed OS 
Note: For Tables 6.3 1 to 6.40 
* P < 0.05 comparing among samples 
* * P < 0.0 1 comparing among samples 
*** P < 0.000 1 comparing among samples 
ns no statistical significance at P < 0.05 
na no data available 

Table 6.42: Percentage (Frequeocy) Distributions for TCM Use in the Chinese-Canadira Sample 
Variables %O 
Use of TCM for Medicinal Reasons 
no 
Yes 
Use of TCM for Other Reasons 
no 
Yes 
Any TCM Use 
no 
Yes 
f 'C. - T - C 1 

Table 6.45: Univariate Distributions for Medication Use by the Continuous Measures of 
Culture: the ChineseCanadian Sample 
Variables 
tength of Stay (years) Nativity Health Beliefs 








no 10.2 ( 1.7) 
yes 12.4 ( 1.2) 
Combined Med 
no 11.8 (1.2) 14.7 (0.6)~- 6.6 (0.2) 
y es 10.7 (1.9) 12.8 (0.3) 7-  1 (0.4) 
Poiypharmacy W. TCM 
no 
?es 11.3 (1.3) 
12.1 (1.4) 
Polypharmacy w/o TCM 
no 
Yes 11.2 (1.2) 14.3 (0.5) 6.7 (0.2) 
12.5 (1.7) 14.3 (1.1) 6.6 (0.4) 




v v v  





Table 6.50: Univariate Distributions for Nurnber of Medication Used by 




Any Med TCM Western Med 





Iess tban 65 
65 to 74 





elementary or less 2.4 (0.3) 
high school & some post-sec 2.4 (0.5) 




Lived with Child 
no 3.1 (0.5)- 
Yes 2.0 (0.2) 
0.3 (O. 1) 
0.6 (0.2) 
0.5 (0.2) 
0.4 (O- 1 ) 
0.7 (0.3) 




0.3 (0.1 ) 
0.5 (O. 1 ) 





* P < 0.05 comparing within variable 
** P < 0.0 I comparing within variable 
Table 6.51: Univariate Distributions for Number of Medication Used by the Categorical 
Measures of Culture: the Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Any Med TCM Western Med 
Variables Mean (SE) ~Mean (SE) iMean (SE) 
Country of Origin 
Kong Kong/ Taiwan 2.0 (0.4) 0.4 (O. 1) 1.6 (0.3) 
China 3.3 (0-5) 0.7 (0.2) 1.6 (0.4) 







h o w  some 
non-fluent 
1.6 (0.6) 0.2 (O. 1 ) 1.5 (0.6) 
1 -6 (O -4) 0.5 (0.2) 1 .1  (0.3) 
-. 7 6 (0.3) 0.6 (O. 1 ) 2.1 (0.2) 
1.5 (0.5) 0.2 (O. 1 ) 1.5 (0.5) 
1.5 (0.4) 0.5 (0.2) 1.0 (0.3) 
2.8 (0.3) 0.6 (O. 1 ) 2.2 (0.3) 

- - 
W. - - 
- Y 
















v v v  
L e c 
Table 6.54: Univariste Distributions for Number of Medication Used by Health Practice 





Number of Days Drinking 
O day 
1 to 6 days 
7 days or more 
Number of Drinks 
O drinks 
1 to 2 drinks 















1 .O (0.4) 
TCM 
Mean (SE) 
0.5 (O. 1) 
0.5 (0.5) 
0.5 (O. 1 )  















1 .O (0.6) 
0.0 (0.0) 
1.8 (0.2) 




5.8 (O. 1) 
6.0 (1.1) 
--- - - - - 
( -  no variance as there was only one respondent in this category 
Table 6.55: Univariate Distributions for Number of LMedication Used by Health and Psychosocial 
Conditions: the Chinese-Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian Samples 
Chinese-Canadian 
Any Med K M  Western Med 
Variables Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE) 
Perceived Poor Health 
no 
Yes 
Flare-up of HeaIth Conditions 
no 
yes 






Mental Health Problems 
no 
Yes 
Social Isolation Problems 
no 
Yf=S 
0.4 (O. 1) 
0.8 (0.4) 
0.5 (O. 1) 
c - r0.3 
0.5 (O. 1) 
0.5 (0.2) 
0.4 (O. 1 ) 
0.7 (0.2) 




(-1 no variance as there was no respondent in this category * P < 0.05 comparing within variable 
- -- 








5.4 ( 0 . ~ ) ~ "  
6.3 (0.2) 




** P < 0.0 1 comparing within vanable 
*** P < 0.0001 comparing within variable 
Table 6.56: Univariate Distributions for Number of Medication Used by Service 
Utilization Variables: the Chinese-Canadian and the Red-Cross Canadian 
Chinese-Canadiao 
Variables 
Any Med TCM Western Med 
Mean (SE) Mean (SE) iMean (SE) 






Emergency Room Visited 
no 
yes 
Medica tion Reviewed 
no 
yes 
0.5 (O. 1)"' 
0.0 (O) 
0.5 {O. 1 j 
1 .O (0.4) 
0.5 (O. 1 ) 
0.0 (-) 
0.2 (0.1) 











4.5 (O. 1)-• 
5.8 (O. 1 ) 
(-1 no variance 
* P c 0.05 comparing within variable 
** P c 0.01 comparing within variable 
*** P < 0.0001 comparing within variable 
Table 6.57: Multiple Logistic Regression for Use of Any Medicine in the Chinese- 
Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 




Lived with Child 
no 
Yes 
Number of Diseases 2.84 0.69 1 7.09 4.38, 66.64 
Table 6.58: Multiple Logistic Regression for Use of Traditional Chinese Medicine in the 
Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estirnates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Health Beliefs -3 .O0 1 .O9 







Table 6.59: Multiple Logistic Regression for Combined Medicine Use in the Chinese- 
Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estimates Emor Ratio 95% C.I. 
Lived with Cbild 
no 
Y== 
Pain Symp toms 1.49 0.48 4.45 1.73, 11.41 
Social Isolation Problems 
no 0.00 1 .O0 
Yes 1.83 0.8 1 6.25 1.28, 30.62 
Table 6.60: Multiple Logistic Regressioa for Use of Western Medicine in the Chinese- 
Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Lived with Child 
no 
Yes 
Physical Health Problems 
no 0.00 1 .O0 
YeS 2.44 0.86 1 1.46 2.1 1, 62.3 1 
Number of  Diseases 2.7 1 0.63 15.07 4.31, 51.52 
Table 6.61: Multiple Logistic Regression for Use of Western Medicine in the Red-Cross 
Canadian Sample 
Independent Variables 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Cognitive Performance Score -0.36 0.18 0.70 0.49,0.99 
Number of Diseases 0.8 1 0.20 2.26 1 -52.3.37 
Table 6.62: Multiple Logistic Regression for Polypharmacy (including TCM) in the 
Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Social Isolation Pro bIems 
no 0.00 1 .O0 
Yes 1.35 0.57 3-85 1.25, 1 1.85 
Number of Diseases 1.50 0.3 1 4.39 2.47. 8. 19 
Table 6.63: Multiple Logistic Regression for Polypharmacy (excluding TCMJ in the 
ChineseCanadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Odds 
Independent Variables Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Number of Diseases 1.33 0.27 3.78 2.20, 6.48 
Table 6.64: Multiple Logistic Regression for Polypharmacy in the Red-Cross Canadian 
Sample 
- - - -  
Parameter Standard Odds 
Lndependent Variables Estimates Error Ratio 95% C.I. 
Feels Lonely 
no 0.00 1 .O0 
Yes 1.26 0.42 3.5 1 1.54, 8.02 
Number of Diseases 0.50 .' '39 1.64 1-36. 1.98 
Medication Reviewed 
Yes 0.00 1 .O0 
no - 1.47 0.49 0.23 0.09, 0.60 
Table 6.65: Multiple Linear Regression for Number of Any Medication Used in the 
Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Parameter Standard Error p-Value 
hdependent Variables Estimates 
Pain Symptoms 1 .O8 0.29 0.0003 
Number of Diseases 0.94 0.14 0.000 1 
Perceived Poor Health 
no 0.00 0.00 
YeS 1.85 0.57 
Pain Symptoms x -1.81 0.70 0.01 15 
Perceived Poor Heai th see Figure 7.2 
F-Value degrees of freedom Prob>F 
3 1.44 3 0.000 1 
Table 6.66: Multiple Linear Regression for Number of Traditional Chinese Medication 
Used in the Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Independent Variables 
-- .- 
Parameter Standard Error 
Estimates 
Formal Service Used 
no 0.00 
YeS -0.9 1 0.35 0.0 1 
Pain Syrnptoms 0.33 0.17 0.05 
Social Isolation Problems -0.05 0.25 0.85 
Total Nurnber of Diseases 0.05 O. 10 0.59 
Social Isolation Problems x 0.44 O. 14 
Number of Diseases see Figure 7.3 
F-Value degrees of freedom Prob>F 
8.88 5 0.000 1 
Table 6.67: Multiple Linear Regression for Number of Western Medication Used in the 
Chinese-Canadian Sample 
Independent Variables Parameter Standard Error p-Value 
Estimates 
Perceived Poor Health 
no 0.00 
YeS 0.99 0.45 0.03 
Physical Health Problem 0.84 0.3 3 0.0 1 
Number of Diseases O.  75 0.12 0.000 1 
R-Square F-Value degrees of freedom Prob>F 
0.56 3 1.84 3 0.000 1 
Table 6.68: Multiple Linear Regression for Number of  Western  med di cation Used in the 
Red-Cross Canadian Sample 
hdependent Variables Parameter Standard Error p-Value 
Estimates 
Cognitive Performance Score -0.28 0.10 0.007 
Number of Diseases 0.42 0.04 0.000 1 
Perceived Poor Health 0.79 0.27 0.003 
Medication Reviewed 
Yes 0.00 
no -0.96 0.45 
RSquare F-Value degrees of freedom P r o b F  







6.5.1 Health Variations by Culture 
Based on the rcsults of the sociodemographic distributions. the Chinese-Canadian 
sample was younger than the Red-Cross Canadian and the Chinesr-Hong Kong sarnplrs. 
but was similar in age as the genenl Canadians. On the other hand. the Chinese-Canadians 
~enerally had less forma1 schooling was than the Red Cross and the genenl Canadians. For 
L 
t.xarnplc. 6 1% of them had less than grade 8 educntion cornparcd ~ v i t h  43% o f  the Red- 
Cross Crinadian and 22.1" O ot' the NPHS sarnples. There was. howevér. a similar 
pcrcentagc who had technical school or h i~he r  education among C Chinese-Canadians 
( 23.9" 4 ,  ). Red Cross Canadians (2?.2"'0 ). and general Canadians (20.0%). This birnodal 
disiri but ioii for cdiicat ioii Icwl in ilic C'liinsse-Canadians retlrçts rheir immigration 
paticms. wi th h u r  di tlCrcni groiips il 1' pcoplc: thosc who came as construction workers on 
the Canadian Paci tic Rai lway rc ti~gecs h m  Coutheast Asian countries. Mainland China 
and Vietnam: those who came rccrntly to join their children who are technical workers and 
professionals: and those who chose to retire in Canada ( Employment and Immigration 
Canada. 1985: Lai & Yue. 1990). These Chinesr immigrants 1 a - y  greatly in their financial 
status. heal t h. and education Icvcl. \tort. Chinese-Canadians were rnarried than the other 
two samples. Again reflecting their inimigntion reasons. most Chinese-Canadians lived 
with their children (76. I?!h). as çumpared to only 13.8% of the Red Cross Canadians. 
1 1 .h% o f  the Chinese-Hong Kong sample. and 10.8?'0 of the genenl Canadians. This 
Iind ing is sinii lar to that of Lubben and Becerra's ( 1 987). and they explained that the need 
io livc with childrcn niay be cultunlly. econoinically and health based. In this study. the 
living with child anansement is probably a funçiiori mainly of immigration and social nrcJs 
than health needs. as the ChineseCanadian elderly were in genenl younger and healthier 
than the other iwo sanipics. There is an interdependent relationship as most ciderly 
Chinese nced thcir childrcn for help in instrumental daily activities. and in tum they provide 
help in child care. Although living with children enables easy informal care provision. it is 
important to consider the health and social consequences of factors such as reduced 
autonorny in the elderly and burden on their children. While the Chinese-Canadian elderly 
rnay gain acccss to in formal resourccs. the- may also give up the ability to make drçisions 
with complete independence. 
In cornparison. the Chinese-Canadians were healthier than the Red-Cross Canadians 
and the Chinese-Hong Kong as measured by tùnctional status (Table 6.34). This is 
wmcwhat cnpected considcring ihüt a gsneral sarnple of Chinrse-Canadians is comparcd 
with the two groiips alrcady rcceivins ncrdrd formal services. In addition. immigrants are 
often healthier as a result of seleçtive immigration where by those in good health are more 
likely to emignte and join their fàrnilies (Kitano. Lubbrn. Berkanovic. Chi. Chen and Zhu. 
1994). I t  sliould be n o i d  that since the Chinese-Canadian sarnple is a near çensus of ~ h e  
Kitl.licncr,'WatcrIc~o arca. the tiilii.rcnct.s in hsalth should not be 3 resuIt ot'response or 
select ion bias in the sanipl itig proccdiire. 1 ndeed. al! Chinese receiving liealth services 
appcar to have been included (from physician and Home Care caseloads). These health 
differences probably reflect real di fferences in health rather than methodological arti facts. 
Different explanation than selective immigration is that non-healthy individuals might have 
moved ~iiiq~ to larger cities with more cultural/language sensitive care (children of a large 
proportion of the Chinrsr-Canadians who m o c d  away prior ro sampling siatrd i l l  health 
was the reason for Ieaving). 
Although both belong io the receivinr-lomal-services p u p .  the Red-Cross 
Canadians and the Chinese-Hong Kong demonstrmd significant dit'ferences in health 
status. As exernplified in areas of ADL and IADL abilities. the Chinese-Hong Kong 
cxpcricnced a grcat dcai more tùnctional problems (see Tablc 6.34). Chi t 1995) and Ho 
and Woo ( 1994 ) also provided cvidençe in suppon of tliis tinding. When the health care 
systerii in Hon- Kong is  coiisidered. i t  is not surprisiny thnt ihis disad\-antagt: in hralth is 
cvidcnt in the Chincsc-Hons Kmp. For example. thcre are \-en IC\v geriatric outpatient 
serviçcs in Hons Kong. Eldcrly parients in Hons Kong u k n  only see genrral 
practitioners. who rarely niakc rclkrrüls to the limi ted grriatrie services ami lable. There is 
also a serious shonnge in geriairicians in Hong Kong. with less than 100 geriatricians to 
serve over 500.000 elderly persons. As a result of a severe shonage of community-based 
services. many elderl y individuals rrçeive no continuing community care a fter being 
discharged from hospitals. In addition. the education status of the Chinese-Hong Kong is 
relatively Iow. and thcir healtli pciçticcs are relatively poor (Chi and Lee. 1991 ). 
Funhcr cornparisons in C A  Ps triggcred. outcorne measures. health practice 
bcliaviors. hcrilth and psychosocial conditions. and number of diseases (Tables 6.35 to 
6-39) retlccted that. the Chinese-Canadians are in better health status than the Red-Cross 
Canadians. The relative differences in health. howevrr. should not be interpreted as a sign 
of u n  ilbmily good hcal th. because there are numerous health concerns in the Chinese- 
Canadian population which rcquirc special attention. The Chinese-Canadians had a much 
Iiigher prcvalencc of triggcring rtic CAP for prewiiiw ii t t i l t l i  prxticrs than tlie Rcd-Cross 
Canadians (Table 6-35]  dcspite being younger and in better hralth. This CAP was 
triggered because of the low prcvalencc of prxtiçing preventiw mcdicine. especially in 
breast examination or mammography in women. This is consistent with Lai and Yue's 
( 1990) report that Chinese people usually think of themselves as i l 1  only when symptorns 
are evident. Since the primary goal is to get rid of symptoms. the concepts of chronic 
illness. and prevention are not clearly understood and appreciared. Therefore. education in 
preventive medicine is ncccssary h r  the Chinese to n~inimizr Iùture health risks. which will 
be ciiscusscd later. 
The Chincse-Canadians also hiid a high prevalencr of triggrnng CAPs for 
instninwntal açt iviiies ol'daily living IADL) ( 70.8" 0 ). social Iiinçtion ( 6  1 -3%). pain 
( 34.0%). Ialls ( 3  1 . 1  " 0 1. cnvironnizntril asscssment ( 17.1"n). and medication management 
( 14.7*,+ Thc high prc\.illcncs of  IADL C'AP trigored may be explained. at least in pan. by 
language barriers thai iinpcde phone use. shopping. and transportaiion. Even though 
almost 95";~ of the participants w r c  physically and Iùnctionally unimpaired. language - and 
cul rural bam'ers limited their 1 ADL pert~mançe. whiçh resulted in dependency and 
reduced social interaction. This nia); also enplain the relatively high percentage of 
respondents triggering the social function CAP. which is cornprised of participation in 
social activities. being left alone during the day. feeling lonely. and not being able to 
interact with others at ease. The environmental assessrnent CAP triggering is pnmarily 
related to poor baihroorn and kitchen conditions. Eduçation in home safety is needed to 
prcvent more serious health consequence such as falls. The falls and pain CAPs which are 
closcly rclated to niedication management CAP. were al1 tri-gercd frequcntly in the 
C'liinese-Canadians. Considering polyphamacy and çombined medication use is common 
in the C'hinese-Canadians (3 7-79" and 7 1.7'0. respcctively ). factors related to medication 
usc in this population must be ~indcrstood. 
Similar to the tindings of Majumdar et al. ( 1 995). the Chinese-Canadians used few 
formal scwiccs (such as home carc) and were rarely hospitalized. This could be because of 
the relati\*cly healthicr population. or pcrceivcd srnice bamers. These barriers may 
include Iack of knowledge regarding availablci resourccs. cost. lack of transportarion. fcar 
of contact with unfamiliar cultures and Ianguage. and that service use could lead to loss of' 
independence (Evans and Cunningham. 1996). Contrary to Liu and Yu's report ( 1985) 
ihat cmergency room care was one of the few sen-ices where AsiarvPacific Amcricans have 
a relatively high rate of inappropriate use cornparrd with the seneml population. the rate oi' 
emcrgency room visits in the Cliint.sr.-Canadians was zero. This tinding was supponed by 
Wcn. Gocl and Willianis ( 1996) uho found lower emergency room use rate in ethnic 
ciil tural p i i p s  r han r he seneml Canadian population. The variations in reported service 
utilization rate çould bc duc to the di firent heaIth carc and insurance systems between 
(';inatln ;inci thc US. It shodd bc notcd tliat thert: is ii large proportion of a sub-sroup of 
C'hincsc-Csanadirins triggering I O  or more CAPS ( 1 5 . 1 " o ) .  Atthough their health status are 
conipanblc i o  a group of Frai l eldcrly who are recciving forrnal care in the genenl 
population. these Chinese-Canadian elderly persons are sreatly under-represented in fomal 
services used. 
6.5.2 Medication Cse by Culture 
Previous studies on cultural variations in medication use are almost non-existent. ,A 
few studies looked at racial differences in the number of medications used. which 
suggested that "whites" are higher users of medications than "non-whi tes" ( Kotzan. Carroll 
and Kotzan. 1989: Brown et al., 1 995: Hershman et al.. 1995; Fiilenbaum et al.. 1993 ). 
This racial grouping ncglects to consider important cultural diftSrences in medication use. 
Funhcr. the gros  asgrqation of racial groups is of little use in understanding medication 
taking bchavior ot'any porticular cultural yroup. In the present study. the percentare of 
indit-idtials iising an' Iimn o t'nicdicinc. and the mean numbcr o f  ciiffirent t j m s  oi' 
riicdici ne was highcr in tilt. Rcd-C'ross Canadians than the ChineseCanadians. possi biy 
rctlecting diff't.rc.nct.s in ticalth statiis (Table 6.41 ). 
Cultural and sr~ciril triciors which are rarely esrirnined in studics of determination of  
medication use were Iound to be signi licant with the ChineseCanadian sample. Country of 
origin from Vietnam and other South East Asian countnes was positively related to an 
increased odds of using any medicine. This is not surprising. because immigrants from 
these countries are mostly refusees. Often disadvantaged even prior to departure. retùgecs 
cndured perilous escapes. illnrss. deprivation and lengrhy stays in overcrowded and 
unsanitary relùgee camps before arriving in the host country. Many have deteriorated 
under di fficult living conditions. which reduced their physical health and well-being to its 
I O ~ V C S ~  IewI ( Lai and Yue. 1990). This poor health status naturally leads to an increase 
l ikelihood of  using rncdications. 
Wcstcm nicdiçincs tiir the Chinese-Canadians « n l ~  (Table 6.69). .4lthough many studies 
suspect that intaci and coliesive csrrndd fainilp structures providing strong social support 
might be diminishing. Kitano et al ( 1994) reponed that this strons farnily interaction 
remains for elderly irnmi_ennts. and they are more likeiy to live with their children than 
genenl Americans. ln the immigrant Chinese. incrrasin_e dependency of elders is often the 
accepted n o m  (Evans and Cunninghani. 19%). Therefore. for thox elderly Chinese- 
Canadians living with their children. dccisions in using medications might bct intlurnced by 
their children. As younger adul ts are cilien more in tùrmcd about health and medication 
complications. their opinions rnight guide elderly parents toivard l es  medication use. 
Funher. this readily ovailablc intbrmal suppon niisht be helpful in preventing use of 
iiicdications as the tirst (iwnuc to rcsol~ ing h a 1  th concerns. 
.Alttioiigh Iicülth hc1ic.h p1a'r.d (i dctc.miinant role in TCM use. only thox who 
strcinplv bclicwd in TC'M had an inçreasrd odds of usin- TCM (Figure 6 .  1 ) .  Other factors 
that inorc strungly prcdictcd thc odds ol'using TC34 and combined medication (usin9 TCM 
and Western medicines jointlyi. and thc number of an? medication used (using TCM or 
Likstcm mcdicines) w r e  pain synptortis and hospirdization (Tables 6.69 & 6.70). Thcse 
two variables. intcrcstingly. w r t .  signiticant only tor niedication use that involves TCM. 
Chinese-Canadians expenencing pain had neariy 6 and 5 times the odds ofusing TCM and 
combined medicine. respectively (Tables 6.38 and 6.59). This is not surprising because the 
Chinese use medications mainly for symptomatic relief (Lai Br Yue. 1990: Lum. 1995). 
Therefore. if pain symptorns are detected. incrcasrd medication use will result. This 
hndinp contradicted that of Lister ( 1977) who reponed that in response to pain. fewcr 
Chinese made demands on health care staff or requested medication than did the 
Cauçasians and Hüwaiians. Lister's finding seemed to suggest that Chinese have a rnuch 
highcr tolcrance ofpain. and thcy do not require medication to deal with pain. In contrast. 
the present siudy found that instead of the perceived sroic nature. Chiness elderly mcrely 
iisc a differeni medicaiion system. that might be unknown to the general health care 
providcrs. io dcül with pain. lnstrad of requestinr Western mediçinc ( no rclationship was 
detected between pain aiid Wcstem niedicine usein [lie multi\-ariatc lopistic mudcl). the? 
mort  to TCM. Pol iakoff ( l W3 ) reponsd that indi~iduals raiscd in the C'hinsse culture arc 
reluctant to use analgesics beçause of a fear of beins out of control. and they belirvr that 
pain killers cause sweating and  IL^ of budy tluid ~vhich induces weakness. This belief will 
naturally direct thcm to usinp altcmatc treatmeni methods such as TCM. These patients are 
often hesi tant in revralins thesr al trrnatr çare approaches to Western practitioners for fear 
of being ridiculed or discourased. i f  symptorns are not relieved quickly. a combined use of 
both Western and TCM may tollo~v (retlected by the OR of 4.45). 
Prior hospitalization \vas also IBund to be correlated only with increased odds of 
TC'M and combincd rncdication LISCJ in thc Chinrse-Canadian sample (Table 6.69). Those 
wlicr wcrc Iiospitalizcd w r e  15 timt's niort' likeiy io use TCM or combined rnedicines. 
Tliis rclationship was not signifiant with Western medication used. Those who have been 
hospiializcd arc likcly to have cxperienced more severc illncss. Evans and Cunningham 
( 1996). and Montbriand ( 1995) reported that ai times of stress and severe illness. patients 
often retreat ro iheir cultural roots. and rely on early leamed ideas and belief for treatment. 
At the same time. thcy rnight tum to thcse inditionai approachcs because they tind 
Westem medicine ineffective (Hamilton. 19%). Hamilton ( 1996) also pointed out that 
rnost Westem physicians are tnined in basic sciences like bioçhemistry and anatomy. which 
assume that human bodies are the sanie and standardized approaches are taken. 
Consequently. cultural and social factors are negleçted and '-the person" is lost in this 
approach. Patients in tum are reluctant to çommunicatc their alternate treatment methods 
as evident in Montbriand's study ( 1993) that 7510 ~Kcancer patients did not tell the 
doctors that thcy art. using an rilternlitc thcrapy. 
-l%c abovt. tindings art. or serious concerns. not necessari l y because Chinesc- 
C'anadiriiis tisc an nltc'niatc h rn i  oftreatnient npproach. but that they migtit be unsatistird 
and thcir ntxds arc not bcirig rilet. Ftirther. many iniportant interaction r'ffects were 
dcic'ctcd in rncdication iisc. Socid isolritirm w s  hund  to interact significantly with numbcr 
i~f'discases in prcdictinc TC'II iisc. aiid perceived poor health interacteci with pain 
symptoms ( Figures 6.2 and 6.3 1. Tliesr. interactions complicated the medication use 
piciure. When social isolation is experienced. a much higher number of TCM are being 
used as the Chinese elderly have more diseases. More seriously. health care providers are 
possibly unawarr of- this dual medication approach resulting in higher risks of adverse drug 
reaçtions. medication-medication interactions. non-cornpliance to Westem medication 
used. and ineffective treatinent. Being sociali y isolared and not receiving appropriate 
hcülth care assistance clearly places an individual ai risk of exacerbated health problems. 
Othcr social îàctors likc agc. gendcr. marital status and cducation levcl were not 
signiticant r i t  predicting medication use. This is consistent with reports from other studies 
(Mckirn et al.. 1990: Brown et al.. 1995: Hsrshnim et ai.. I 0 5 :  Chrischilles et al.. 1992). 
C'omparing tlic dctcrmiriants ut' medication use between the Chinese-Canadians and 
the Red-Cross Canadians. i t  is obvious that cultural factors play an important role and 
cannot be ignorcd. Two variables that have distinctively di ffcrent determinant roles 
between these two cultures are tkeiing lonely and medication review (Tables 6.69 and 
6.70). 
Feeling Ionely was the s t ronp t  predictor of polypharmacy in the Red-Cross 
Canadian sample. but not a predictor in the Chinese-Canadians. Although the prevalence 
of feeling lonriy was t.ssrntially the same in both samples (38.7% for Red-Cross and 36.8?'0 
for Cliinesr ). the nature of lontAiiir.s?; i~iisht be very di fîèrent. Most Red-Cross Canadians 
livcd aione (5X.Y"') at an old agr.. Thc loneliness iixperienced by this group might be more 
likcly to rcsult in depression. whkh has bern Cound to correlate with high somatic 
cornplaints. hencc highcr niedicatiun irsc (Chrischilles et al.. 1992; Laukkanen et al.. 1992; 
Kroenkc and Piiiliolt. 1990). In thc C't~incse-Canadian samplt.. niost of thern lived with 
sc~rticotic. 50 1hr . i~  soimx ~I'lonclincss n~ight be rtrlated more to the immiption process. 
Also. as intorrna1 carc is easily acccssiblr.. this may act as a but'tèr to the progression of 
loneliness mani testing itsel f in a more serious tom as Jepression. Using medication as a 
niethod to handle loneliness is undesirable. More non-dmg treatrnent should be explored 
with the Red-Cross Canadians to reduce inappropriate medication use. 
Medication reviervs werc found to be posirireii- re1atr.d to an increased likeliliood 
of polyphamacy (4 times higher. Table 6.64). and increased nuniber of Western 
medication used (Table 6.68) for the Red-Cross Canadians. but not the Chinesc-Canadians. 
The di fference between thesc two cultiires could he related to divergent cultural beliefs. 
As discussed earlicr. in thc Chinese culture. traditional bclieh in social sensitivity and filial 
picty inlii bi t chal lcnging an expert and increase individuals' submission to authority (Chae. 
1987: Louie. 1985). Tlierefore. Chincsc-Canadian clciers would b t  unlikely to request 
di tii.rcnt or more med icatioiis tioni pliysicians. hericc t ht. Fat icrn o t' increased medication 
usc ivticii pli>.sicians rcl i c w i n ~  thcir rnedicintx riiigtit not bc prcscnt. In the general Nonh 
Americen population. stiidics havc show that Ibr ttiost. h5 years and older. rach physician 
visit leads to an average o!'t\r.o niorc rriedicaiions prescribed: and the mean number o f  
prescriptions pcr cnçuunter wriitcn h r  those 65 years and older are much higher than h r  
the younger population (Fergmm. 1 OYO: Knapp. Knapp. Thomas. Wiser. Michocki. 
Nuessle and Knapp. 1984). I t  is not known i l th i s  increase is a result of patient requests. or 
independent physician dccisions. The presrni study also does not permit conclusions on 
whcther the polyphamüçy or incrcmd iiiedication lise was justitied or could be avoided: 
however. polypharniacy does present a potential hazard to the users. rsprcially elderly 
people. tlirough adverse dnig react ims. riiçdication-medication interactions. and elevated 
risk of non-ci,nipliançc. Results indicating that about ?5?0 of the cornrnunity-based elderly 
reccivcd 3t least onc potentially inappropriate medications (Wilcox. Himmelstein and 
Woolliandlcr. 1 994 1. raisc liirther concems about the risks of polypharmacy. 
Hased on thc rt.siilts of this study. i r  is oh\-iciiis that mcdiçarion use is not simply 
dt-ivcn by biological factors (cg. .  number ol'diseascs. pain. physiçal health problem). but 
also by social and culturril f'zictors (cg.. lived with chilci. country ot'origin). psychosocial 
factors (e.2.. health belieîk. pcrceived health. feeling lonely. social isolation probierns). and 
service use factors (e-g.. hospi ta1 ized. medication review ). In addition. interactions 
between these factors and mcdication must be exarn ined. This mu1 t idimensional nature to 
the causal pathway of mcdication use must be addrcssed by using a cornprehcnsive 
assessment instrunient in ordcr to be sensitive ro tlic diverse and çomplcx patterns of 
niedication use. 
CIMPTER 7.SC'MMARY DISCGSSIOX 
7.1 Consolidation o f  Information 
Usine the phonologically based surnaniç scarch method and strategies in rcducing 
conirnuniiy rcsistancc. i t  \vas possiblc to achieve a near ccnsus çovenge of the Chinese- 
Cünadiûn eldcrly in thc Kitçhencr!Waterloo arra u-ith response rate ofabout 9Oo6. This is 
in contrast to many studics on the herilth ol'niinority cultural groups wherr response rate 
could be as low as 25"0 (Wu. 1996). Csing the above methods. i t  is possible to study the 
Chinese with h i rh  reprcsenr i\.ciisss. so rcsulis can ht. yencrali ted to the çonimuni ty-bascd 
Chinese clderly population in thc sci~ctt'd urban ccnrrcs. 
Results lrom the health status and medication use study showed that there are 
variations in health and mediratioii iisr by culture. and that TCM is very important to the 
Chincse elderly. kg. .  nearly 30% ot'ihs C'hinese-Canadians use TCAM for medicinal 
reasons). in addition. TCM hüs hcen Iound to be important for the Chinese-Canadian 
elderly in dealing wirli pain. a varicty ol'diseases. and severe illnesses (measured by 
hospitalixation). On the othrr hand. there are serious problems revealed in the sale of 
TC'M. including a high degrcc of  non-cornpliance issiies ofproprietary TCM products with 
thc <'ariahm Food and Dnip Act. \on-sonipliancc issues incliided bannrd P-TCM 
products bcing ainilahlc o n  the niarkct. P-TC'M produçts çontaining Western medicines. P- 
TCM products iiiaking crroticous clainis. and many P-TCM products containing inaccurate 
and insufficient labelling infornation. P-TCM produçts olien daim a van'ety of strong 
mediçinal effects and they are inexpensive compared with Western medicines. Therelore. 
the probability of inappropriate use may be elcvated in the P-TCM. Health care providers 
arc unfarniliar with the treatmcnt philosophy of TCM. and unauarc of TCM usc in this 
population (due to inadequate communication ). so proper monitoring of medication use is 
lacking. Further. TCM are easily accessible h m  places where no qualitied professionals is 
available to provide proper consultation. whicti presents serious health hazards. When 
exarnining the determinants of TCM. besides health problems. socially isolated individuals 
have an elevated risk ohs in2  TCM. This social characteristic further places these 
individuüls in danger ~I'civcr-use. mis-iisc. or abuse oTTCM. because necessa- social 
siippcwt and opportunity to exchange TCbl intiirmrition arc both lacking. 
Dcspiie niirncrmis conccms. rlic desirc to lise TCM is CL-idently strong. Theretore. 
rcgiil:iiory bodies caniioi rcspond ro the TCM prcxliict non-çonipliance issue by simply 
cliniiriaiing ihcni  tioiii tlic riiiirkct. or cnhrcc cirmtic regulations that may drive their sales 
undcrgroiind. Eithcr oiircoitic c<iiiIJ pl;icr. unr.speçred risks to the general public who use 
TCM. 
Finally. the multidimcnsional nature of health and medication use in the elderly 
illustrate the need for a standardized comprehensive health assessment instrument. The 
MDS-HC has proved itself to be an c.uccllenr tool in the investigation of a variety of health 
issues. In the Chinese population. the trmslated 'VI DS-HC has shown cultural applicabili ty 
in different dialects in Chinsse. lending itself to potential wide used in the general Chinese 
population in China. Taiwan. Hong Kong. and other Chinese spcaking countries. 

treaïments. as well as contraindications of çombined medication used and pol yphamacy. 
Since a large proportion of Chinese-Canadians are not well educated. programs that are 
supportcd by the govemnient. wi th sysreniatic dclivery o f  important healih and home saléty 
iiihrmation can hclp tù11i11 thc desire of more education to rnnch latter life and help 
prcvent serious illncss (Chi and Lee. 199 1 ). The Central Ontario Chinese Cultural Centre 
(COCU". an ülready wcll established cornmuni- organizaiion. can act as the bridge for 
in fbniiaticvi dissc.iiiinat iiiti. Wiih adcquate financial and pro fissional support from the 
govcninic'ni. t lic C l  )( '< 'C' cnn acc~ii~ipl sli the goals o t-cducar ion. and can help t hosr rldcrs 
with identiticd social luiictioning and isolation problenis to bc niorc involwd in cornniunir?; 
prc)ipmis. 
Improvins pliysician prescribing pnctices is crucial in improving diseasc 
rnana_rcment without additional pressure on health care ccst or othcr health services. 
Signilicani overprescribing probably occurs in the treatment of psychosocial disorders 
(e.g.. sleep disturbance. anxiety ( MacLcod. 1996). so orher initiaiives to address these 
probletns in the Iiail cldcrly popdarion are important. Optimal use of medication and non- 
mcdication trcatnienis should bc cxplorcd in the eldrrly where loneliness and depression 
arc pwvdent behrc tlic "quick lix" approüch of givins out medications be attempted. 
Lhtlcr ~ i s c  diion-iiicdicntion loniial scrviccs is c.\.ident in the present study. Although 
iiiany studics show agc i s  not necessarily related to increased adverse dnig reactions (sec 
Nolan and O'Mallcy 1 Wh). cvidencc on polyphamiacy (which is strongly associated with 
old age) relating to adverse drug reaction is clear. Hence. reducing polyphamacy can 
contribute to reduced health risks and cost of adverse drug reactions. 
Thcre are reports tliac niany health carc prwidr.rs bc1ic.w rheir oivn prolèssional 
health care pnçtices are superior (Fong. 1985 ): hençe. they ovcrlook other culturaliy 
important alternative approaches. Considewblr t.1 idence suggests that dissatisiàçtion with 
prescribed treatment Ieads to aItcrnative health carc use. and Canadian health care 
providers must End ways to meet the needs ot'these individuais. I t  should be realized that 
treatment is most effective when the patient. family and hcalth a r e  providers work 
iogcthcr to incorporate the patient's perception and belirfs into the care plan. 
Final1 y. thcrc slioiild also bc pvcmmcnt reyulations on iising a commun 
asscssiticnt iool in collccting longitiidinal nationai data on health of the elderly in 
çoniniunity-based hcaltli sen-iccs. Only by doing so çan policy formation that is based on 
rticariirig t i i l  coniparisoii and inicrprc.i;it ion o 1. hcd th data bc possible. 
7.2.2 Asia n/Paci fic Caun trics 
A common conccm in hcaltli clire ssperienced by many countires. rspetially by 
developing industrial countries in the Asiani Pacik  rini is the lack of unifom healrh 
assessment information as pan of'nornial service delivery. In Hong Kong. the health care 
pol icy focuses main1 y on acute. crisis-intervention approaches. which fails to meet the 
needs or the eiderly. and is costly (C'hi and Lee. 199 1 ). Althoueh + some fom of health 
assessment records are available. they arc often narrowly foçused and cannot address the 
muitidimensional nature of the rlderly health care needs. Futher. these records are not M y  
conipanble across programs and facilities. and since they are collected at a single point in 
timc. studies of outcome is dif'ficult. 
The MDS-HC' as dernonstrated in the present study. provides a logical solution tu 
the above wncems. Havinp been testcd success ful 1 y wi th the Chinese-Canadians. the 
MDS-HC-Chinese is a siiitablc instrument for appliçritions wiih thc Chinese eldcrly in 
Asian, Pacific ciwntrics. Bcsidcs being a standnrdizcd comprchensive clinical instrument. 
the MDS-HC also onèrs two policy level applîcaticins. The Home Care Utilization Groups 
( HUGs). ri rcsourcc al location systcm bascd on case-mised measuremen ts al Iows the 
allocation of rcsources to facilitir's on the basis ot' the m1.u of individuals in the tàcility 
nther ihan the type of Iàcility. Thc Quality Indiçators (Qls). ivtiich use variables tiom the 
MDS in different conibinaiions. can rcveal potentiril problems \vith the quality of servicc 
delivery (Zirnmemian. Karon. Arl i n g  Clark. Collins. Ross and Sain fort. 1 995 1. 
In conjuction with a serics o l'r.:isiing and developing MDS systems (MDS for 
nursing Iiome. MDS Ibr acilie cxc. LI DS Ior mental health). i t  is possible to conduct direct 
çoniparisons ofhcülth characteristics dindividuals living in the comrnunity. institutions 
and oiher health carc hciliiics. Finally. as large scale research projects based on the MDS 
arc ongoing in I h criuntris including Canada. Japan. Setherlands. UK and USA. cross- 
ciil tiinl cornparisons 01'  hcal th ~Iilirüctcristics at the individual and façility lcvcl çan be 
ac hci vcd . 
7.3 Future Rcscarch 
There are many strengths of the present research. First and forernost is the use of a 
common assessrnent tool between the Chinese-Canadian and Red-Cross Canadian 
populations. which enables meaning hl comparisons. Second. the representiveness of the 
Chinese-Canadians preatl y iniproves ex temal validi ty and al low Ior generdizritiun 01' the 
research tindings. Last but not least. the examination of multidimensional factors and their 
interaction effects. and of cultural factors in health and medication use provides a more 
cornpiete picture than studirs which neglected these important factors. 
Nonetheless. several limitations exist with the presen t study. Al though 
represeniative. the Chinese-Canadian study in Kitchener!Waterloo suffered from relatively 
small srirnple s i x  and 1nçkr.d di ffcrential gradations of heal th status. Immigration effects 
roiilil iioi hc t i i l  ly iiivcsiigaid dut. to Iiick of international dala Ibr the Chinese elderlv that 
arc hnscti o n  :i staiidmliml cisscssnicnt protcicol. -1lso. bcing cross-sectional in naturc. the 
çasuül pothway erid ictiipi~r:il o~-dcr 11t'c'wm could net be cstüblishrd. Hospi talization. 
which can bc both a ~iusc.  mil ilri o~ltc'i)nit' of' using TC'bf and combined medication used 
çould not bc detcmiincd in tlic prcsciii .;tiiJy design. blany questions on rnodiliable risk 
tktors such 3s social isolation arid ikcl i n ~  lonely cannot be answered. 
lmplementing intenvntion studies using a longitudinal design. in cities with a large 
sarnple of well to i l 1  elderly Chinese (likr Toronto). is a natural next step. Only by such an 
approach can outconie studics of niedicriii«ii use br possible. 
Finally. niany rcscarchcrs Iiaw .itrcsst'd ihr iniportancr of using a cornmon 
asxcssmcnt tool to cstablisli ciiniprchcnsive data bassd across cultunl groups at the 
national lcvel (Kiiano ct al.. 1994: Wray. 199 1 ). The MDS-HC is an appropriate 
assesmeni toof tor thc study ot'rndtidirncnsional health needs in di fferent cultures. 
iticliiding thc Chinese clderly. Besides research applications. the MDS-HC is also ideal for 
carc-planning. Iunding and qua1 ity indication purposcs (see Hirdes and Carpenter. 1 997). 
of ditfi-rcnt rnocicls ol'hcalth crirt.. Studies in .+kml PacitTc cuuntntls likc China (including 
Hong Kong). Taiwriii and otlicr coiin tries \vit li Cliincse speaking individuals usin- the 
MDS-HC should bc. ihc nent step to gainiiig tlir long lackinr information on cffects of 
health care system. culture. and immigration on health of the Chinese elderiy. With 
comparable data across cultures and countries. the goal of$obal improverneni of health is 
one stcp closer. 
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Supplernentary Questionnaire (English) 
Supplementary Questionnaire 
(Please Check the reporting format and Circle the question applied after completion) 
Ci Self Report- I II III IV V VI VII 2 By Proxy - I iI 111 IV V VI VI1 
1. Which one of the folIowinq categories accurateiy describes your ability ro use the 
English Language? 
Fluent Know Some Non-fluent 
1 - 3 3 
a. Written Engiish.. . . . . . . . . . .  - 
- - b. Spoken English.. ........... - - 
II. How long have o u  bcen living in Canada or othrr  primarily English speakmg 
countnes? 
Number of years: vears months -- - 
Lefl home country in 19 - - 
Country immigrated f rom 
RI. i would like to discuss your grnerai lifrstyk. the langtiage that ?ou prrier to speak. 
your interests and reading habits. For each of the following staternsnt. whiçh category 
best describes you. The categorirs are ..... 
(Please provide a cue card for the categorïrs) 
C hinese Mostiy Chinese Both Chinese Mostly English 
On1 y Some English And English Sorne Chinese 
- - 
in Equal .4mount 
- - - - - - 
1 - 3 J 4 
1. If o u  are at home. y u  speak ............................... 
2.  If you are at work, you speak.. .............................. 
3. If you can choose. you prefer to speak.. ................... 
4. When your parents ta1 k to each othrr. thry speak.. ...... 
5. When your chiidren talk to rach other. they speak.. ..... 
6. Before age 1 8, your friends wrrr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7. Your friends today are. ...................................... 
8. Your music preference is .................................... 
9. Your movie preference is .................................... 
10. Your food preference is.. ................................... 
I 1. You prefer to think in.. ..................................... 
12. You prefer to write in ....................................... 
13. You prefer to read in ........................................ 
Chinese 
Only 




3 4 5  
- - 
- - - 
- - - 
IV. I would like to ask $?ou have or have had an? c f  the following health conditions or 
symptoms in the past year? For the conditions or syrnproms you have cxperirncrd I 
would like to ask what type of health care you have used or relied on? Choose ONE 
category that best describes y u r  preferences for treatment. 
The categories are . . . . . . . 
(Please provide a cue card for the cateeories) 
TCM Mostiy TCM Both TCM & 
Only Some Western Western Treatment 
Treatment 
- 
in Equal .duriount 
- - 
- - - 
1 7 - 3 
blostly Western Do 
Western & trea tmen t 'c'othîng 
Some TCM 
- r n ~  - - 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM j and Western rnedicine neatments can include 
home remedies, over-the-counter medicines, western prescription drugs. or docror's visit. 
Traditional Chinese Medicinrs can be in hvo forms: HERBAL FORGI (including tonics 
and animal products). or PROPRETARY FORbl (including pills. tablets. capsules. 
powder, dnnks, oii. ointment, or platen). 
Do !ou have or have !ou had.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TCM Both Western Do 




1. High blood pressure ..................... 
............... 7. Coronary artery disease 
............ .................... 3. Stroke ..., 
................................. 4. Diabetes 
5. Chronic iungdisease ................... 
6. Chronic Kidney !Gall Stone disease.. 
................................. 7. Al lrrgies 
S. Arthntis ................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9. Bone fractures 
10. Osteoporosis ............................ 
. 1 1 Skin disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............................... 13. Dementia 
13. Peptic ulcer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14. Glaucoma! Cataracts 
Symptoms 
1 5. S tomachache ............................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16. Poor appetite 
................. 17. Tooth & gum problem 
1 8. Headaches ............................... 
-- - 
Dizziness ................................ - - - - 
Pain ....................................... - - - - 
Cold /Cou& or Sore Throat .......... - - 
- - 
Constipation ............................ - 
- - 
Fatigue ................................... - - 
- - 
Loss of rnemory ....................... - - 
- - Nervousness ............................. - - 
- - Sleeping problerns ..................... - - 
- - 
V. Do you take TCM for reasons other than as a treatment (e .g .  use it as a tonic or other 
health promoting purposes)? 
VI. How much do ?ou agrer or disagrer with al l of the follociing sentences. Choosr: the 
category that best corresponds to yow feelings. The categorirs are ...... 
(Please provide a cue card for the categories) 
Disagree Disagree Nor Disagïee A s e r  - - - - - - - - 
1 - 7 3 4 
Strongly S trongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 4 5  
........... lllnesses are caused by interna1 yin-yang imoalance 
Il lnesses are caused by extemal im balance c e. g. infectious 
bacteria) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............... Going out in cold wind results in hea&che;cold - - - - -  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Strong anger: rage poisons one's blood - - - - -  
A cold or flu should be treated with a hot liquid. not 
.- . 
medicine - - - - -  .............................................................. 
- A d -  - 
.. Taking vitamins or supplernents is essential to good health.. . - - - - 
- a - - -   
I use TCM. not Western mcdicinr for minor health problems. - - - - - 
I use Western medicine; services. not TCM for major health 
problems - - - - -  .............................................................. 
- - - -  
1 use TCM, not Western medicine for my chronic illnesses.. . - - - - -  
- - - A -  
10. I use Western medicine, not TCM for my acute illnesses.. .... 
- - - - -  
1 1. Combining Western medicine and TCM can set most 
- A - - -  
effective treatment results.. ........................................ - - . - - -  
- - - - -  
. 12. TCM is less harmhl to one's body than Western medicine.. - 
- - - - -  
.......................... 13. I would try TCM for incurable ilInesses - - - - -  
VIL Where do eu obtain the knowledge on TCM proptnits 
NO YES 
a TCM doctor Z - .................................... 
b. Chinese Western doctor.. 7 - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c. non-Chinese Western doctor.. ............... 1 - 
- 
d- TCM herbal store retailer 1 
- 
.................... 
e. general /grocery store retailer.. 1 
- 
............. - - f. families or fkiends ........................... - - 
9. others 
- - 
......................... - - 
(If the respondent does not use any foms of  TCM. then teminate here. Otherwisr. 
continue with the questions) 
Vin. How otien do !ou consult a TCM doctor brfore using an! TCM 
a always.. ................................... - 
.................................... b. usualIy 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c. sometimes 
d. never.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
iX. Where do you get your TCbI 
NO YES 
- 
a. TCM doctors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 
- 




c. heaIth food stores ............................ 
- - 
....................... d. general /grocery stores - 
- - 
e. family or fiends .............................. - - 
- 
f oveneas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 










Health and Medication Use Study - LETTERS and FORMS 
University of Waterloo 
Dcar Dr. 
On behalf of the University of [VaterIoo. the Csntnl Ontario Chinese Cultunl Centre (COCCC). and the 
Waterloo Regional Home Care Progarn rr-e arc requesting your participation in an international study on Hmlth 
and Dru: Utilization among Chinese elderly. specifcally [O identiw Chinese elderly patients in your cascload. 
This study is the second phase o t a  nationail! funded 3-year proicict by Health Canada (the National He3Ith and 
Rcscarch Developrnent Programi. For the t Ï ~ r  phase. 3 report h3s been subrnrttcd for publication on Sa!es and 
Labclling of Trrtditional Cliintss .Llcdicinc. For rfic second phase. Ive \vil1 cxarnine hcalth issues anci drug use b>- 
Chincsc cldcrly in diffmnt regions in Criiiadti. Tatvtin and Hong Kong. .4lso. ik'e xanf to iind out what xn- iccs  
COCCC crin ot'fer to mirancc the qualin of lifc ofûur cldcrs. Tlis tindings ot'this large scale project ivil/ 
cuntributc to an in-depth undcrstrinding of the hc:ilth of Cliinese dderly. and i i o ~ .  it cornparcs across culrurcs. 
regions. and countrics. 
Our trirget pupulation is Chincsc c1derIy lige 65 and over (Chmsc born locally or immigattld from an: .\sian 
countrics. licalthy and disabled). )'our iiclp is iinperriti\.c in the idenrificxion of thesc individuais. L5.s IL-ouid 
ripprcciatc if yoii coiild select thosc patients in yaur caseload. inforrn them about this study. and most 
importantly, invite thcm to participatc. 1L.c rrndcrsund the a d d d  ivork tliis prolect rnight bring. rhereibre. td 
m e  your tiisk. ive have c.nc1osc.d a srinrplc Icttsr-to-thc-patient. 1Iorc copies will tollou. should .ou decidc to 
participate. 
Thc data collection procedure involvtls a face-to-facc inten-iew at the patient's convenience. The intcnisv ivill bc 
conducted by a qualificd intemietver rccognized by the Cniversip. .Ml information wili be kcpt in strict 
confidence, and no patient chart review is necessan. T h s  study has reccived ethics approved through the 
Officc of Human Research and .Animal Care rit the Lniversity of \VaterIoo. lf you have any questions or concerns 
about your participation in this sud?. you ma- contact Susan Sykzs in the Ot'ficc of Human Research 3t SSS- 
4567 ext 6005. l'our involvement i s  cssential to the successfuI completion of rhis project, and is sinccrely 
appreciatcd. We will offrcially 3cknowkdge your gcnerous effort in an? reports or scientitic publications that 
arisc from tliis project. 
Tliank you again for your ;intnrion. 1.1s. Erin Tlam uill ml1 you shorri?. to jet up an appointment and discuss any 
conccrns you niay hatc 
Erin Y. Tjam. M.H.Sc. 
Coiiiiiiunity Fiealth Rèscarcher 
Speech-Language Pat hoIo@ 
John P. Hirdes. Ph.D. 
Associate Prokssor. University of Watcrioo 
Rssexch Dirsctor. Providence Centre 
University of Waterloo 
* 8 !$ & - j i+i#i*f ;3-  ... ... ... ... 
An Invitation /rom Your Doctor ... ... ... ... ..... 
Dear 
&&&ai ~ ~ I S P I $ ~  ~441i~~e and the &ntral onta& Chinese Cultural 
% O  44i4Feff$&~$'k#*fLi&@ Centre(COCCC).andisconductedby 
a + + A i t ; * . ~ r n W M  O ~ r i g g - w z  the University of Waterloo. the COCCC. 
and the Waterloo Re~ona l  Horne Care. 
Your task involves completing a health 
interview conducted by a qualiiïcd 
48 W P y Ibq 7; # f * f - f i  4 interviewer at you own home (or an- 
+ ; f i  rrn~ #f - ifi & * % 1 % 2 .]. other place of your choice, t g .  Church. 
,%&$g* * University etc.), and at your convenience *fq O * B o r j / & & * @ & %  
between November and December, 1996. * $ 7 m 3'1 9 9 A 9 * The interview should take behveen I to 2 
fl& @ pg a + -5 & a hours. The content of the interview will 
M W T & M T + k Z ( & S T W i ? L ?  focus on health evaluation and healtb needs. Funher, we would like to know 
~ * W f M A H P )  %*@$f ia  howCOCCCcanpianitseventstobetter 
jif ;14 $, 0 7; $j g:.1é .% w serve you. Al1 information which you 
g~ l~ *e+wTWa y d**Sk% provide will be held in confidence. You 
can choose to answer or refuse any of the 
fi* * #* *fi questions. or to terminate the interview at 
O k a $ C, # 4& ?t & t&tirne. This project has recrivrd ethics 
approval from the University of 
Waterloo. 
#] T- & 311 k # % % #i 9 t & !& Shortly after receiving this letter, should 
vou decide to participte, or if you have Q t + W E r - 4  #f&StRabi, EnnTjam, - 
any questions, please contact Erin Tjam 
% : 888-4567 fi @ 5365 & *7 f t  4% at 8884567 en. 5365, or 725-5674 at 
Dr. 
We snongly encourage that you support 
rhîs study, as it c m  contribute significant 
to the health of the Chinese elderly, and 
help the Canadian govemment to better 
understand the ne& of Chinese people 
in order to plan more appropriate health 
services. 
Thank o u  in advance for o u  
participation. 
Research Investigators: 
Erin Y. Tjam, Ph.D. candidate 
Community Heal th Researcher 
Speech-Lan-page PathoIogist 
John P. Hirdes, PkD. 
Associate Professor, University of Waterloo 
Research Director, Providence Centre 
CENTRAL ONTARIO CHINESE CULTURAL CENTRE 
200 Victoria 
Erin Tjam 
St. North, Kitchener, Ont N2H 5C6 
TelJFax: 576-6 1 68 
This lctter is to c o n h  that iMs. Erin Tjam is 
conducting a cornrnunity projcct entitlcd " Health and Drug 
Utilization Patterns among Chinese Elderly". The Central 
Onrano Chincsc Cultural Ccntre (COCCC) supports this 
projcct fully. Wc bclicvc that this research study can help in 
t hc understandine of hcalt h statu and needs of Chinese. and 
thc provision of hcalth care seMce in the cornmunity. We 
strongly cncourngc ?ou to panicipate and to providc as 
much information as possible to makc this research a 
succcss. Thank you. 
Yours truly. A 
Prcsidcnt 95-96 
Centrai Ontario Chinese Cultural Centre 96-97 + % R 
University ot Waterloo 
Consent Form 
I agee to pmicipate in a survey being conducted by Ms.  Erin Tjam of the Department of Heaith 
Studies and Grrontologv under the supervision of Professor John P. Hirdes. I have made this 
decision based on the information I have read in the covering lener and have had the oppominity 
to receive an? additional details I wanred about rhe smdy As a pamcipant in this studv. 1 realizr 
that I will br  s k e d  to rake part in a one hour questions, if I so choose. .-\II information which i 
provide wili be held in confidence and I will not be identifird in an? way in the tinal report. [ 
understand that I may wïthdrarv this consent at any time by asking that the interview be stopped. 
I also understand that this projecr h a s  been revierved and received cthics approval through the 
Office of Hurnan Research Sr . h ima l  Care at the h i v e r s i n -  of Waterloo and thnt I ma? contact 





Name of Wi tness: 
RShkkd5 : 
Signature of Wimess: 
R S h E Z  : 
Date: 
a * :  
Appendix F 
Assessor Training Package 
Interviewer Training 
Objectives 
Be familiar with the project 
i Obtain in formerl consent 
i Follow the data collection & 
su bmission procedures 
i Collect accurate & reliable 
in formation 
i Know who to contact ifaproblern 
or question arises 
Interviewer Training 
Agenda - Day I 
i Introduction and Ovewiew 
Project Ovewiew - Erin 
MDS-HC Training - Erin & Nancy 
Dinner 
MDS-HC Training (cont. . .) 
i Supplementary Question nuire 
Training - Erin 
i Interviewing Techniques - Erin 
i Field Test 
Interviewer Training 
Agenda - Day 2 
i Forms Revisions - Interviewers 
i MDS-HC Test Cases 
i Break 
w MDS-HC Questions & Answers 
- Nancy & Erin 
i Supplementary Questionnaire 
Questions & Answers - Erin 
i Break 




1. Interviewer will telephone the client to determine interest in 
participation, th en arrange an appointment time 
2. Prior to assessment, determine competency to provide informed 
consent, check with family meniber if uncertain. If there is 
question to client's abiliry to provide informed consent, obtain 
proxy consent prior to the assessntent 
3. Read the information letter and consent form to the client, or to 
caregiver if there is a concern with the competency 
4. Reassure client of confidpntiality 
5. Provide reassurance that the client can refuse to participate in any 
part, or the whole study 
6. Ask ifthere are any questions 
7. Obtain client signature and witness the form 
8. Make sure that client has a copy ofthe information letter, 
highlighting the contact people 
9. Return the consent forms with the completed assessment forms to 
Erin Tjam at Ll of W 
Data Collection Process 
1. Arrange appointment with client 
attempt at least 3 tries at 
different times during the day 
2. Obtain in formed consent 
3. Complete assessments 
4. Subrnit completed assessments to 
Evin Tjam at U of W 
5. Deadlirte for completion of total 
sample is December 2nd 1996 
Key Contacts 
i Erin Y.  Tjam - Principle Investigator 
i Nancy Curtin- Telegdi - MDS-HC Trainer & 
Clinical Field Support 
i Dr. John P. Hirdes - Associate Professor & 
Director of Research 
In tewiewers 
Se thg  Lau - Cantonese & Mandarin 
i Putricia Lee - Cantonese 
i Celia Wong- Cantonese 
O Qin-FangXie-Mandarin 
i Lan Yu - Mandarin 
Appendix G 
TCM Survey Letter of Invitation 
A Survey of Retailers Distributing Traditional Chinese Medicines 
Letter of Invitation 
Dear Si r/Ma dam, 
On behalf of the University of Waterloo. Grand 
River Hospital - Freeport Health Centre. Ontario 
Central Chinese Cultural Ccntre (COCCC) and 
the Waterloo Regional Home Cnre Program. Lve 
are requesting your participation in 3 suney of 
"Retailers Distributing Traditional Chinese 
Medicines (TCiM)". This research study is 
iùnded by Health Canada and COCCC. Al1 
retailers carrying TC,M in the Waterloo Rsgion 
are invited to participate. 
It is known that T'CM are usehl in many ways 
for treatment of diseases and health promotion. 
However. the lack of understanding of the 
potential adverse interactims between TCM and 
Western rnedicines pose health concrrns to the 
users. Although research on TCM is actively 
sought in Asian countries. very little is knomn 
about how people in Canada use thern. It is 
therefore very important that studies be done in 
the Canadian context to understand TCM usage 
pattern. A community wide user survey will be 
conducted in the Waterloo Region to obtain this 
information, Prior to the user suney. al1 
retailers carrying TCM products will be 
surveyed to gain a clear picture of what types of' 
TCM are available. Afer the completion of the 
Retailer Survey. each participating store will 
receive a copy of the final report. This repon f fi % b @ k - Hf % R % -$!7 C( Bb 1 5: 7 # 
can be a usehl piece of market survey i t j  igj 2~ g 6 g w g 
in fonnrition. 
Afler you have received this letter. the principal 4k $1 & @ #k * &. 9 R @ @ f 
researcher. Ms. Erin Tjam will contact you by % KA @ % 8 , $ 105 @ . a $ 1 % 5 
phone to arrange a meeting time. For your 
contenience. the survey will be conducted in Ena - F t  % r n = J ? Z * ~ i w  Q s - - k a s * a  
your store. The survey will include a brief 
inventory ofthe types of TCM available in your % ifj 1%13 % - %fB % %% $$ & @ 1 41 
store. and a shon interview. Participation in 6 g i$ , 1;( 7 # + L 3 fg $g j+ & f 
survey is voluntary and should take about 15 = fa @ Bi % , % ;lk 
minutes. You mav decline to answer any 
questions you feel inappropriate and you may & 4 + 5 If @ 7: 11 té & $ fz 
withdraw from the study at any tirne. The final g g + % W j@ 9 & @ ,$$ a j  /Fj Q 
report will be completed in September. 1995. . ~ % # ~ * * b - & - h h s s h f l H ) ~ & ~  
The information obtained from the survry will be 4 jf(' A 2 f t  # @ 8 # IYb % * 6R i% 3 
kepr strict ly confidential. Any information & # % 8 # fi @ # .& s f ~  R . ~t 64 a ?+ 
obtained from this survey will be analyseci for 
academic oumoses onlv. This studv has been fi&&kwlH2xR)tt*a frP%MT*ff.r;;lM 
Animal Care at the University of Waterloo. You 
may contpct this office at (5 19) 385- 12 1 1 est. 
rS.%6005Zf%' 
6005 for more information 
This is the first time that a region wide suney $ a L P :k % # & 4? 3 i% i )  %/ + h 9 
focusing on the use of TCM is being hnded and ag ig 6tf w , 7; g gg g çc +g $1 8 a @ 
important in ensuring 
col lected. 
Thank you in advance 
this study. If you have any question. ~lcasef*l $ 9 @&.S&&, ErinTjam. tS& : (519)893- 
free to contact Erin Tjarn at ( 5  19) 893-27 10 ext. 
7185 (office). or (519) 725-3674 (home). 
2710 r;xJ .#$ 7185 ( f # ) * & ( 519) 725- 
3674 ! ) 0 
Yours tmly. 
Erin Y. Tjam. f3.Sc.. M.H.Sc. 
Community Heal th Researcher 
Speech-Language Pathologist 
John P. Hirdes, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
University of Waterloo 
Appendir H 
TCM Survey Store Owner Questionnaire (English) 
A Survey of Retailers Distributing Traditional Chinese Medicines 
Questionnaire 
For z h ~  put pose ofthis sr<npei: Tt-ndiiiotra I Chinese .Cfedicines ure divided inio : .-i ) Chinese 
Medicina1 kfutet-icrls. m c l  B)  Chinme Proprieraries. 
A )  Chinese Menicina1 Muret-ids - the? are Chinese Iterbs. herbal ionic. and animal 
producis 
B) Chinese Proprieinries - the! are rea& -niade dmgs in thejorm o/pilIs. porvder. 
drinh. wine. oinrrnent, artd capsules 
These include ai[ produc fi thaî are raken  oral^ injected or plil on skin. 
Please onstver thejo llouing quesrions as complereli as possible: 
1. Please list your top 10 selling Chinese Medicinal Materials. Adjacent to the names. please 
indicate their volume of sale. and dollar value of sale in a month: 
Chinese Narne Volume of Sale S Value of Sale 
2. Please list your top 1 O Chinese Proprietaries. Adjacent to the names. please indicate their 
volume of sale. and dollar value of sale in a month: 
Chinese Name Volume of Sale S Value of Sale 
3. In the practice of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Chinese medicinai medicines are gentrally 
grouped under Potent and Non-potent. To the best of your knowledge. please list five types of 
medicines that you sel1 under each group: 
Don' t know 
4. Is therc a traditional Chinese Medical doctor associated with p u r  store? 
ves 
- d  - RO 
5. What percentage of your customers who buy TCM corne from the following cultural group'? 
Chinese (People with Chinese Heritage) 
9'0 Non-Chinese 
6. What percentage of your customers ask for your opinion on what TCM to take for a 
panicular health problem? Please check one that applies to you. 
- over 90% 70-90?6 - 50-69% 30-49% under 20?6 none 
7. What percentage of your customers have a perscription from a Chinese Medicine doctor 
when they buy TCM frorn your store'? Please check one that applies to you. 
- over 90% 70-9096 - 50-69% 2049% - under 20% none 
8. How corn fortable are you with providing advice about TCM? Please check one that applies 
to you. 
- corn fortable 
- some what comfortablc 
- slightly uncorntortable 
- not corn fortable at ail 
9. What can COCCC do to help promoting your business in the Waterloo Region'? Pleasr 
check as many as applicable. 
- advertising your business & hiring needs in newsletters 
- advertising your business & hiring needs on the Chinese radio station 
advertising your business & hiring needs on the bulletin board at the COCCC 
others. please suggest: 
Appendix 1 




TCM Inventory Form 
Chinese Proprietaries 
Inventory 
Chinese Narne: Engl ish Name: 





Chinese Name: English Name: 
Brand Nanie: Price ; Unit: 




Chinese Name: EngIish Narne: 
Brand Name: Price / Unit: 
Listed Ingredients: 





Letters of Support fkom Participating Agencies 
P.0 Box 42019,550 King Sbeet North, Gnestoga Mall, Waterloo, Ont, NîL 6K5 
Ms. Erin Tjam 
Fmport Hospital 
3570 King Street East 
Kitchener, Ontario 
N2A 2WI 
1 have read your proposai to the National Health Research and Development Program to complete a 3 
year study of the use of traditional Chinese medication .and western medications arnong Chinese 
Canadians in the Waterloo Region 1 would iike to confirm the enthusiastic support of the Centrai 
Ontario Chinese Cultural Centre (COCCC) for this project. We feei that it will provide valuable 
information on an important issue affecting our members, particularly those who are elderly. 
The COCCC will support you in this project by idenbfymg members who would be interesteci in 
participating as volunteer inte~ewers under your supe~sion or as members of focus goup 
meetings. We wiIl also assist you in s e l w g  a random sample of our membership and provide other 
materiais that we may have that are usefui in idenhfyrng potential subjeds for your survey. We will 
encourage our members to participate in your study and we wiU assist you in makihg promotionai 
material a d a b l e  to any target groups you idenûfy. 1 am dso pleased to confinn that we will provide 
same f i n a n d  support to your project. If the proposal is successful in obtaining funding from Heaith 
Canada, we wiii cover the expense of translation of your questionnaires, promotional material and 
reports to our membership for up to $5000. 
Please let me know if we can be of any additional assistance in support of this extremely valuable 
project. 
s h u - ~ i n ~  Man 
Resident 
Ms. Erin Tjam 
Rehabiiitation Department 
Freeport Hospital 
3570 King Street East 
Kitchener, On tario 
N2A 2W1 
D a r  Ms. Tjam: 
1 have read your proposai for research on the use of traditionai Chinese remedies and western 
medications among older Chinese Canadians in the Waterloo Region. Freeport Hospital M y  
supports you in your efforts to receive funding as a Community Researcher for this project. 
Your proposal makes a cornpelling w e  for education of seniors and of ail mernbers of the health 
and social service system to ensure the appropriate use of therapeutic approaches that are both 
effective and culturally sensitive. Freeport Hospital has much to l em from the results that may 
be obtained from your work. 




Patricia A. Henderson, R.N., C.H.E. 
Executive Director 
: bs 
University of Waterloo 
September 16,1994 
Ms. Erin Tjam 
&habilitation Department 
Freeport Hospital 
3570 King Street East 
Kitchener, Ontario 
N2A 2Wl 
Dear Ms. Tjam, 
1 am witing in support of the proposa1 you are submitting to the Seniors' independence/Canadafs 
Drug Strategy Community Researcher cornpetition. As outlined in the proposal, 1 will be pleased to 
work closely ~ i t h  you in all aspects of this important project- Your project wouid make a unique 
contribution to knowledge, and it shodd help to improve the quality of semice provision to seniors 
kom cultural minorities. The methodology you have outiined shodd  provide useful information that 
may be applied to a broad range of questions. 
The collaboration of Dr. Iris Chi, Hong Kong University, and Dr. Chyong-Fang Ko, Academia Sinica, is 
particularly exciting, beeuse it gives an oppoxtunity to do work that ranges in scope from regional 
issues relevant in the Waterloo area to international comparisons of the expenence of the elderiy in at 
least three countries. 
I would like to confirm a number of specific points of agreement with respect to the support 1 o n  
provide you. F i t ,  your enrolment in the doctoral program in the Department of Health Studies and 
Gerontology at the University of Waterloo will provide you with the opporrunity to strengthen your 
methodological skilis needed for this type of community-based research and it wül also aiiow you to 
broaden your substantive knowledge with respect to health promo lion and aging. 
As Director of Research at Freeport Hospital, 1 a n  also confirm that you wül have access to office 
space, rnee ting space, in teMew rooms, audiovisual equipment, cornputirtg equipment with 
appmpriate software (e.g. SAS for Windows, WordPerfect, Excd H .  Graphie), belephone, 
facsimile and office supplies needed for the projed In addition, you wiU be provideci with some 
seue!arbl support h m  our department secretary. 






SOCIAL SERVICES DEPA R T,LtE.\ 7 
Home Care Progran; 
B m c h  Ofice: 150 Main St., Cambridge. ON NIR SH6 
Teiephone: (5 19) 62 l-0040 Fax: (5  19) 623-5065 
September 15, 1994 
Dr. h h n  P. Hirdes 
Department of Keaith Studies and Gerontology 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Ontario, Canada N2L3G 1 
Dear Dr. Hirdes: 
I have reviewed the proposal prepared by MS. Erin Tjam and you to complete a 3 year study of the use of 
traditional Chinese medication and western medications arnong Chinese Canadians in Waterloo Region. 1 am 
writing to confïrm that the Waterloo Region Home Care Program agrees in principal to nippon this project subject 
to final approval by the Regional Heaith and Sociai Services Cornmittee and the Ethics Rwiew Cornmittee of the 
Universiry of Waterloo. The needs of adulcs with disabilities and m i  seniors fiom various cultural groups remain 
a priority in our organization, and, although the population targeted for midy in Waterlw Region may not be 
large, the information gain& fiom this research projeci will enhance Our understanding of the needs of other 
cultural gmups w i W  the Region and will assist us in improving die quality of the services we provide. 
We understand that our role in supporting LW. Tjam as the Community Researcher for this project will be to 
provide advia  from the perspecûve of a communiry-based pronder and to assin in planning anivities as required. 
This will include the sharing of any pertinent protocols and guidelines that have been deveioped to assist us to 
'wtter serve Seniors Drom varieci cuituraI oackgrounds. We are prepared to participate in focus groups to aiscuss 
the expenence of communiry seMce in working with Chinese 0nadia.n clients. In addition and subject to our 
adherence to our guidelines on client confidentiality. the Home Care Program will provide relevant client data, and 
is willing to assiSi you in iden-ng appropriate rnethodç for communicating the renilts of this research to other 
agencies through newsletten. conference proceedings and orher possible approaches. 
1 believe this project represenrs the fim in a seria of research endeavours that will be of mutuai interest. The 
Home Care Program looks forward to an on-going collaborative relationship with you and with Ms. Tjam. Please 






Tel. 8592288 / 8592075 
Tcîex: 71919 CEREB HX 
Fax: (852) 8S876û4 
Job P. Hinia, Ph-D. 
AuWtant Pro- 
DepMmaU of Heaith S N d i a  & Gmtology 
University of Wakr160 
Wattriw , Ontario 
N2t 301 
Canada 
you for the opportunity to rwiew on your proposai to the Seniors' 
Indcpcdace Rerearch Prognm for Programs of Applid Rrsrarch. I am writing to give 
my consensus to work with you and MI. ENi Tjam to detine the questions of intcrs~t, 
conduct parailel analyses with data from Hong Kong and prepatt papas for publication and 
prcsentation et scientific mnfaaia8. 
In Kong Kong. dmg use among the tldaly is an imporuat hcaith issue. l l d a l y  
patients lmow very linie about th& rights as patient. Dccton arc ofkm difficdt to appmach. 
Eldcrly arr in gcnsral very ductant to go to the doctor whcn t h y  f d  sick, they prcfer to 
uy 'ald' medicina or medicines b r n  friendl or famüy mcmben. Different tablets with the 
same dm froquaicy are sometimcl mixed in the urne conlaina. Eideriy patients h d  it 
hard to remunber what hac b&n taken. As a mult of this, Msfing dosing on one and 
double dosing on the othcn arc not uncornmon. In addition, mon elderiy do not have th& 
own pcnoriaiiy record for k i r  medicine in their own hand3. Tberefm, drus inlaaction 
is cornmon w h a  the clderly changu doctûr or purchases over-the-counter medicinu h m  
dmg stom without pharrnacists' supemi~ion- 
Your study is v u y  significant and wiU undoubtedy draw a Lot of intemt amongst 
physicians, pharmaicisu, and social warkm in Hong Kong. Thank you for ptoviding the 
opportunity for me to participate. 
PAS. Erin T j a r n  
Freeport Hospital 
3570 King Street East  
Kitchener, Ontario 
P12-4 2Wl 
Dtar PAS. T j a m ,  
As the mordinatm of the CKWP, FM 35.1, the Chinese Hour ,  I a m  
very plsased to learn about your  propuzal tu the Nationai Healt-h 
Reasenrch and Developmsnt Prûgram on the study uf the use of 
traditional thinese medica t ions  and west-ern rnedictitilxx anlong 
Chinese Canadian in the Wat .e r lm  R~gian .  Dur programmer:: feel 
that the information jeu will be generatcd from the st.udy wolilci 
be ü i  great intercst tu o u -  c o r n m u n i t y ,  especisly t ü  o u r  clderlies 
and their ramilies. We s e e  the in~port.ance of cumnnanicsting this 
information to Dur c u m r n r i n i t y  as i t  will help i n  p r n n ~ o t i n g  health 
awareness and ztat'cis nr rJur elcierliez. 
ZKidP, F M  98.7 i~ the first colmmunit j i  rnul t icu l tura l  radio station in 
Canada. The Chineor program reaches a large number of Chinese in 
the Waterloo Region. & i l  be glad ts arsist jou tu 
communicate any pertinent information forn-i vour :study thruugh 
our progrsm. Ir you can ident-ify any other ways th& w e  coulc! bs 
af frirther assistance to you, please do riüt hesitate t.u contact. 1-1s. 
Vincent Lai 
. Coordinator 
P.0 Box 42019,550 King Street North, Cowtoga Md, Waterloo, Ont, N2L 6K5 
Ms.ErinTjam 
Freeport Hospitai 
3570 King Street East 
Kitchenet? Ontario 
N2A 2W1 
We wodd iike to confirm our agreement to partiapate as a seniors advisory panel for your proposal 
to the National Hedth Research and Development Progant to complete a 3 year study of the use of 
traditionai Chinese medication and western d c a t i o n s  among olinese Canadians in the Waterloo 
Region. As part of this pmject, we wiii participate in periodic meetings scheduled by you to dtcuss aii  
aspects of the project and to provide you with advice from the perspective of Chinese Canadian 
seniors as p u  plan and execute the variow phases of this work We feel that your study wiii provide 
valuable health information to Chinese Canadian seniors and it wiU also help to irnprove the quality 
of care provideci by community and institutionai organizations to our cornmunity. 
We wish you success in your q u e s t  for h d i n g  from Health Canada. 
/' ' P 
L. 
Wah k 
tlJh-.&k-.& W n q  
th Wang 
S.-+( 
David Wong 
